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SUMMARY OF THE FINAL REPORT
OF THE NAVIGATION, GUIDANCE AND
CONTROL WORKING GROUP
OAST WORKSHOP AUGUST 1975
The NGC working group collected "user" technology requirements
based on the outlook for space and certain user groups such as
OSS, OA, and OMSF. These user requirements were compared with
technology requirements generated prior to the workshop. New
technology requirements were subsequently developed and revisions
and modifications of existing technology requirements were made in
light of user needs, j
The user requirements were then grouped into three major thrusts.
These maj:._r thrusts provide a blanket for related technology advance-
ment or iLporvement and support several of the NASA user offices.
These major thrusts are:
i. REDUCE MISSION SUPPORT COST BY 50% THROUGH
ANTONOMOUS OPERATION BY 1990,
2. PROVIDE A TEN-FOLD INCREASE IN MISSION OUTPUT
THROUGH IMPROVED POINTING AND CONTROL BY 1990,
AND
3. r-ROVIDE A HUNDRED-FOLD INCREASE IN HUMAN'S
PRODUCTIVITY IN SPACE THROUGH LARGE-SCALE
TELEOPERATOR APPLICATIONS BY 1990.
In all, forty-seven technology requirements were identified
that support user requirements. General emphasis could be
identified under each of the three major thrusts. These are
Autonomous Operations
Long Life Components and Systems.
Antonomous Spacecraft and Systems.
Self-Repairing Spacecraft Systems.
Automated G & C Electronics
Long Life Time Reliability Assurance.
Pointing and Control
Large Arrays and Structures.
Interplanetary Instrument Pointing.
Earth Orbital Pointing Altitude Control.
Precision Instrument Pointing for Manned Missions.
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Teleope rators
In-Space Construction Techniques
Orbital Assembly Maintenance, Repair
Remote Controlled Manipulators.
Next, the technology requirements were reviewed to determine
if they could benefit from a shuttle flight experiment. A total
of fifteen were identified that could benefit from a flight test.
Some of the future payload technology space tests require or are
enhanced by the space environment, while others benefit from a
systems test, required for user acceptance, that can only be
performed meaningfully in space. In some cases it appeared that
one Shuttle flight might be able to accommodate several experi-
ments in a single flight experiment package. Two of these packages
are :
i. Inertial Components Test Facility including low-g
accelerometer experiments and redundant strapdown
Inertial Measurement United experiments, and
2. Modular Instrument Pointing Test Facility including
experiments related to optical and video correlator
landmark trackers and the Video Inertial Pointing
System for Shuttle Astronomy Payloads.
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FINAL REPORT
NAVIGATION, GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
I. INTRODUCTION
A. WORKING GROUP APPROACH
The Navigation, Guidance and Control working group consisted
of eight members: i
Mr. William D. Bachman, Chairman (JPL)
Mr. Kirk M. Dawson (JPL)
Dr. William B . Gevartar (OAST, HQTRS)
Mr. Harold J. Gordon (JPL)
Mr. William D. Hibbard (GSFC)
Mr. William E. Howell (LARC)
Mr. J. Dwight Johnston (MSFC)
Mr. James P. Murphy (ARC)
In addition to the committee members, the Working Group
was greatly aided by Dr. W. Jack Breedlove and Dr. Ping
Tcheng from Old Dominion University who functioned as
Collaborators with the Group.
In order to increase the productivity of the Working
Group and allow the members to work in areas of their
primary specialties, the Group was divided into three
subgroups as shown in Figure i. Although during most
of the proceedings the Working Group functioned as a
single unit, there were times when the three subgroups
operated independently to generate material.
The steps that the working group followed in developing
recommended shuttle payloads are lhown in Tigure 2. User
requirements were developed form the material presented
by the Workshop User Working Group and reported in the
Outlook for Space Report. Once generated, these require-
ments were reviewed by the User Working Group to determine
if all pertinent needs had been identified. After the re
requirements had been identified and checked they were
grouped into three major thrusts which provided a frame-
work for later discussions.
i
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The next major step in the process was to review the
technology requirements generated in advance and brought
to the _._erkshop by the NG&C Workinq Group members. These
were studied in light of the user requirements, deficiencies
and omissions were noted and new technology requirements
were generated where necessary. Several technology
requirements were found to be related to other working
group's responsibilities and this material was forwarded
to those groups.
Once the technology requirements were completed, they were
individually reviewed to determine if they could benefit
from a shuttle flight experiment. Finally, the experiments
that were derived from this process were grouped into related
categories. In some cases, it appeared that one Shuttle
flight might be able to accommodate several experiments in
a single flight experiument package
The last two boxes on the lower right of Figure 2 represent
an activity not directly related to identifying Shuttle
experiments but definitely important to OAST programs in
Navlgation, Guidance and Control. Identification of
desirable new starts was the prime objective of this
comparison.
2
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II. USER REQUIREMENTS
A. INPUTS FROM USERS
User requirements were provided in the form of a written
input in the 1975 NASA OAST SUMMER WORKSHOP OVERVIEW
REPORT. These written inputs were supplemented by a
series of presentations to the workshop. The written
inputs were provided by each of the NASA user offices
and were supplemented by verbal discussions durina the
workshop between the Navigation, Guidance and Control
Working Group and the Users Workshop Group. User
requirements were then generated for each of the NASA
program offices.
B. OUTLOOK FOR SPACE
User or mission requirements were also derived from the
Outlook i'or Space Report, A Forecast of Space Tech-
nology, Section V. The forecasts presented in the
report were correlated with the User Input requirements
to obtain more quantitative data relating to the user
requirements.
C. MAJOR THRUSTS AND TECHNOLOGY NEEDS
When the user requirements were examined it became
apparent that they could _.e grouped into three major
thrusts in the navigation, guidance and control dis-
ciplines that require major effort to support the user
requirements. These major thrusts provide a blanket
for related technology advancement or improvement and
support several of the NASA user offices. The major
thrusts and associated user requirements are listed
b e low :
i. RED[.ZE MISSION SUPPORT COST BY 50% THROUGH AUTO-
NOMOUS OPERATION BY 1990
*Develop long life, self-repairing spacecraft systems
*Provide automated rendezvous and docking systems
and techniques
*Develop guidance and control systems for near-
automated long mission use
*Improve the position knowledge of orbital and
deep space systems
*Develop autonomous unmanned lunar and planetary
rovers with emphasis on mobility, articulation,
: guidance, navigation and control systems
5
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2. PROVIDE A TEN-FOLD INCREASE IN MISSION OUTPUT
THROUGH IMPROVED POINTING AND CONTROL BY 1990
*Develop pointing and control for large
structures and arrays
*Improve instrument pointing and spacecraft
attitude control for unmanned interplanetary
vehicles
l
*Develop pre_-ision instrument pointing for manned
earth orbital vehicles
3. PROVIDE A HUNDRED-FOLD INCREASE IN HUMAN'S PRO-
DUCTIVITY IN SPACE TIIROUGH LARGE-SCALE TELEOPERATOR
APPLICATION BY 1990
*Develop and provide means of remotely monitoring,
inspecting, and collecting visual data during
deployment, retrieval, structure assembly, etc.,
to verify activities not normally visible.
*Develop capability for deployment, retrieval,
servicing and assembly of payloads, large space
structures, lunar bases, etc., with earth
orbital and surface type vehicles.
*Provide a transporter for transfer of materials,
tools, and crew in support of EVA activities.
6
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III. ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
A. INTRODUCTION
Technology requirements were derJ ed from two sources. The
first source involved inputs, prior to the workshop, by
members of the working group based on inputs from the
respective centezs and the individuals knowledge of future
program requirements. In addition to the_e technology
requirements, additional requirements were formulated by
the working group as a whole based on the user inputs to
the workshop and the outlook for Space Study. These
technology requirements fall naturally into the major
thrust areas that were identified and are listed in resume
form in Section III-B and in full form in Section III-C.
B. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS RESUMES
i. LOW COST NAVIGATION INDEPENDENT OF NASA TRACKING
FACILITIES
There exists several wide-spread navigation net_ for
aircraft use around the world. The most notable are
DME and OMEGA. The first operates at UHF with power
in the one to twenty KW range. This frequency and
power is more than adequate for reception from space-
craft altitude. The second operates with high power,
is worldwide, but is in the VLV band. However, it
may be useable. At this time there has been no
adequate survey of the signal strength of earth based
navigation aids at orbital spacecraft altitudes.
This work would propose an experiment to fly high
quality aircraft navigation gear (receiver/transmitter)
to determine the possibility of designing future
earth orbital satellites with the capabiliti, of
doing their own navigation, thus reducing mission
support requirements.
2. APPROACH GUIDANCE FROM A SPINNING SPACECRAFT
Approach guidance measurements require an extremely
stable spacecraft platform and extremely accurate
angular measurements of point sources and extended
objects. Current spinning spacecraft do not have
sufficient spin stability to allow accurate angular
movements.
z
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3. SCANNING LASER RADAR
Scanning laser radars are presently designed to use
either Carbond Dioxide (CO2) or Gallium Arsenide
(Ga As) as the laser source. The concept requires
no moving parts, requires low power and can proved
range, range rate, angle and angular rate as a
navigational aid to a manned rendezvous and doc}:ing
system. Where retro-reflectors are utilized it
provides a means for autonomous control.
4. DEVELOPMENT OF LOW COST NAVIGATION COMPONENTS
Present efforts to develop low cost inertial systems
are hampered by the fact that many present day
components were developed with performance as the
prime goal and cost secondary. In doing this many
inherently cheaper concepts have been discarded
because they lacked the potential for performance
refinement. There are many applications today which
require modest accuracy, but very low cost to make
then economically feasible. What is required is an
unified, directed attempt to provide funding for new
concepts (as opposed to improvements in old designs)
which show promise for geuine cost benefits.
5. AUTONOMOUS GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION
This new technology consists of development of an on-
board capability to automatically collect observations
using an optical sensor, and process that data to
determine the S/C orbit, subsequently making a
trajectory correction maneuver in an optimal manner
and/or adjusting or modifying a pre-planned science
sequence. This capability can later be expanded to
include detecting targets-of-opporttlnity and modifying
the trajectory to investigate or avoid them. Certain
missions, such as those requirimg decision reaction
times shorter than the round-trip light time, could
not be done in any other way.
6. DIFFERENTIAL VERY LONG BASELINE INTERFEROMETRY
(&VLBI) and PULSAR NAVIGATION
AVLBI measurements consist of interferometrically track-
ing S/C and an extragalactic source, which allows S/C
target-relative coordinates to be fixed in an intertial
j 8
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coordinate system. When the S/C flies by, orbits, or
lands on the target planet/satellite its ephemeris can
be significantly improved, decreasing a limiting error
source for future missions.
Flight equipment must be developed to locate and record
signals from pulsars. These recordings, with accurate
time tags, would then be compared to similar pulsar
recordings made on the earth. The correlation between j
these recorded signals allows S/C position determination
accuracy that is indpendent of the S/C-Earth distance.
An alternative technique would be to have a catalog of
characteristics on the spacecraft and perform the
correlation autonomously.
7. COMET AND ASTEROID EPHEMERIDES IMPROVEMENT
A dedicated and systematic observation schedule,
including radar bounce data, would allow improved small
body ephemerides to be developed. This would enable
comet or asteroid missions to be designed in a timely
manner For very uncertain ephemerides, the spacecraft
would have to be launched on a trajectory that had the
ability to be significantly adjusted as observation
data accumulated (both earth-based and S/C based when
approaching the target body).
8. COMETARY INTERCEPT NAVIGATION AND GUIDANCE
Cometary ephemerides are very poorly _nown, and in fact
change from one appearance to another for the periodic
comets. Most of the comets known to date appear to be
on parabolic orbits and have been first discovered
within 6 to 10 months of their perihelion. A cometary
intercept mission to a newly discovered comet having
a poorly defined trajectory is possible if launched
as early as possible on a high energy trajectory which
can be corrected until the intercept occurs. This
implies development of a high-energy probe capability
and the development and mechanization of an optimal
navigation strategy.
9. AUTOMATED SPACECRAFT
The objective of this task is to develop the technology
necessary to increase the capability of spacecraft to
J 9
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perform complex, self-contained tasks. This is a
summary technology requirement description including
the development areas of; the structure of the control
elements, the process of decision-making (problem
solving), interaction between the spacecraft and
human controller, techniques for controlled manip-
ulation and roving vehicle control.
i0. ROBOTIC DECISION MAKING AND PLANNING
This task develops the capability for a robotic system
to plan and implement a task or series of tasks once
a high level supervisory command statement has been
sent to the robot. Decision-making and planning are
functions that human beings perform rather effortlessly
and well, but very little is known about how to
automate them. There is strong desire to make
robot machines independent of earth-based surveillance
and to free the ground personnel for other tasks.
ii. ROBOTIC SCENE ANALYSIS
For a robot to operate autonomously it must develop a
model of its surroundings. This model, located in
the robotLs computer, will allow safe movement from
place to place and permih the carrying out of commanded
functions (pick up a rock located a a specific location,
etc.). Scene analysis, which is closely related to the
function of perception, involves computer dissection
of pictures, combination of this data with other
sensory data from instruments such as laser range finders1
and construction of a "world model". This model is
continually updated and corrected as the robot moves
in carrying out its tasks.
12. END EFFECTOR SENSORS FOR ROBOT AND TELEOPERATOR
MANIPULATORS
Various types of sensors can be used on end effectors
of remote manipulators to speed up and/or automate the
manipulation process. Touch sensors, force feedback
sensors, optical promimity sensors and various pressure
sensors can be used for this purpose. The presentation
format of this data to the teleoperator operator or to
the robot computer and how this data should be
interpreted and used by the operator and computer are
major technology problems being worked by this task.
J I0
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designs and to provide verification of design equations
and procedures. This is an alternate procedure to
that proposed by the "STS advanced systems technology
guidance and control working group", January 1974.
In that document a new ground based facility was
recommended.
19. HIGH RESOLUTION LONG LIFE INERTIAL REFERENCE UNIT
To broaden the applicability of the dry (tuned-rotor)
gyro inertial reference unit (DRIRU) by increasing
the fine pointing capability, the development of
higher resolution loop electronics and an improvement
in the gyro motor bearing configuration is required.
Pointing stability of 1 arc second for periods up
to one hour is required.
20. CRYOGENIC GYROSCOPES FOR SPACE AND AIRCRAFT NAVIGATION
An extremely low drift, electrostatic gyro, with
cryogenic pick-off, is being developed for a science
experiment. Its low drift rate of i0-, radian per
year would be of grat value to a wide variety of
earth and interplanetary missions because it eliminates
the need for external sensing of a altitude. The
technology is anticipated by the early 1980's.
21. COI.TINUED DEVELOPMENT OF DIGITAL REBALANCE ELECTRONICS
FOR DRY TUNED ROTOR CYROS
A rebalance electronics package will provide digital
torque control and substantially improve the accuracy
and resolution over the current analog electronics.
22. HIGH i_ESOLUTION ATTITUDE SENSOR
A _igh resolution attitude sensor is required for missions
such as LST. The laser gyro is a promising candidate.
(Cf. Laser Rate Gyro Package)
23. LOW G ACCELEROMETER EVALUATION FACILITY
The measurement of spacecraft acceleration to levels
of 10 -9 g and lower require a very stable and low noise
Lest platform.
11
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13. UNASSIGNED
14. STELLAR II (STARTRACKER)
Develop an internally redundant, radiation-hardened
and fault tolerant CCD star tracker. This task is
an utgrowth of the STELLAR star tracker now under
development.
15. INTENSIFIED SOLID STATE £MAGING DEVICE AND CHARGE
and INJECTION DEVICE FOR LOW LIGHT LEVEL IMAGING i
16.
The abstracts for these two technology requirements
are summarized into one.
The existing technology demonstrates the need and
potential for increasing the sensitivity of "charge
injection devices" (CID) imaging devices. Such a
method provides a second generation of solid state
devices.
Due to ruggedness, small size, low weight and power
consumption these devices will be strong competitors
to the low light level tube type system.
Improvements to the existing CID technology in the
areas of resolution, sensitivity, uniformity sizing
and selection will allow it to be used for the sensor
in solid state star trackers.
17. OPTICAL STANDARDIZATION AND IMPROVED TUBE DESIGN
FOR STAR TRACKERS
Proper utilization of present day technology permits
a modificatio_ of the internal parts of the image dissector
tube that caz greatly improve its performance in
star trackers.
Development of a standard lens for the image dissector
tube will meet the star tracker needs until solid
state devices (such as CID's and CCD's) can be
developed into flight worthy systems.
18. STRAY-LIGHT REJECTION
It is extremely difficult and expensive to evaluate
stray light attenuators (sun and earth shades) in
earth based facilities. One reason is that test
facility walls scatter light from the solar simulators.
This makes verfication of new designs difficult.
Shuttle sortie flights provide an opportunity to
evaluate the attenuation qualities of new sun shade
f
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24. RATE GYRO PACKAGE
The laser rate gyro currently under development offers
an alternative to the inertial rateintegrating gyro
that should prove less expensive and less vulnerable
to ambient acceleration. Successful demonstration of
the laser gyro will provide a cost beneficial alternative
to the inertial gyro.
25. REDUNDANT STRAPDOWN LASER INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT
(IMU) FOR SPACE MESSIONS
The Tug will require an IMU for self-contained guidance
for orbit change and as an attitude reference. Laser
IMU should be simpler, lighter in weight, more reliable
and less costly than conventional systems. A Shuttle
payload will flight qualify the IMU _OK Tug and longlife
space missions.
26. OPTICAL CORRELATOR LANDMARK _RACKER
One of the major applications of space is to survey,
monitor and service earth and its inhabitants. There
is a major need for a device which can pick out an
arbitrarily chosen target on the earth and provide an
accurate earth-pointing error signal. The optical
correlator landmark tracker has this potential. To
accomplish this, it utilizes pattern recognition in
the spatial frequency domain to provide the pointing
signal. This device is functionally related to the
video landmark tracker below, however, the technical
aspects of the two systems are significantly different.
27. VIDEO CORRELATOR LANDMARK TRACKER
This device is aimed at fullfilling a similar technology
requirement as the optical correlator landmark tracker.
However, the technical aspects of achieving the ultimate
goal is significantly @ifferent. This device relies
on software pxocessing of video data and algorithm
development to recognize selected points. Because
of the desirability of using landmark tracking,
alternate technology approaches are essential.
28. OPTICAL INERTIAL REFERENCE
This technology requirement proposes the development
of an optical inertial reference incorporating a laser/
fiber optics rotation sensor. A small laser is coupled
to each end of a fiber optic strand woumd in a coil
13
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on a small mandrel. Rotation about the axis of the coil
alters the relative frequencies of light passing through
the fiber'with, and against, the direction of rotation.
Mixing and beat detection provide a direct digital
measurement of rotation rate.
29. UNASSIGNED
i
30. HARD LANDER CONTROL SYSTEM FOR AIRLESS PLANETS
Penetrators rely on control of impact angle of attack
to ensure survival of the scientific instruments. For
missions to airless planets or the moon, aerodynamics
cannot be used, and an active system must be developed
to control the impact angle of attack.
31. VIDEO INERTIAL POINTING SYSTEM FOR SHUTTLE ASTRONOMY
PAYLOADS
Pointing at non-visible or dim astronomy targets require
tracking members of the adjacent star field. Since the
position of many dim targets is not precisely known
with respect to the star field, the ability to view the
adjacent field and complete the acquisition with an
operator is crucial to the success of many astronomy
missions. A video sensor can be used to provide multi-
star position data for three axis pointing error signals
and information for a CRT display of the star field.
32. ATTITUDE CONTROL OF FLEXIBLE SPACECRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
Instrument pointing from a flexible structure typical
of manned, earth resource and planetary spacecraft of
the future need control systems capable of filtering the
motions caused by the flexibility of the main spacecraft.
On-going wor_ (RTOP 506_19_14) will develop the fnitfal
tools for incorporating a realistic non rigid vehicle
model into the design of a stochastic controller by 1979.
A non flight critical control system, preferably
programmable, designed with control algorithms based
on dynamical models of the supporting structure would
provide a practical demonstration of the new analytical
tools. Alternately a complete flight evaluation of the
structure control, attitude control and the pointing
control could be performed on a early prototype
structure for an on-going mission. This would qualify
the technology and the operational components
simultaneously.
f
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33. FIGURE CONTROL OF LARGE DEFORMABLE STRUCTURES
Figure or shape control of large flexible structures
which emit or collect electromagnetic radiation is
necessary to maintain efficiency and high gain for
increased bandwidth and resolution. To provide shape
control to fractions of a wavelength in the operating . .
frequency region of interest will require advances in
structural modeling and the technology of sensors j
and actuators.
34. HIGH ACCURACY INSTRUMENT POINTING SYSTEM FOR FLEXIBLE
BODY SPACECRAFT
Future planetary and comet missions require science •
instrument pointing capability that current Mariner/
Viking class articulation control systems cannot
satisfy. The approach to advancing the science
instrument pointing system is to develop an instrument
pointing platform control system having a fast response
inertially stabilized instrument line of sight.
35. SPACECRAFT SURFACE FORCE CONTROL(SURFCON) AND ATTITUDE
CONTROL SYSTEM
There is a class of future planetary and solar probe
missions that requires the spacecraft to follow a
purely gravitational trajectory for highly accurate
relativistic, gravimetric and aumospheric physics
measurements. These science requirements cannot be
satisfactorily met by current spacecraft attitude and
translation control system designs. This requirement
can be met with a Mariner class attitude control system
that compels the spacecraft to center on a spherical
proof-mass in the translational degrees of freedom.
This concept has been flight proven on Navy Transit
Satellites for earth crbital application.
36. RADIATION ATTITUDE CONTROL FOR EXTENDED LIFE PLANETARY
MISSIONS
During interplanetary flight, radiation from RTG's
impinging on vehicle structure is usually a primary
disturbance torque to attitude control. There
exists a possibility of using these forces as a t
control torque with the possibility of significant
savings in expendibles. A program is required to
study the nature, magnitude, and variation of RTG
] radiation for the purpose of there axis stabilization.
1977006969-022
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37. FLUID MOMENTUM GENERATOR
The Fluid Momentum Generator provides a jitter-free
alternative to the conventional ball-bearing reaction
wheel. Fluid M/G's have been demonstrated successfully,
but they consumed excessive power because of the high
fluid friction. The proposed development would -_
investigate the use of magnetic fluids to obLain a
high density, low viscosity fluid that could be l
efficiently driven by a linear motor. The result
would be an alternate choice tc the magnetically
suspended reaction wheel, offering lower complexity and
cost.
38. MEASUREMENT AND CONTROL OF LONG BASELINE STRUCTURES
Technology must be provided for accurate interferometric
measurement. These measurements require precise knowledge
and stability ef long base line structure. Their structure
may or may not be physically connected; therefore, a
variety of control techniques and measurement methods
must be used. This technology requirement is related
to that of figure or shape control of large structures,
but has several unique requirements which need special
attention, i.e., potential for disconnected structures.
39. MAGNETIC LARGE ARRAY ASSEMBLY AND SHAPE MANAGEMENT
There exists a technology requirement for large light
weight arrays for sensors and antennas in space with
tightly controlled contours. One possibility to do
this is to employ modular arral, s magnetically coupled
and controlled. This requires further exploration as to
feasibility and practicability.
40. UNASSIGNED
41. SPACE TELEOPERATOR TECHNOLOGY
The requirement for this activity and the related
technoloqy requirements (42 through 50) is to define and
develop experimental and prototype teleoperator systems
for earth, lunar and planetary orbit and surface
opera_ions. Telcopcrator systems offer great potential
for doing this. Functioning as extensions of spacecraft,
J 16 s-
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as free flying vehicles operated form the shuttle,
space station, or the gound; or as surface vehicles
remotely operated from earth, the teleoperator will
augment the human in performing a number of useful
tasks which otherwise would not be possible.
42. SUPERVISORY CONTROL OF REMOTE MANIPULATORS
Requirements exist to develop optimum man-machine
interface technologies for controlling manipulators
when computers are part of the supervisory control
loop. Efficient, versatile and safe control
performance of remote manipulation dpends to a great
extent on the allocation of control functions between
operator and control computer.
43. SATELLITE SERVICING
Requirements exist to develop optimal interface
hardware conceptual designs to enhance satellite
servicing capabilities and verify these concepts
and designs using in-orbit experiments.
44. MULTI-PURPOSE PANEL
Requirements exist to devehop an addressible
alphanumeric display for flight and ground based
control and display stations which will permit
rapid changes in panel nomenclature and control
outputs.
45. END EFFECTORS AND SENSORS
End effectors, that part of the manipulation that
actually conducts the grasping or is involved with
target object needs continued development• Both
special purpose and qeneral purpose effectors and
associated sensors are needed.
46. TELEOPERATOR CONTROLLERS
The technology of controllers for teleoperators is
key to mans effective interaction with the machine.
The flexibility of this control, the response time
of control and the human engineering aspects are all
important factors that must be advanced
J
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47. WRIST MECHANISMS
One key element of a manipulator is the wrist mechanism
that attaches to the end effector. The flexibility and
versatility of this item is central-along with the
end effector itself- to effective manipulator operation.
48. MINIATURE TV CAMERA
Extremely small, manipulator mounted, T.V. cameras would
greatly aid the operator in obtaining a realistic
"sense of presence". The requirement for this type
of TV instrument will be pursued further with appropriate
sensor people.
49. IMAGE ENHANCEMENT
The enhancement of T.V. images presented to the operator-
contrast enhancement, low and high level light exposures,
etc., are necessary to handle the varied imaging conditions
in space. Computer control of the enhancement process
will provide great versatility.
50. VIDEO SIGNAL COMMUNICATIONS
Teleoperations using sophisticated T.V. displays for
presenting information to the operator require high data
rates and large bandwiths. There are many advantages
for the overall Teleoperator system if technological
"shortcuts" and advances can be conceived for getting the
required informotion to the operator at reduced
communications channel requirements.
R EODUCIBtLt'I THe':
?AGg IS pOOR
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C. " "NOLOGY REQUIREMENTS FORMS
"_h_ following are the 50 Technol, Requirement forms
qt _erated as part of the Na qg, _, Guidance and Control
W(-_,'[inqGroup activities.
I. AutL;nomous Operation f _ • 'craft
i. Low Ccst _:avicat' _:_*'ependent of NASA Tracking ;
Facil ities
2. Approach Guidance from a,Spinning Spacecraft
3. Scanning Laser _ _" _
4. Development of is3w Cost Navigation Components
5. Autonomous Guidance and Navigation
6. Differential Very Long Baseline Interferometry
(VLBI) and Pulsar Navigation
7. Comet and Asteroid Ephe[_erides Improvement
8. Cometary Intercept Navigation and Guidance
9. Automated Spacecraft
I0. Robotic Decision Making and Planning
ii. Robotic Scene Analysis
12. End Effector Sensors for Robot and Teleoperator
Manipulators
13. Unassigned
II. Sensors
14. Stellar II (Star Tracker)
"15, Intensified Solid State Imaging Device
"16. Charge Injection Device for Low Light Level Imaging
17. Optical Standardization and Improvt d Tube Design
for Star Trackers
18. Stray-Light Rejection
19. High Resolution Lonq Life Inertial Refez _nce Unit
•20, Cryogenic Gyroscopes for Space and Aircraft Navigation
21. Continued Development of Digital Rebalance Electronics
for Dry Tuned Rotor Gyros
22. High Resolution Attitude Sensor
23. Low-g Accelerometer Evaluation Facility
24. Rate Gyro Package
25. Redundant Strapdown Laser Inertial Measurement Unit
(_M,T) For Space Missions
26. Optical Correlator Landmark Tracker
27. Video Correlator Landmark Tracker
•28. Optical Inertial Reference
29. Unassigned
19
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B. Systems and Components
30. Hard Lander Control System for Airless Planets
31. Video Inertial Pointing System for Shuttle
Astronomy Payload
32. Attitude Control of Flexible Spacecraft Configurations
33. Figure Control of Large Deformable Structures
34. High Accuracy Instrument Pointing System for f
Flexible Body Spacecraft
35. Spacecraft Surface Force Control (SURFCON) and j
Attitude Control System
36. Radiation Attitude Control for Extended Life
Planetary Missions
*37. Fluid Momentum Generator
38. Measurement and Control of Long Baseline Structures
39. Magnetic Large Array Assembly and Shap_ Management
40. Unassigned
.III. Teleoperators
41. Space Teleoperator Technology
42. Supervisory Control of Remote Manipulators
43. Satellite Servicing
44. Multi-Purpose Panel
45. End Effectors and Sensors
46. Teleoperator Controllers
47. Wrist Mechanisms
48. Miniature TV Camera
49. Image Enhancement
50. Video Signal Communications
* Referred to other working groups
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P
I)EI INITI( _N ()1: TECIINt)I,()GY IIFt._UII{EMENT N(). 1
1 TI';('IIN_ )I,()C;Y IiEQL'IIiEMENT (TITI.E) : PAGE 1 ()F
Low Cost Navigation Independent of NASA Tracking Facilities
" TI.'CIIN()I.t_;YCATEG()I{Y: Navi_,tion
;; ,)I_JE('TI\E/AD\:ANCEMFNT HE(_UII{ED: To irvestigate the potential use of
earth based navZgation aids such as DME, OMEGA, etc., for use from earth
orbit.
I ('tI{IH';.NTSTATE (_I:AI{T: No comprehensive survey of zignal strength or
propagation characteristics of these sources has been made.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO I.EVEL 6
5. I)I,_St'I'II"I'I()N (_1. TI.X'IIN()I.()(,Y
There exists several wide spread navigation nets for aircraft use around
the world. The most noteworthy are DME and OMEGA. The first operates
at UHF with power levels of one to twenty kw. This frequency and power
level is more than adequate for reception 2tom spacecraft altitudes.
The second operates with high power, is worla -*ide, but is in the VLF
band. However, it may be useable. At this time there has been no ade-
quate survey of the signal strength of earth based navigation ai0s.
There has been a proposal to monitor these from space for maintenance
purposes.
p/1, REQUIREMI. NTS BASEDON: ["] PRE-A,['-] A,[-'] B,I-'] C,,"D
,, liAI'I, _'<AI.I. AND ANAI.YSIS:
Many satellites require only modest navigation data or orbit determination
data in order to perform broad surveys or station keeping missions. To
meet these requirements it is necessary for ground based facilities to
acquire, track, and determine orbital parameters. This requirement at
times leads to conflicts when two or more satellites require simultaneous
servicing. If the data from ground based navigatlon aids is useful, it
may be possible for the satellite to provide its own on-board navigation
with occasional checks from ground stations. Aircraft can get accuracies
to 200 feet from these systems. Commensurate accuracies in near earth
orbit could be expected with some degradation at higher orbits.
TO BF CARRIED TO LEVEl,
i
i
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!DEFINITION {)I," TECttN()LOGY REQUII(EMENT NO. 1
1 TEt'HX_)I.t)(;Y I{EQUII{EMFNT(TITLE): PAGE 2 ()F 3
Low Cost Navigation Independent of NASA Trackin_ Facilities
TEC tIN()IA)(;Y OI'TI()NS:
Present tracking is adequate, but may become overloaded when the STS makes
satellite laun:hes cheaper and hence increases the number of satellites.
_. TECItNICAL PROBLEMS:
Propagation characteristics are unknown, available signal strength, and use-
ful frequencies are also unknown.
_. I)OTI:NTIA1, AI.TEI_NATIVES:
Autonomous navigation using other techniques, which may or may not be as
cheap.
1o. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNI)ERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
No advances anticipated unless planned survey missions turn up unexpected
results. Such a pontential use as this may serve to justify and direct
initial surveys.
EXPECTED I'NPFRTURBED LEVEL 6
11. I(ELATED TECttNOI,()(iY REQIrlREMENTS:
Development of space qualified components similar to that used in aircraft.
22
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1I)I'_I"INIq'IC_N t)l,' TI'X'ItN()IA)GY IIEid"IIIEMENT NO. 3
1 "II.X'ItN(q,(}I;Y Ill.;Qt'Illl._Mt,_NT (T1TI,E): PAGE 3 ()1." 3
Low Cost Navigation Independent . of NASA Tracking Facilities
12. TECIIN()I,()(;Y I/I';QIIIIEMENTS SCIIEDUI, E:
CAI,FNDAR YEAR
'" 75]SCtlEI)U1 E ITE31 76 77 7b 79 80 bl b_"_83 01 S5 ,_6 b7 _b 89 90 91
TE CttN() I,OGY
1. Initial Studies
2. Design of Equipment
for Survey flight
3. Fabrication of Equip-
ment
-t. Survey Flight __ ]
5. Operational Equipment
Design
APPLICATION ] I1. I_,sign (Ph. ('_
•2. Devl/l:ab (Ph. D'p
3. Operations
4.
1",. USAGE SCItEI)LI,E:
TOTA L
TE(' IIN( )I,( )GY N l'_ED DATI., X 1NUMBER OF I,A[N('ttES ]t IIN_ _O_N1 i
I t I/EEE IIENC1.;S:
Comments and Observations:
i. Determine if this idea has been Investigated before.
2. Coordinate this idea with other agencies such as FAA.
15. IA:VI';L OF STATE OF ART 5. COMI_ON}'NTOI11U'I':AIIPI)ARDl[3Tk IX|I_,L}VA?,7
ENVIRONMFN1 IN T:H LAI_H/_ToI',Y.
1. lb3qlf" PIIFNG _',1} NA q_lk_t Rkt D kND IIFI_HITI D, _. $. MODI I, Tt, Si[ l) IN AIII('ItA} F _ _,VIR(IN._]t NT
2. 11:F()|/5 F(qlMIIaVIID'ICID|'( biB| PlIINI_MFNA, 7. MODELTESFIDIN_'P_-I'! I'.,"\'I|II),',M}NI
3. "I'ilI'(HPl IF ",l T D B5 I'tCI>ICAI I "xl" RIMI" N'I 8, NEW CAPABILITY D', lllki D }lh)M A MI'C|I I,I',NM" R
(lit \1,_ I 111 M \ FI(" ',I, \lt q'l I,. OPERA] IC}h,M, M., H)[,I,
4, PtRIININT }l",, ll_lN CqII'H\I:\( l'l IIISTIU DI MONSTI_'_TED, 9. RELIAIIII,IT_ I,t'I,RAI)IN(,I)} \N I}Pl II.AIb'N'_I ",I(_II1.1..
, F.(. , ',l_'I}l Xl, ("'"'I'(/_,}',T, I _t'. 10. LIFIe-TI31E I'.XTl'Nblt'_N OFAN(IlIIL'V]h "_N _': blI)Dt-l,.
¢
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 2
1 TECIIN()I.OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Approach Guidance PAGE 1 OF
from _ Spinning Spacecraft
2. TEC}IN()I.OGY CATEGORY: Guidance and Control
3. ()BJECTIVI]/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Increase accuracy and stability of
sensors and spacecraft to achieve precise measurements from spinning
spacecraft.
1 ('URRENT STATE OF ART: Earth orbiting spacecraft have included star and
horizon sensors.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 7
-- j
5. DESCI/II'TI()N ()I'" TECIIN()LOGY
Approach guidance measurements will require an extremely stable spacecraft
platform and extremely accurate angular measurements of point sources and
extended objects. Current spinning spacecraft are not designed for extreme
spin stability. Current sensors cannot accurately measure the position of
extended objects.
P/L REQUIRI:MKNTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,['X] A,[-I B,[-I C/D
_; I/A'I'I_ )NAI.I.: AND ANALYSIS:
a. Spacecraft platforms must be stable to 20-30 micro tad. during
approach guidance measurements. Meas,_rements must be performed
during approach to Uranus and Titan at distances where the
target is an extended object.
b, Pioneer Uranus Entry Probe, Pioneer Titan Probe Missions.
c. Without approach guida:_ce, probe targeti._g must be based on existing
Ephemeris predictions, which are not accurate enough to assure safe entry
d Sensor accuracy can be demonstrated by analysis and lab tests.
Spacecraft stability must be demonstrated by simulation.
m_2KODUC_B[LSTyOF Ttt_
OP._M' PA_$ m PO0_
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVFI,
24 -
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IDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 2
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): .h.pproach Guidance PAGE Z OF 3
from a Spinning Spacecraft
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTJONS:
_ TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Sensor which achieves 50 micro rad. accuracy while measuring extended objects.
Spacecraft design approach to achieve 30 micro tad. stability to spin axis.
_. POTENTIAl, AL']'ERNATIVES:
Improvement of Ephemeris of Uranus and Titan would allow Earth-based radio
guidance to be used for Probe targeting.
lO. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 4
11. REI,ATED TECHNOL()GY iU_QU_EMENTS:
i 25
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r
1
1
I)EI,'INITI()N O1,' TECHNOI,()GY REQLIIREMENT NO. 2 ]
-- , . ]"
r ( .... r T1 'I'I'2CIIN(H,(L,'_ HEQUIHEM (TITLE): PAGE 3 (H" 3
Approach Guidance From a Spinning Spacecraft
12. TECItN(_I,(_t;Y I¢I'X_UIItEMENTS SC|[EDULE:
CALENDAR YEAIt
SCIIEDU1.E YI'EM 77 7b 79 80 81 _2 83 84 _51_6 _7 _ 89 90 91]75 76
TE C HNO LOGY
1. Analysis _--'I
'2. Design __._
3. Simulation ___
4.
5.
i APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. (') [.____
'2. Devl/Fab (Ph. I)) ___
3. Operations I_
. J I
1:_. USAGE SCIIEI)UI,E:
l'J'EC HN( )I,OGY NEED DA TI,, /_ TOTAL
--., .
-. ,i , •
1.t I¢EFEllENCES:
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART 5. cou,'o_r._TO:_ _U:At,m^_U_'IL_T_.Dt_l_H._,vA,,,'r
ENVIRONMFN'I 1N T'tI" LAI_)It_'I'OI',Y.
1. BASIC P}lk:,OMl_ NA Olk',F RVI D .kNl) 'tFF'r_IlrLD. 6. btODF. L TE.':,'!.} D IN AIRCRAI'T 1- .NVIRON3/} :'JT.
2. TIIFOHY F(HIMI'I,AI [ I) "IO 1)1-",l IHIt| .'Ill _.¢L"*'IFNA. '7. MODFL TES'I'I D IN SPA('I: EN\q}'t_'JNMI- NT
3. TiIF(Ht"t 11- hl'l D TIh' I'II'I",I('AI. ! ";PF RI.MF NT 8. NEW CAPAtlII.ITY D: ItlVi.D 1.1l*)',1 A Mf'CII [,k,"-,b'_,R
O|( M.\1 lit M ',t Fll',kl, \I( HH l.. OPEP, A'I I('DNAI, .dODLI..
4. PkR'llNIN! }IN("I'Iq),",OIICIIAIG_I FIRISTICDFMONSTRATED. 9. it.ELIAIIII,ITY UPGRAIIINCt)} _tNtlPERAII,,NAI Mf'qLI..
E.(;., ,",|ATFII|'_,I.. I(",'l't)',FhT. F!_'. 10. [,[FFTIME _,XTENSI(1.% O}'ANOI2 [GkTION',;, Mf)I)F[,.
1
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DEFINITI()N OF TECttNOLOGY REQUIREMENT N(). 3
1 TE('IINt)i,()GY IiEQUIREMENT (TITI,E): $cannin_ Laser Radar PAGE 1 OF
2. TECtlN_q.(_(,Y CATEG()RY: Guidance Control and Stabilization
:;. ()BJI';CTIVE/ADVANCEMENT RE(@UIRED: To develop a scannin_ laser raUar
for rendezvous and dockin._ in space. Determine the design requirements and
investigate possible laser sources.
I. ('URRI,]NT STATE ()I'_AHT: Carbon Dioxide (C02) and Gallium Arsenide
(GaAs) laser sources are being considered.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DES(" IIII"I'I( )N _)1, TI.X'IIN_)I,OGY ]
A design of concept of C02 laser radar is in progress. Studies are con-
centrated on performance improvements, lower power demands, and suitable
material to be used for the reflective optics. GaAs material is being
studied and being weighed against C02 as a laser source. Applicable
supporting electronics is under study, design and test.
P/I_REQU1RI£MI..NTS BASEDON: r-] PRE-A,[-] A,["_ B,I"] C,'D
_; IIATI, r<Al l." AND ANAI.YSIS:
A scanning laser radar (SLR) is required to provide an automatic system
for rendezvous and docking of space vehicles. The SLR can provide
range, rangerate, angle and angle rate as a navigational aid to a manned
rendezvous and docking system. The SLR can also be used for docking
with systems that have no retro-reflectors. Further study is required
in this area; also further trade studies arc required on possible laser
sources.
TO BE CARRIEI) T() I,EVEI.
i
I
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 3
i
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Scannin_ Laser Radar PAGE 2 OF 3
7. TECIINOLOGY OPTIONS:
Utilize non-cooperative rendezvous-to-docking tracking systems (RF system).
Utilize TV cameras with star sensors and navigational updates from ground
tracking, navigational satellites, or landmark trackers.
The SLR system is the only completely automatic system to satisfy rendezvous
and docking.
_. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Evaluation of both C02 and GaAs as laser sources and determine the best
material that may be applied to a rendezvous and docking scheme.
9. POTENTIAl, AI/I'ERNATIVES:
Same as 7.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
Applicable to the NASA Space Tug Program.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
I1. RI<LATED TECHNOI,()GY I{EQU_EMENTE:
None Known.
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I)EI"INITI()N OF TECIINOIA)GY REQUIIiEMENT NO. 3
1. TI':('IIN()IX),';Y tll,X_UIIII,:MENT (TIT1.E): PAGE 3 (_I,"
Scanning Laser Radar
12. TI';('JIN(_I,(_(;Y JII'2(,_blREMENTS SCIIEDUI.E:
CAI,ENDAR YEAR
SCIIEDUI.E ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 81 S5 86187 _:'_189 90 91
TE CttNOLOGY
I.C02 and gaAs evalua-
tion
2. Design System
3. Test & Qualification
4.
5.
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. (')
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3, Operations
4°
1:;. USA(;E SCItEI)UI.E:
!
TEC llN()I.()GY NEED DATE X TOTAL!
1
NUMBER OF I,A['NCItFS 1
1 t l{ EFI': IIENC ICM:
Contract Nos.. NAS 8-30543- IBM
NAS 8-30738- Norden Division of Unlted Aircraft
15. LE VE L OF STATE OF ART 5. cou,,oxr _To. JmLAm,_A,m,L_.,_ ,, ,_t, _.VA',T
ENVIRONMFN'I IN T'IF t.Al_)lt_]t,l'Y.
I. lYe, It Pltl-.:',_m, ll. NA I)lk_.F II%'l D -LNI) 'IF|'_U,ITI-.D. 6. MODt L Tt, b'1 } I) IN AIRCIL.'_t.'I ,_ NVHIt)NMt N1.
2. I'I1FOR_ I'tqlMl'l,._ll-l)'],_l)}',,ll:'•lll >111 NtLMFNA. 7. MODFLTES'I'II_,Nq!'ACF _;:\'III_)':MFNI
3. l'ill'lJl:'l II _ ",11D q_ I'll'l',lCAl, I "',P! }'_IMI' NI" 8. NI'W CAPA}III ITY D: ltl%'l 1) I'13)'.l A %l"(l? I,I .%M'.R
OII M \ I III ,%1%I'ICAI 'dr _1_11,. oPERA*I l/'q",._ I, M'._DL!,.
4. PiRllNl',r t(NI l'l,l,",tH(t IIAIL'_I N I(I,";ll('[II'%|ONSTRATED, 9. RELIAIIII.IT$ bt',,RalllNI, t)t 'C_ IIPIILA_I,,'q\I %'ltq,El,.
i I".G , M%ll'ld%l• I_';'I'_Y.F',I. } !l'. I0. L|I"FTI.'_|Lt.KT_N,Mt_NOFANIHIIGIIION_LMtlIOI.
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DEFINITI()N OF TECtlN()I,()GY PEQUIREMENT N(). }t
1 TE('tlN()I.()GY I{EQUIREMENT (TITI,E): Development of Low PAGE 1 OF 2._
Cost Navigation Components
2. TECIIN(_I,()(;Y CATEG()RY: Navigation
;_. ()13JI,;CTIVE/ADVANCEMENT RE%}UIRED: To reduce the cost of _ros and
accelerometers by developin_ components which have lower inherent cost, .
i. ('[_RRENT STATE ()F ART: The cheapest inertial quality gyros today cost
approximately $7,000; accelerometers cost a_0roximately $1,500-$2,500 each.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO I,EVEL
5. DES('I{II'TI()N ()1'" TECIIN()I,OGY
Present efforts to develop low cost inertial systems are hampered by the
fact that many present day components were developed with performance as
the prime goal _d cost secondary. In doing this many inherently cheaper
concepts have been discarded because they lacked the potential for
refinement. There are many applications today which require modest
accuracy, but very low cost to make them economically feasible.
p/L REQUII{EMENTS BASEDON: [] PRE-A.["] A,[-] B,[-'] C/D
_; I{ATI4 _NAI.I< AND ANAI,YSIS:
For the last two years (FY 74 & 75) there has been very little R & D
support for the development of new inertial components (other than in-
house company funds which have mainly aimed at improving older products).
There are presently two concepts-one based on a multisensor using tuned
rotor technology (Teledyne) and a second concept tracking vibrational
modes in a solid, fixed structure which hold much promise and should
be funded.
L_,_t¢t_u0CWII.II Y O1,' 1111/
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
3O
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 4
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Development of Low PAGE '2 OF _..
Cost Navigation Componen_
,,,,,,
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
There are presently at least two potential low cost techniques that show
significant promise. Others would probably appear if more funding were
available.
_. TECItNICAIJ PROBLEMS:
This "Definition of Technology Requirements" is for basic development. Tile
technical problems are often unknown; however, both concepts have been
carried far enough to know they work. High quality prototype instruments
must now be built to evaluate how well they work and their critical features.
9. I)OTENTIAI, AI,TERNATIVI';S:
No change from present progrmas.
i
1o. PI,AKNI,:D I'RO(IRAMS OR UNI'ERTURBED TECHNOIA)GY ADVANCEMENT:
Unless outside funding becomes available tileonly changes in tilestate of
the art will be minor products improvement. 'rilestrapdown systems under
development today already have their cost figures built-in.
EXPECTED I'NPERTURBED LEVEL
11. I{[,:I.ATEI) 'I'I':('ItN(q,(K,Y IH':i_UIREMENTS:
r
i
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I)EFINITI()N ()1" TECIIN()I,()GY I_E(_tIII_EMENT N(). 4
--------__
I 'I'I,X'IIN();.(Y;Y I_I.:(_UII{I,:MI.:NT (TIT1,E): I)AGE 3 ()1," 3
Development of Low Cost Navlgation Components
L
12. TE('IIN()I,()(;Y RE(_UII_E/UENTS SCIlEDUI,E:
CAI,ENDAR YEAR
75" ! "SCIIEI)UI.E ITEM , 76 77 78'79 _J0 _1 ,_2 _.3 8 _5 _6 ,_7 _ s'.t 90 91
TE"CtlNOLOGh
1,
I ,
,)
3.
4.
5.
AI)PLICATION
I. Design (Ph. ('t
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. i))
3, Operations
i.
l
I::. USA(;E S('IIEI)UI,E:
i
I 'TOTA L'i'r:cllN!2!,_(;YXI.:l.:D ATr.l.
Xt'MB,:ii ()r' l.A, \C,,ES.. ... I 1
1t I{E 1,'I,:l{I.:N(' I,:S:
I. Spin coupled accelerometer gyro (SCAR) TDN-200 strapdown inertial system;
Teledyne systems company report (proprietary) March 1975.
2. The Sonic Gyro; Delco Electronics (proprietary) August 197h.
Observations:
This technology may have more significance to aircraft.
15. IJ':VEL OF STATE OF ART s. comm,_tsa u, lultAL,l_,AI,x>lt_i_t,i_ ,ti_v_:'i
t. NVII_ON.M| N I IN ]',1. _ 1.Altll|(_]l II'y
I. |b%Sll I'llf"li',l_\A'Hk_|RklD k',llqtl_qiltD. 6. Mt)D|I, Tt_'tl) INAIRI|_A_I tN%IR(*N','tNI
2. q'Ul'lllUt ["Hi_,lila_l}D llll)t,t I,.'bl P!ll",l_%|l'NA. 7, MOD|'I. Tt'SIIPiN'gI'%It [':,\'l|'Jl,_*l['Nl
3, llll-_ll I I_" Sll II II'_ I'tl'l_I_',\l t '_l'F I(l',ll" hq $, NIWCAPAitlIIT_ l}. |Oklll tl',l',l A %1"1 II lt-.',[-R
|lR \l_.llll M%IB'\I _,hll I I O|'FRAII(IN_| %h)D[ t
; 4, PIItIIN*\_ tlNI ll,_',lll{* II\l:%l rtl{ISlil' IIFMC.IN.NTH_Tt.D, 'jl. IIILIAIIII,IT_ i I'*,RAIItNI _t %' lllq RA,I, ";%1 Mtq_|l,.
['.l, ",I%I}I,!Xl i, "'I"+.I" I ! ++ I0. I.III+TI.Xll +`IXTI N._II_", Oi AN(lit fl,,,klhi+". ,' %gJi':'l .
l
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I)EI,'INITI()N ()F TECIINOI,()GY REQUIREMENT N(). 5
1 TE('llNt)I,()GY I{ELdUII{EMENT (TITI.E): Autonomous Guidance & PAGE 1 ()F _.3_
Navigation
2 TECIINC)I.()(;YCATEG()RY: Navigation
,; ()I]JI",('TI\rI"./ADVANCEMENT RE(_UIRED:, Enable s/c measurements to be
collected and _rocessed with resultin_ maneuvers and/or science sequence
modifications executed.
I. ('LI{I{ENT STATE ()F AI{T: All measurements are processed on the ground
and command decisions are real time or pre-programmed from the grotmd.
}{AS BEEN CARRIED T() I,EVEL 2
!
5. I)l,;S('l{ll'q'l()N ()l" TI';('IIN()I.()GY
Development of s/c system that is initiated by ground command or by pre-
programming. When activated it will use an optical sensor to detect
the position of an extended target body in relation to a star background.
These measurements will be processed to determine the orbit and a decision
will then be made to execute a trajectory correction maneuver, if
required, and/or to adjust or modify a pre-planned target related science
sequence.
P/],REQUInI,:,MI.,vrs BASED()N: [7 PRE-A,r-] A,[-'] B,_ C l)
_; I{:%I'l( )X,%l,l" AND ANAI.YSIS:
This capability allows short reaction-times to be accommodated at large
distances from the earth even when the round-trip light time becomes
equal to or greater th_l the available reaction time between latest
required observation and latest possible corrective action initiation
Thla capability then allows extreme accuracy required for close approach
gravity swingby's to be performed near outer planet satellites and enab]ez
a class of missions which could not be done with total earth-based
control.
TO BE CARIUEI)"1"() I,EVEI, ":
F
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I)EI.'INITIt)N ()I." TECIIN()I,{)GY RE{dUII{EMENT N(). 5
1 Tt.:('IIN()I,(}(;Y I{I,:{_I'II{I.;MEN'I'(TITI,E): t)AGE 2 ()I.' 3__
Autonomous Guidance & Navtgatlon
7. TE{'IIN()I,()(;Y()I}TI()NS:
I. Acquisltlon and Tracking of a target body.
II. Measurement of target body position relative to star background with
orbit determination and trajectory correction maneuver logic. Also
capability of adjusting a pre-programmed science sequence if required.
III. In addition to above, also capable of redesigning a pre-programmed
science sequence. Also capable of detecting a target of opportunity,
e.g., an asteroid, with logic to make decision to change trajectory
and devise a science sequence for it.
B. TI':{'IINI{'AI, I}ROBLEMS:
I. Sensor metric accuracy plus ability to handle wide dynamic range of dlm
star and bright extended target body.
II. On-board computer capability to handle calcul_tions
III. Softward development to perform tasks: a.) In on board computer environ-
ment, b.) in presence of noise, anomolous data, blunder points.
!}. I'{)'I'I',NTIAI. AI.'II'21_NATIVI':S:
Less abmitious missions that do not require the hlgh navigation accuracy.
-longer mission lifetime for same science return.
-less science return for a given mission lifetime.
lq_ P1.ANNI._I)]}R(){;RAMS (}1{ [ NI}I']RTI'RBI'2I) TECtI'N(}I*)(;_" AI}VANCr.MENT:
JPL Guidance and Navigation for Unmanned Planetary Vehlcles (RTOP
506-19-21) is developing plans for a partial f11ght/ground demon-
stration and for laboratory demonstrations.
EXPECTED I'NI'EI{T('IH_E1) 1.1,2VEI.
!1, I{l,;l ATI.:I) 'I'E('IIN{}I _}(;Y I_I.:(_I'IIiEMEN'I'S:
Spacecraft computer development.
High metric accuracy sensor with wide dynamic range development.
Orbit estimation software development.
Multlple maneuver strategy development.
,A
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])I;FINJq'I{)N t)F 'IECIIN()I_()GY HE(?IIIWMENT N(). 5
l 'IIX'ItNt)I.t)_;Y t{I.;QIIIiI._Mt,;NT (T1T1,E): I)AGE :: ()1.' 3
Autonomous Guidance & Navigation
lZ. T[.X'ItN{)I,<)(;Y I{t.;QI II_I.;Mt.;NT,'-; SCIIEI)UI,I.;:
CAI,ENDAH YEAI{
SCttI'T1)LI E I'II{M 7.3 ,_; 77 7_ 791S0 '_1 _'2 _:{ _t "_5 -,6!_7 .'_-, "q_ 90 91
"I'ECtlNO1.OGh
I. Preliminary Design
[
•2. Laboratory Breadboard --- I
*
3. Laboratory _emonstra- _-
tion
t. Flight Demonstration __.___
5. Technology Readiness i
i
I
}
APPI,ICATION [ i
1. I)esi_n (Ph. ('_ ' I
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. I)_
I
:_, Operations , _
t. 1 1
I:I. USAG.E S('ItEI)IfI,E:
I l TOTAL
'I'I';('tIN()I ()(;y NEED DATI.. j. •
!
NI'MBEII ()I," I,AIN('IIE5 1 i i i I I 5
! i H lqV I';I{I,;NC I.;S:
15. IJ';VEL OF STATE OF ART s. COMtE'INI:NTOI1Blll-.Alll_)Af(I1l_-'qt DINIII'I.I'V'X,",T
ENVIRONM}NI IN "]'H.t I.A}_'lC._3tq:Y,
1. BA'MI' Pl]F ",t p'IF NA OIL'_F R _.I D \NI) ViF'P_H{ 11 I). 6. MOD} I, TL_ _.} I) IN AIIi('IiAI- 1 } \\II{()NXlt N'I
2. TIIFIIIUI I(HixII'I,AIIDI_)I)F'_(I,'.hl ;,II}_.(LMFNA. 7. MODFI, TESfII_INc, pI¢, ! E.xl.lf{¢F_tFNI
,q. 'IH} ()I','t II '_ll D II't tqPt _h AI ! "_l)I - HIM[" NI" 8. NEW CAPA}III ITY D; IOV, I) }tlt)'l A M"t'l' I I ,'-,si-,P
C)J't M I'] Ill 31 ,_ FII' k l M( )131 1, OPEI{A'I IC'ff,,% I, M()DL I,
4. IH }{IIN}\I }[NI IoU_l_i{q |L_IL\I FIIHS'IIC DFMON:;TI_TED. 9. RELIA|III,IT'I ;TpI,RAIIINCI)[ _ ()Pl IE.\ I It 'N \" MOD|.I,,
, ('_'_'I'IF,I_ I, I _. 10. LII"I'.TIMI'. I'XII'NSIO', LJI"AN _)ll I_.ATION _:, ,'_,9)1_I'I,.
i
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tI)EI"IXITI_ )N ()F TECtlN(_IX)GY RE(dUII{EMENT N_). 6
1 q'l-X'llXt)l (_GY I{EQUII{EMENT (TITI.E): Differential Very Long PAGE 1 OI." _2__
Lon_ Baseline Interferometry (_LBi) and Pulsar Navigation
_'. "I'E('tlX(H._)(;Y CA'I'EG()I{Y: Navigation
,;. ')I]J1.X'TIVI.:/A1)VANCEMFNT RE(_UIRED: Increase the aeeuracy with which
spacecraft can be tracked and located
t. ('t IIlIENT S'I'ATI'2 ()I_ AI/T: Aecurac_ r limited by low declination, planetary
ephemerides_ and lar6e distances from e_rt_
tlAS BEEN CARRIED TO I.EVEL 3
5. I)l,_St'llll'q'l()N (_1" 'TI.I('IlNt)I.f)GY
l. Differential very long baseline interferometry (_q_Bl) consists of
interferometrically tracking first the s/c and than an extra-galactic
source, thus fixing the s/c target relative coordinates to be inertial
coordiuate system. This allows subsequent flights to be carried out
to gre_ter accuracy.
II. Signals from several pulsars are rtceived rud recorded at the s/c and
also at the earth. Subsequent signal correlation allows spacecraft
orbit determination accuracy which does not degrade with increasing
distance from the earth.
t','I, REQUII{I.:MI'N'I'S BASEDON: [] PRE-A,[] A,[_ B,[] C,'D
c 11,,\1I_ _\Ai.I." AND ANAI,YSIS:
I. VLBI Measurements made with s/c is on or near arother planet allows
that planet's ephemeris to be improved significantly. The differential
data technique proves to be sensitive to error sources such as charged
particles, non-gravitational forces, low declinatious which limit the
radiometric tracking accuracy.
II. Sever'_l pulsars must be located by the s/c and also by a ground station
on the earth. The received signals m_st be recorded, with accurate
timing, and subsequently played back t,_ a common center_ where they are
correlated. The resulting s/c position determination accuracy wi±l be
independent of the s/c earth distance.
III. An _.ternate technique which would 0e a next step in the development of
autonomous s/c_ would b_ to have a catalog of pulsar characteristics
in an on-board memory so that the correlation could be _one on the s/c.
TO BE CARRIED TO 1,EVI,;I,
36
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II)EI:INI'I'I[)N ()F TECIIN()I,()GY REQUII/EMENT N(). 7
1 TE('IINt)I OGY llE(_L'IllEMENT (TITI,E): Comet and hstercid PAGE 10 _"
Ephemerides Improvement
". TF, CIIN()I,()GYCA'I'EG()I{Y: Navigation
.;. ,d;JE('TIVI';/ADVANCEMENT REQUIItED:. ?,lore accurate comet and/or asteroid
ephemerides will improve the currently limiting error source for these small-
body missions
t. C[ IIIIENT STATE ()F All]': Astronomical I optical ob3ervations are not
systematically carried out
ttAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
J
5. I)I, ZSt'III_'TI()N ()i. TI,X'IIN()I,()(iY
I. More systematic observation schedule would avoid missing potential
observations.
II. Utilization of radar bounce data would add a new dimension to the ":
observations.
III. An autonomous "Search-Satellite" could provide early warning to
start observations of new comets or asteroids.
P/I, REQUIREMI'NTS BASEDON: ['7 PRE-A,[_] A,O B,O C/D
_; ll:\'l'l_ INAl.l" AND ANAI,YSIS:
Information relative to the origin of the solar system is expected to be
found on comets and asteroids.
Better knowledge of the ephemerides of these small bodies will allow
missions to be planned and carried out.
TO BE CARRIEI) TO I,I,;VI';I,
i
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I)I.;IINITI_)N ()1: FECIINt)I,(_GY I{I'X)ITII{EMENT N¢). 8
1 'IE('IIN_I (R;Y IH.;QIII{EMI,'NT (TITI.E): PAGE 1 OI," 2
Cometary Intercept Navigation and guidance
" ]'I.T('IIN_ _1.()t;Y CATEGt)IiY: Navigation
' 'q)JEt"J'I\'I'I/AI)VANCEMI']NT IIE(dUIRED: Rendezvous capability with bodies '
having Doorly defined trajectory
l ('[ l{l_I,_N'l STATE {)I,'AH]': Trajectories of bodies must be known with great
precision before spacecraft is launched.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO I_EVEL
,3. DI.INt'I_II'TI(}N _1' 'I'IX'IIN()I,OGY
Rendezvous with poorly-defined trajectories requires very high energy
velocity states with very efficient navigation and the capability for
frequent trajectory correction.
I,/I, RI.;QUIREMI. NTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A, [] A, [] B,r-I C "I)
_; I{,\ II_\AI.I. A\I) ANAI.YSIS:
Very few comets have trajectories that are known prior to comet detection,
and it requires a significant time to establish the trajectory after sight-
ing a comet, often leaving too little time for a spacecraft to rendezvous
using conventional techniques of near minimum energy. The availability of
a high-energy probe will greatly expand the number and frequency of available
comet encounters.
/¢_RoIJUCIBILI'I'Y ol. ll,,
0RI41[NAL PAGE I8 POOR
i TO BE CARRIEI) TO IA';\'EI,
¢
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DEHNITION OF TECItNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 8
I. TE('IINO1,OGY I{EQUII{EMENT(TITLE): Cometary Intercept PAGE 2 ()F 2_
Navigation and Guidance
7. TECtIN()LOGY OI)TIONS:
Restrict the cometary intercept opportunities to those few comets that
can be accurately predicted.
_. TECItNICAI, PROBLEMS:
i. Obtaining maximum propulsive impulse through use of high specific
impulse fuels and solar sailing.
2. Development of optimal navigation strategies and their mechanizations.
!_. I'()TENTIAI, AI,TI.:IiNATIVI.:S:
i_iOne.
l l_. PI,AN_NI,:D I>ROGI{AMS O1{ UNI)ERTURBED TECHNOIX)GY ADVANCt"MENT:
Electric propulsion and other high-impulse propulsion projects.
FX-PECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
11. I{I';I,ATED TECIIN()IA)(;Y I{I,'(_UIIiEMENTS:
Comet sensors for rendezvous.
,/
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I I
DEI.'INITI()N OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TE(;tIN()I,()GY REQUII_EMENT (TITI,E): Automated S/,C. PAGE 1 OF
'2. TECltN()IA)GY CATEGORY:
3. ()BJE('TIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Increase capability of spacecraft
to perform complex, self-contained tasks.
t. ('UI_IH, JNT STATE ()I," ART: Present S/C are controlled largely through
__tound co_aand or pre-stored programs.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVE]-10.
5. DI,;,";('IIII'TI()N ()i" TI,I'IIN()I,O(;y
Development of spacecraft which will be able to interact with the environment
and perform tasks involving qualitative decisions. Included are such tasks
as orbit changes, instrument pointing and control, autonomous manipulation
and roving vehicle control. Areas of development include the structure of the
control elements, the process of decision making (problem solving), interac-
tion between the spacecraft and the human controller, techniques for computer
controlled manipulation and roving vehicle control.
P/I, REQUIREMI'.N'I'S BASEDON: [] PRE-A,[--] A,[-] B,F'J C/D
_;. I-_A'I'I__XAI,I." AND ANAI,Y,";IS:
Two basic physical limitations force the development of autonomous S/C.
First there is the time delay between S/C and earth at large interplanetary
distances. Second is the bandwidth needed to supply the information human
operators need to maintain detailed control of the task. To overcome these
two problems, spacecraft should have the ability to perform complex detailed
tasks, leaving the human operator to exercise supervisory control. As mission
requirements become more complex, spacecraft will either become more complex,
or several spacecraft will be flown, each doing part of the mission. Either
case will be costly in terms of dollars and reliability, requiring alternative
methods of S/C control.
T() BE CARRIEI) TO I,E\,'EI,
I
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1i
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 9
• T -i •1. TECIlNOI,O(,h IIEQUIIIEMENT(TITLE): A_tonr,_nous S/C. PAGE 9 OF 2._
7. TECHN()LOGY OPTIONS:
i. Artificial Intelligence, which means that the spacecraft can supervise
itself and has built-in goals. The human operator only receives data.
2. Supervisory control, wherein the human operator sets short term goals
(still at a high level) and monitors the performance of the S/C. The
intelligence is limited and may be in either sensors or computers.
3. Teloperators, wherein the human operator directs actual motion of the S/C. I
s. TECIINICAL PROBLEMS: .;
I. Computing capability. This should be resolved by future computer
development s.
2. Software generation. Application of structured progran_ning is required.
3. Vision requires sensing and interpreting environmental data for a world
model.
4. Control structure--the hierarchy of control elements.
5. Vehicle control-roving vehicle guidance on journies of IOns of km.
!_. 1)OTEN'I'IAI, AI/I'I';tlNATIVES:
Alternative methods of performing bandwidth limited or long range missions are:
I. Manned S/C.
2. Limited purpose S/C, with several types of S/C used for each mission.
3. Complex S/C )Dre-programmed for every foreseen option.
4. Automated S/C.
1o. PLANNEI) PROGRAMS ()R UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
JPL Robot Research Program involved in producing an integrated, automated
vehicle. Low level development program aimed at producing technology in
the mid 1980' s.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL --h.
11. IIEI_ATED TECIIN()I.()GY IIEQUIREMENTS:
i. Computer architecture.
2. Vision sensors.
3. Information processing:
4. Manipulator design.
5. Man-machine relationships (Graphics, etc. )
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1
1
I)I'_I"INI'I'I()N ()F TECtlN()I.()GY RI,X,)I'IIU-_MENT N(), l0
l TI.;t'IINt)I,()(iY III';(_tIIIEMENT (TITI.E): PAGE 1 ()I," 1__
Robotic Decision Making and Planning
2. TE('IIN( )I.()(;Y('A'I'I,'(;()IIY: Automated Spacecraft
:;. _)I.I.JI.;('TIVI.I/AI)VANCEMENT IIE(_UIllED: Ability to plan and Implement a task
or series of tasks once a hlgh level supervisory command statement has been
sent to the robot.
_ ( I {IlIENT STATI',_I'AIIT: Only simple, limited task planning and execution
is possible wlth today's technology.
ItAS BEEN CARIIlEI) T() I.EVEI,
5. I)I.IS('I_II'TI(IN ¢_1. 'FlX'llN()l.()ti'f
Even a primitive robot must have certain capabilities related to decision
making and planning. The fact that a robot can complete a task automati-
cally implies that it has some internal representation of a goal, perhaps
expressed as a state of the maehlne and of its environment, and that it
possesses some built-in criteria for deciding that the goal has been
reached. Then, given an initial state and desired final state, the robot
must be able to make a plan--that is, a sequence of action of sensors and
effectors that will achieve the final state.
I,/1, m.:QHl_l.:_1_.X'rS BASI.:D(_N. [] Pm,:-A, [] a, [] i_,[] c |)
(; {_.,\l'l()\AI I"AND ANAI.YSIS:
Decision making and planning are functions that human beings perform
rather effortlessly and well. Very little is known about how to automate
them. An Implicit assumption in most current teleoperator work is that
human beings will make the decisions and plans that affect what the remote
system does and how it does it. This assumption will at first also be
valid for robots for all but a few sensor and motor functions, but there
is motivation eventually to delegate some additional declsion-making and
planning responsibilities to the remote machine to make It more independent
of earth-based surveillance. If such a degree of au2onomy could be achieved,
it would benefit some earth and near-earth applications as well.
_, ,,/,:jk._bGIBILI'IH OF T lie
TO BE CARRIEI) T() I,I.;VEI.
¢
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I)EI.'INITI()N OF TECtlNOI,()GY RE(_UIREMENT N(). Ii
1 'I'E('IIN()I,()GY RE(_UIREMLNT (TIT1.E): PAGE 1 OF 2__
Robotic Scene Analysis
2. TE('IIN()I.()(;YCATEG()I{Y: Automated Spacecraft
:;. ()BJI.;('TIVI.;/AI)VANCEMENT REQUIRED:. Automatic analysis of sensor data
(usually pictures) to allow the robot to develop a model of the surrounding
environment.
I. ('t:I_.I{ENTSTATE ()F AI',T: Automatic analysis of well defined objects on
a contrastin_ uncluttered, background is possible.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
3. I)l, ZSi'l_ll'q'l()N ()I." TI,X'IIN()I.OGY
For a robot to operate autonomously it must develop a model of its surround-
ings. This model, located in the robot's computer, will allow save move-
ment from place to place and permit the carrying out of commanded functions
(pick up rock located at a specific location, etc.). Scene analysis, which
is closely related to the function of perception, involves computer dissec-
tion of pictures, combination of this data wlth other sensory data from
instruments such as laser range finders and construction of a 'Norld model".
This model is contlnuall'- updated and corrected as the robot moves in carry-
ing out its tasks.
P/1,11EQUIIIEMI'NTS BASEDON: [] PRE-A,[-] A,[--] B,[-] C,'I)
' "' )NAI I'" ANI) ANAI,hSlS:
In robotics, a central long-range objective is to automate as much of the
function of perception as is possible. If this sensorlmotor control con-
trol loop can be closed locally, through the machine rather than through
the human operator, the amount of sensory data (largely pictures) that
must be transmitted back to the human supervisor can be greatly reduced,
and the downlink communication channel used more effectively for other
control and scientific purposes.
TO BE CARRIEI) "F() l.l.;k'l';l.
I
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DEI,'INIT1ON ()1,' TECItN()LOGY REQUIREMENT NO. I1
1. TECIINOI.()GY IIEQUIPEMENT(TITI.E): Robotic Scene hnalysis PAGE '2 ()F 2
7. TECHN()I,()(;Y OI'TIONS:
The data provided to the robot for sceno analysis can co_e from a variety
of sensors whose data can be combined and weighed in various ways. Stereo °
pictures, mono-pictures, laser range data taken at different locations can
all be used to construct an optimmu '_orld model"
)
,_. TECIINICAL PROBLEMS:
The analytical models required to dissect the input data in real time or
near real time are extremely complex and poorly developed. The development
of models that are not only correct and provide a useful world model but will
operate with the robots ava_.lable computer size is a major problem.
9. I'O'I'I';N'I'IAI, AI "I'I';IINATIVI':S:
Continue to operate in the less efficient teleoperator mode where picture
analysis and the integration of other sensor data is done by the human operator.
I0. PLANNED t)ROGRAMS Oll UNI)ERTURBED TECHNOIA)GY ADVANCEMENT:
RTOP 506-19-31 Artificial Intelligence
RTOP 506-19-32 Artificial intelligence for Integrated Robot Systems
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
ll. IH<I,A'I'ED TECIIN()I,()GY Pi.XSUIREMENTS:
Artifical intelligence, vision, perception, T.V. scene analysis
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1 f I I
t
I)I,:VINITI_N ¢)1,' TECIIN_)I,(_(;Y HI.X_I II¢I,:Mt.:NT N_). 12
I 'I'I.:('IIN_I()(;TI{I,X_III_EMk:NT (TITI l,:):]___d___Ef.___ I'AGE I ()I"I._
_F.orRo_bot And Telec_erator _,anipulatccs
.,. ; ) , .'l'l.:('llX_.(_(Y ('A'fl.:(;_I :Automated Spacecraft and Teleoperators
.;. _,HLJI.I("I'IVI'I/AI)VAN(*I.IMI, INT IU,It_['[I{|._I): To develop end effector sensors
that give a "sense of presence" to the htnnan operator or the robot computer
to more easily carry out the required task
I (t I{I_I:NT:'VATI _)I:AI{T: Limited touch, force and proximity sensors
are now available. Their effective integration into the systems has not been
ac__hieved. IIAS 131':EN CAFtRII'_I)T() ]JqVI,:L _ /
.3. I)I.I,_('I_II'TVLN_)I."l'l.i('llN_q,f)(;Y
Various types of sensors can be used on end effectors of r_note manipu-
lation procrss. Touch sensors, force feedback senoors, optical proximity
sensors and variou pressure sensors can all be used for this purpose. The
presentation format of this data to the teleoperator operator or to the robot
computer and how this data should be interpreted and used by the operator and
computer are major technology problems.
1) I.i_v(_lll_v.x1_..',r:BASVI) ()x: [-'] 1'I_l,:-A,[]A,[] B,[-] c,'D
_; It:\I'I_\AI I ANI) ANA! YSIS:
Without these end effector sensors it is often difficult or impossible to
determine the location of the effector with respect to the object being grasped.
Contact with the object of interest may be too hard--damaging it--or too light
causing it to be dropped. In any event, making proper contact without these
sensors will greatly increase the time recuired to perform a given task.
"I'() BI,: ('AI_.I{IEI)I'() I,t.:\'1._I,
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I)EI,'INI'I'If)N ()F TECIIN()I,()GY RE(_U1REMENT N(). 14
1 TI,;('IIN¢)I,(R;Y I{E(_UII{EMENT (TIT. E): PAGE 1 OF 3
ST_.L_ n (Star Tracker)
2. TE('IIN()I,()(;YCATEG()IiY: Spacecraft Attitude Control
:_. ,JI_JI.;('TIVE/AI)VANCEblENT I{EQUIRED: Radiation hardening ant increased
reliab.lllty and lifetime of spacecraft attitude control star tracker.
i. ('[JiI_I.:NTSTATE(_V AIiT: STELLAR t utilizln$ solid state CCD image sensor
J
and microprocessor for signal processing.
HAS BEEN CARRIED T() I,EVEL 5
3. I)l.iS('l_ll'rl'l()N ()1' 'I'E('IIN(_I.()(;Y
STELLAR II is an internally redundant, radiation hardened and fault
tolerant CCD star tracker; a direct outgrowth of the STELLAR star
tracker now under development. STELLAR incorporates several hundred
Jntegrated circuits, microprocessor and a CCD. In numerous cases single
point component failures could generate catestrophlc tracker fa_!ures.
I, ,1. RI.:Qt'IREMI. N'I'S BASED ()N: [] PRE-A, [] A, [] B,l"] C 1)
_; I{:\I'I_NAI I' ANI) ANAI.YSIS:
STELLAR II will achieve a major increase in reliability and lifetime,
consistent with the full-tlme operation, mission-crltlcal role of the
star tracker through radiation hardening and fault tolerance. Radia-
tion hard components will be selected and shielding included as
necessary. The CCD imager will be capable of bl-dlrectlonal readout,
thus bypassing a failed re_Jout register or on-chip amplifier, and the
signal processing elements will be redundant, capable of self test, and
reconflgurable to bypass failed logic or memory elements. All operating
parts will be integrated circuits stressed to a low level.
T() BE CARRIEI)"r() I,EVEI,
i
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I..........._ ......._, ,.,,-_. ......,............, m _,_..,_,,w_.
DI,:I.'INITION ()I,' TEC HNOLOGY REQUII_.EMENT NO. ll_
1. TE('IIN()I,()(;Y I_I',(,_[,II{I:MI';N'I'(TITI,I,): STELLAR II PAGE "2 ()I.' 3
i ill |
7. TE('IIN()I,(R;Y ()I,TI()NS:
An alternative option is to use two block redundant STELLAR Imits, and
a switching circuit. The second unit would not be turned-on unless
the first had failed.
_'. TI'X'IINI('AI, PROBLEMS:
Little is know_l at this time about radiation hardness of CCD's.
Shielding may be necessary.
'_. ]'(YI'IIN'I'IAI AI,'I'ER,NATIVI.:S:
Block redundant sensors.
I_) PI.AN_ I<1) ]'I{()( ;RAMS ()1_ UNI'F:IVFURBE1) TECIINO1X)(;Y AI)VANC I<MF;N'F:
VIP - STLLLAH, star mapper and tracker intended for SIRTF, also
planetary mission STELLAR
EX-PI';CTEI) UNPi.ZI_.Tt'IIlH<I) I.I<VEI,
• • Tr , .
I I. I(I.',I.A'II.;I) "I'I';('II.N_)I ()(.Y I_I';t_)I'IREMI.,NIS:
Self test and reconfit_uring software.
47
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1977006969-054
...... "............................. #" _"'":" "" ..... I................................ W''''''_'_ _ -
, Y
I}EI INITIt_N (_l.' 'I'E('IIN()I,(;GY REttIII{I.;MENT N(). 14
I "ll,'('llNf_lf)';h I{I,;QIII{I,;MI,:NT(TITI.E): STELLAR II I'A(;I.];i_I,' 3
12. TE('IIN( )I,()(;Y I{EQ( II{E_II,]NTS SCIII,]I)ITI.E:
CAI ENDAII YEAII
S('111.;I)I_1 I.; I'Jl._.\l 75 7_; 77 7_ 79 'q) Sl .',2 ,_:1 _t "_5 ,_; ',7 '_- "q_ !m]911
TI';('IIN() 1,()(;_
I. Functlonal Require. A
I i'2. B.B. Design & Fab. __ A
3. Programming i A i
I. Test & Development A
1
APPLIf'ATIflN
1. L_,sign (Ph. ( _
2. I)vvl/l.'ab (Ph. I)) A
:;. ()perations
I.
1
1.;. IYSA(;I': S('IlI.:I)t l,l'::
'I'I,AIlN(H _(,Y NI:I,:I)I)ATI, _ I T' " "I'OTA l,1
It II I'; I" V t1 l.]N(' I,IS:
15. I,I';VI':I,f)FSTATE ()I" ART _. t,,_,,_',_l,,I ,,m _,._,,_, *, ,, ,;_ l, ,' ,,_I_ .
I'NV[Io %'_1%| '._ l,!' _.._t_Q \!'': "1
_. ,M_llqi I_,s'[ t '\All' P.\r I t',''l' ",''_',I
, '_' '',',I_ ",A 7 M,q)} I rF_;l I,,, _,_, , _ *,,, ,.,_,.
I. I.H'' , ','l,r,,"t 1' t , k: * I }_d' ! } 'I _. N[%t LA|k':II!TI :, l, l _, 4_**_'' I '1 ,_}1
_,l ,I_,II1: 'i i, ', ' ' ' ' I,)PI'I(_'II,,',_I d,'lq:
4. |'l I(,,, ,' 1, . I ,I II\: \, "i*11' [,_'.I_INslI{AIFII ' _. R.I''IA.dIll'_ l.,lt\ II'd ',1 _' ''l.l(\ ' '.\i M, |1i" _, "'\',_ ! '_ " I
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J
I)I;IINITI(;N ()I" TECIIN()I.()GY I{I,X_I'II{EMENT N(). 15
I 'l'l.;(ilNt)l (>t,Y I{EQt II{EMI':NT (TITI.E): PAGE I ()I," 3
Intensified Solid State Imaging Device
' 'I'I,'{'IIN()I.()(;Y ('ATI.;G{)hY Imaging
' ')I)JlI("I'I\I:/AI)VANCI,;MI,_NT l{Et_UIl{I.:l):. Develop a low light level, solid
state imaging device by integrating a "CID" imaging device with an imaging
intensifier.
( L JiI[ENTSTATE ()I'AJ_]: CID devices have been built but have not been
integrated with image intensifiers
HAS BEEN CARRIED T() ].EVEL 3
5. l)l'.._([_ll)ql()N ()I 'IIX'IIN()I.()GY
A technique for increasing the sens4tivity of "Charge Injected Devices"
(CID) imaging devices in order to more completely take advantage of
their ruggedness) size) weight, and low power consumption. These devices
will be strong competitors to present low light level, tube type systems.
1' 1. I{EQUIRI.:M1. NTS BASI,:D(}N: [] PRE-A,_] A,["] B,[-] C 1)
(; I_\II')\AI l AN1),,\N,,\I YSIS:
(a) As the resolution of solid state devices increase, devices such as
the CID will begin to replace tube type imaging devices. As the
sensitivLty of CID type devices is increased) by integration with
intensifiers, intensified CID's could replace all tube devices.
(b) The great advantages of the solid state imaging devices are:
i. Elimination of a heater element.
2. Very small size, compared to an equivalent tube device.
3. Light weight.
4. Ruggedness, due to the elimination of electrodes.
5. Elimination of magnetic fields.
TO BI': CARI_IEI) T() I.I':VEI.
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I 1
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 15
1 TECItNO1.OGY I{EQUII{EMENT(TITLE): Intensified Solid State PAGE 2 OF__3
Imaging Device
7. TECIIN()I.OGY OPTIONS:
(a) Continued development and improvement in tube type imaging
devices.
_. TECIINICAL PROBLEMS:
(a) Contamination of the CID silicon chip by materials from the
intensifier photocathode.
(b) Damage to the CID by high energy particles within the system.
!). I'OTENTIAI, AI/]'EI{NATIVES:
I(). PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
11. I/I';LATED TECItNOL()(;Y IILQUI.REMENTb:
%
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I)EI,'INITI()N ()1." TE('IIN()I,()GY IiE(_t_II/I'2MENT NO. lg
1. TECIIN(fl,(K;Y tlI,X?UlliI.:ME'NT (T1TI,E): I'AGE 5 ()1.' 3_
Intensified Solid Stgte Ipmging Device
1'2. TECIIN()I,()(;Y IIE(_UIIIFMENTS SCIIEDUI.E:
CALENDAR YEAll
SCltEDUI.E ITFM 75 76 77 78 79 80 _1 ,_2 8:1 St Is5 b6 57 ,_s 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
I. Analysis & Design __
'2.Wabricate Test Model
3. Test
4. Evaluation 1
5. Report: Results
• I i
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. (') [
I ;
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) [
/
i
l:;. USAGE SCItEI)UI,E:
1 I
* TOTAL
TI';CIINOI,OGY NEED DATI', ..................... ______1NUMBER OF I,AtNCtIES 1
14. IIEFEI/ENCES:
Observations :
I. Sent to Sensors Group for Consideration.
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART 5. COMI_ON}'NT OFt I{I',LAI)Itt)AI{DII'',ll-,Ill,h IlI"I.}'VANT
ENV1RONMI" N1 IN TIll I.AI_)ILI,'I_-'IIY.
!. IIASIC PHI':NOMI' NA (,)Ik';FRVI I} ANI) "I"Ih"_IITt',D. 6. MODI',[, "I'I',S! I" I) IN AIHt'ILA}"I I" N%,'IIIONMI N'I .
2. T|IEORY I'I,)IIMI'I_TFI) 10 11_._{li:l{F l'IIl NOMI-NA, 7. MODFL TES'[I D iN SP.X(T LN','II!t)NM_ N I
3. THE()II'J ]LSI'}D }l't PIIY'4('A[. [XI'LI{IM_NT 8. NIW CAPAIIII,IT_ Ill ltlV} I) }tl_)\l A M"t'II l,I ,_,Klt
O11 M4TIIVM,XTIc.'AI. \I{)l)l I,. OPERA1 IONA[, M(_I)I.I.,
4. PFItTIN],N ! _I N("I'ItlN Oil ('][AIiA( FI£RISTI(" I)F.MONSTRATED. 9. RELIAB[I,IT_t UP(.RAI)IN(, OI- I.l', t)Pl _ It.\ I Ic _NAI MoDLI..
E.G., MATEIIlAI,, ('t'YI'II',I'NI'. l','!.('. 10. LII"ETIML I'XTI'NSION ()I"AN 1)111Ut.TION'' M_)D:'I,.
i ....
!
%'-x. ""
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' 1i
I)I,;I.I.NI'I'I()N ()I." 'I'FCIIN()I,()GY IIEtdlTIlIEMENT N(). 16
1 "l't<('ll.%t)l ()(;Y Ill,;QI IlIEMENT (TITI.E): Charge Injection PAGE 1 ()I. 3
Devices for Low Light Level Imaging
2. 'll.;('llh_ )1,_)(;Y ('ATI<(;()I'Y: Imaging
.;. ,)I;-)I,;('TIVI.;/AI)VANCI.;MI.;NT I{I<(,_UII_.I.;D: Devel_op high performance_ long life
detectors for low light level sensors to super _de the conventional, high
voltage photocathode tube.
t. ('[ tlI/EXT STAT1., t)I.' All]': Small arrays in commercial TV cameras.
ttAS BEEN CARRIED T() 1,EVEL
5. I)I(S(I[II'TI(LN ()l TIR'IIN()I.()(;Y
(a) Fabricate a Charge Injection Device (ClD) for use as an optical sensor in a
solid state star tracker. Modifications of existing commercial CID's _rill
improve resolution, sensitivity, and uniformity through sizing and selection,
(b) Design tracker electronics to minimize the power, weight and size requirements
and to take advantage of the capabili'_ies unique to solid state array sensors.
(c) The options of nondestructive readout and random access of photoelements
should be exploited for applications requiring image storage or !nigh banch_idth
tracking response.
P,]. Ill.:(_tIlll.:,Ml.k'I'q BASI.;D()N: [] I't{l<-a,[] A,[] B,_ C 1)
(; l_\ll()k.,\l I ,,\\I) ANAl YSIS:
_ star tracker using a solid state array sensor ho_ the follo_4ing advantages over
a conventional image dissector tracker.
(a) No high voltage requirement _ith its as:_ocXated problems in space wtcmm
(b) Not sensitive to ambient magnetic fields.
(c) Sensor is light-weight, compact, and a low power dissipator. Its spatia_
array is metrically stable, not requiring precise magnublc deflection
circuitry for position calibration, o
(d) 'tilderange spectral respom,lVlty (8000 A to l_OC_O_) and high (TQ_) qu_,ntu
efficiency.
_ CII)sensor ha_ the following advant::ges ov,m_ Charge Coupled Devices (CCD).
(a) High p_rcentage of _array-_ea is photo s,-mzitive; no interlaced transfer
resisters.
(b) Low thermal (dark) current gener'ation inhe_:nt to device phTsicz.
(c) Good UV sensitivity _ithout _ubs_rate thinning.
(d) Can be randomlj accessed ns opposed to sequenti,_lly :;c'mned.
(e) May be nondqstructively rc,Tdout.
The Io'._po;Jer, sr_a!!_ize, long life end ope:_.tional ver.%_t:il[tyenhancq tho CiO
tracker's potential as .q:_i4_-_vused, off-the-_helf compon.ent.
T() BI': CARRII'_I)T() I.EVI':I.
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DEI,'INIT1ON OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 16
1. TECItNOI,_GY REQUIt_EMENT(TITLE): PAGE 2 OF3
Charged Injection Devices for Low Light Level Imaging
7. TECHN()L()GY OPTIONS:
(a) Adapt commerlcally available (TV compatible) solid state sensors and/or
electronics to star tracker requirements.
(b) Accept the limitations of commercial sensors and attempt to develop sophis-
ticated video data handling techniques to improve system performance.
J
(c) Accept charge coupled devices (CCD) for solid state sensors.
(d) Continue to use image dissector tubes.
_. TECIINICAI. PROBLEMS:
(a) All solid state sensors will require cooling (-40 C to -70 C) to achieve
sensitivity and dynamic range goals for star tracker performance. Pre-
liminary studies show that passive cooling will suffice, but allowance
must be made for stable temperature control.
(b) State-of-the-art in solid state sensors is young, and the full potential has
not been developed. The quality/cost ratio should increase rapidly, just as
__ n_h_r _rpng nf gpml-rond,,etor deve]opmen_. _
!_. I'OTI'_N'I'IAI, AL,H'I':I_NATIVI';S:
Continue to develop tube-type star tracker systems to meet a wide range of app-
lications, and to !imJt the scope of operational functions that can be practi-
cally achieved.
1_ PI,ANVNI_D PRO(;IIAMS ()R I'N]'ERTURBED TECttNOIA)GY ADVANCEMENT:
Indu=trial/commercial development will continue at a hlgh level.
EXPECTED I'NPERTI:RI3ED LEVEI_
11. I_I,]I,ATEI) TE('tIN()I,_(;Y I{I.](_ITII{EMENTS:
Optical imaging
(a) Commercial TV requirements for high and low light level applications
(b) Ground and space-borne astrophysical experiments
Non-0ptical applications
(a) Computer memory
(b) Telemetry buffers
(c) Delay lines
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i
I I)I,:I:INITIfiN t)l.' TE('I!Nt)I.(R;Y IiE(_tqliI,2MI,;NT
16NO.
1. 'I'I,]('IINfJI.()'.;Y l(l,;tctqlil,;Ml,]NT (T1T1,E): Charged Injaction Devicesl'AGV 3 ()t,"
for L_,_Light Level Imaging
12. TECIIN()I,()(;Y I{I';(_tlI_I';Mt']NTS SCIIFIJU1,E:
CAI,ENDAR YEAI{
SCItEI)UI.E ITI';M -. 77 7b 79 80 81 S2 8:_18t_a s, ,.- _s s:) _o 91
I
TICCIINOLOGY
1. Develop Requirements --
2. Study & Analysis _--
3. Tracker breadboard
t. Test and Evaluate _ I
5. Tracker packaging
APPLICATION i
1. Design (Ph. ('_ i
I
2. I)evl/Vab (Ph. I)) ]
3. Operations
,|.
t , [
1.}. USA(;E S('lt|,:l){ l.E:
'1 |
' TOTAL
TE('IIN()I ()GY NI':EI) DATI', X %__a__
............... " b ]NUMBEI{ ()I," I.AI NCItI']S l
1.1 I{E F I'71(IgNCI'IS:
Gg Merao, "CID (Charge InDeeDion Device) Theory of Operation," Juno 1975.
gOD Symposium paper, "Planetary Tnvestigation Uti't5 zing an Iraaging S'peetroraoter
,_rstem Based upon Charge Injection Technology," R. B. Wattson, P. Harvey, and
R. Swift.
IItE,PRODUCI]q,IIATY OF THE
ORIOINAJ.,PAGE I8 POOR
T!
I)EI.'INITI()N ()i," TECIIN()IA_GY RE(_I'IREMENT N(' 17
I "I'I.;('IIN()I,(_(;Y llEQL:IIIEMFNT (TITI,E): Optical I,AGE 1 ()I," __3
Standardization and Improved Tube Design for Star Trackers
2. TI<('IIN()I.()(;Y ('A'I'I._G()I{Y: Imaffin_
:;. ')I;.II';("IIVI':/AI)\ANCEMEN_I REt@UIIIED: I,.'rprove photocathode tube perfor_ane_
in accuracy, 34nearity & resolution. Required to satisfy requfia-ements of future
space missions.
t. ('[ lllll.;kT STA'I'I'_ ()I" All]': Utilize the standard ITT F h012 RP image dissector
tube and pr.ovide excessive calibration orocedures.
IIAS BEEN CARRIED T() I,EVI<L j
5. I)I.:St'IIIL"I'I()N ()1. "I'I'_('IIN()I,()(;Y
(a) Perform modifications and design changes to the basic Fh012RI image
dissector tube. Reposition the internal parts, increase tube length, modify
mounting _nd improve potting materials.
(b) Design ,and develop an optical lens system compatible with the F h012 RP
image dissector tube. Incorporate the design in a star tracker and evaluate.
P'I, REQUIIII,;MI .NTS BASED()N: [] PRE-A,[_ ,,X,[_ B,[-] C 1)
_; II.,\'['I_XAI V ANI) ANAI.YSIS:
(a) Technical advancement_ have been made under pre__ous in-hoase work at
?,IgFCand a contract wiLh ITT. _ae results indicate that the linearity can b_
greatly improved with relatively simp!o,modifications to the tube'3 In_,erml p_ts
(b) Thc existing in-house star tracker designs utilize a very poor quality,
simple photographic lens. These optics are inadequate to achiew_ high performance
pointing data and star mapping.
T() BI': ('ARRII':I) T() 1],;VEI.
i
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I)t,;I,'INITION ()1" TECIIN()L()GY IiEQUII{EMENT NO. 17
1. TECIIN()IA)t;Y IH.]QUII{EMI,_NT(TIT1.E): 0Dtical PAGE 2 ()1," ._.]
Standardization and Improved Tube Design for Star Trackers
7. TECIIN()I.()(;f ()l_'I'I()N,';:
(a) Consider a second source for photocathode tubes for star tracker
applicazion.
(b) Improve higher quality standards on the contractor.
(c) Rely on the next generation of st_r trackers utilizing solid state ' -
detectors.
_. TECIINI('AI, PI_OBI, EMS:
(a) _igning ,t lens system to suit the F 2012 RP tube.
(b) Designing the internal parts ,an_? est:$1ishinc the critical spacing
of components.
'._. t'(.YI'I.N'I'LX.I AI/II':tC>,ATI\I',S:
Continue to pro-¢ide lenvthv calibration procedures and accept low quality.
1,, PI,ANNI,:I) ]_II()(;It:\MS ()I_ I NJ'I,;I_'I'URI_I'.I) 'I'I.X'_IINf)L()(;Y AI)VAN('I.:MENT:
I':XPI':C'I'EI) I'NPI'_I{TI'I{I_ED 1,E\rl':l_
II. III,;I.A'I'I,'I) 'l'l,:('llN()l ()(;Y I_I,;tdI'II(.EMI']N'IS:
(a) Fine guidance :_en:_orunder devclopmenL for LST.
(b) Soli-]._;_atastar tracker development.
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t
*Applicable to existing state-of-the-art designs with near term users.
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s. COM,_),_r_ltm ,_m_,,I,,._1¢1,,l _lt I,I_ ml}vA,v_
_.NVIRONM} .N 1 IN I ill l_X I_ II', _1'_ q',_
I. II2i$1v PIt} ",lJM_ NA {}lt_l RVI i} /\ll i<f pfq{ 11 l). It. llltiDt 1. 1'i,_11 1) IN AIIII'ItA} 1 } NVIIII)N.MI N].
2. TIIFIHUI ](tl(\ll l,At'lll}ll}lit_l I,lltl I'III'_IIMI'NA. ?, lillll31-l, Tlklllli?,S].%l I f?\ll_(l:,_IlNl
_. TiItlilI_ llkll II II_l Iqt_l( AI I kl't IIIMtN'I 8. NtW (',_pA;tll 1 l} D_ Ill\ i D tHIP.I A %ll'l II I t.,_,l',Ig
(IR MAIII} 31"1111",%1 \Itllq I . OlaERA1 I ' ",%1 %hllJl I,.
4, l'hllllXlkl tIN( IiIIN_iRt It.{l(\l ItliI_;'IlC ll}MtlNSTRAITt, D. 9, RI',I,IABII,IT_I UI'i.RAIIINI I_t _i_ IIl't It_\ill_N%l Mfqltl..
F,G., MATI-II(%I, ll't'l'll',t< 1. t !<. |0, LIFETIM}. t×llN._lll?_ll} ANt)II IlAlltlh_:, bli}lltl,.
I
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I)I.iVINITI()N ()1." TECtlN()I.()GY I{I.;(?IqI(EMENT N(), 18
I TI<('IIN_)I ()(;Y RI.X_( II<EMENT (TITI.E): ST_,_Y-L!GHT _'2JECTION PAGE 1 O1.' _
". TI.;('IIN()I.()(;Y ('ATEt;()IiY: Navigation a Guidanc_ &nd Control
.; ,_I_II.I('TIVI.;/AI)VANCI_MENT I{E(_UII{I.;I): Dev_lo_ a methodology for assessing
,,thepez'formance of stray-light shields .to improve re._cction of sunlight: albedo
and spacecraft reflections
J. (t i{III,',.XTSTATI,,(_I."AH]': Designs and analyses have bee.n done on stray-liF.ht
J
shields for specific applications
IIAS BF'EN CARRIED T() 1.EVEL
,5. I)I..5('IilI'TI()N ()1: TI.X'IIN()I.()(;Y
a) Establish a methodology for predicting the perfo.'_ance and attenuation
capabilities of stray-Light baffle configurations as a function of
geometry, materials, and source characberistics.
b) Develop a compu%er program which provides syn_hesi_ and analysis of
various configurations for optimization studies.
c) Test some representative designs in space environment (Shuttle Sorties)
for comparison with analytical data.
d) Refine theory to agree with practice.
I,/1, RI,:QI'II{I.:MI, NTS BASI<DON: [] PRE-A,F"] A,i"] B,[] C"I)
_; I_.,\ I'I_XAI.I AND ANAI.YSIS:
a) Performance of star-trackers, star-mappers, horizon sensors, etc., is
affected by stray light radiation entering the instrument field-of-view.
b) All payloads using stellar-reference sensors require stray-light rejection
and would benefit from this technolog_j.
c) Most methods for designing and testing stray-light rejection hardware
require crude ray tracing requiring development of special techniques for
each configuration.
d) This technology advancement should be carried to an experimental demon-
stration on a shuttle flighh to verify predicted performance.
TO BE CARRIED TO 1,EVEI,
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I
DEFINITION ()F TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 18
I
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUII{EMENT(TITLE): Stray-light Rejection PAGE '2 OF _h
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
The alternatives to the proposed technology are to continue evaluating each
stray-light shield as a separate entity requiring unique analysis or to
construct special facilities for testing the various configurations. Both
methods require considerable expense of funds and time.
,_. TECttNICAL PROBLEMS:
The biggest technical problem lies in development of the analytics describing
the behavior of radiation within a configuration. The mathematics are very
complex for describing radiative transport (specular, diffuse, specular-diffuse,
diffraction) within a shield.
_. POTI:NTIAI, AI.TEI{NATIVI.:S:
Construction of special test facility and continued cut-and-try (ray-tracing)
approach.
l l_. IULANNED PRO(iRAMS ()I{ ('NI'ERTURBEI) TECtENOIA)GY ADVANCEMENT:
The STS Advanced Systems Technology Guidance and Control Working Group defined
an FY 75 New Start _th the goal of constructing a special facility for agency-
wide use for testing sunshades.
EX'PECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 2
11. I{EI.ATI.:I) "I'E('IIN(_I,(_(;Y I{I.X_tTIREMENq'S:
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f 1
!18
I)I.;I,'INITI{)N ()1" TE{'IIN(}I,(}£;Y I{EQ/'IlIEMI.;NT N(L ]
/
I 'I'PX'IIX(}I.{}:;Y I{I';{_trlI{I';MI<NT (T1TI.E): Stray-Light Rejection I'AGE :_ {}1,' _ [
/
1". TE('IlN{H,(){;Y I{I'J{dI,II_VMt,;NTS S('IIEI}[II,I,;: ]
CAI_I<NI)AII YEAR
S('IIEI}[I I'; I'IEM T.317t; 7T 7,')79 s{} _1 :-,2 83 8! B.-} _1;]_7 _ '_{} {}1}9_I_[
I'PI.; CIIN{}IX)G'_
1. Analytical model and |
i
computer program develop. _
'2 Des_.n and fabriga_ior i
of 'repreSentative sn!e±os __
3. Lab test of shields
I. Comparison of data andmodel refinements l
5. Space checkout of [
shields and_ data compariscn -- I l
It iAPPIACATI{}N l l
1. Design (Ph. {'1 [ I I i
'2. I)evl/Fab (Ph. 1}) [ ! Ii
:_ Operations l i i
' I I
' l I i I 'i
1:;. USA{;I.: S{'ill,:l}t 1,1.',: I
i
tttlltltit!ltt'I'E{.'IIN(H.{}{;Y NV.EI} I)ATI.. A ' ' TO'I'AI,N['MBEI{ (}I" I,AIX('I1ES 1 1 ...... _-- I
1 t I{I,:I,'I,:III,;N('I,:S:
I. Jackson, D. B., SPARS Phase IB Sunshield Development Program Final Report,
TM-21290@2, Honeywell Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota, 23 October, 1970.
2. Walsh, Thomas M. and Hinton, Dwayne E.: Development and Application of a
Star-Mapping Tec'mique to the Attitude Determination of the Spin-
Stabilized Project Scanner Spacecraft. Proceedings of the Symposium on
Space-craft Attitude Determination September 3Oj October I-2, 1969.
3. Heinisch: R. P. and Chou, T. S.: Numerical Experiments in Modeling Diffrac-
tion Phenomena. Applied Optics, Vol. 10, No. 10, October, 1971.
4. Sparrow, E. M., Gregg, J. L., Seel, J. V. and Mason, P., "Analysis, Results
and Interpretation for Radiation Between Some 3iz.@ly Arranged Gray
Surfaces," Trans. ASME, J. Heat Transfer, 83C, 307, 1961.
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF .'kilT 5. co._,_}.__, ,,l, ,m ,,l_,xm, it .l_ I,P. mL_v_'.l
I'NVIItqI",MI'2,1 I74 Ill} I.,_}all:_t]"i:_.
1, |_M( ]'}l_',{}'I_NA_}lkN[l(%ll_ _',llU'_l_q{Ill} 6, MI)IIF[ IL_'_A_!N,\IItl |L_, _%\:}1,_%"_',1
2. IlIF{)It\ |{'ItM_I.AII:} I,}IIL ,I,'14 p'II_,,MI'NA. 7. M_qH'I '|F'_IlI_'_ _'_,' t ['',t,',l','l}%I
3. "lill'{'[:'_ It",lIl} q'_ |'115 I t \I L",I'tI(IMt\I 8. N}W {,_P_}!IIII'_ I,.II".,IIID :& M'"E It'.lit
(1}{ %lkllll MklIt'\I M,q't ] {)pI-R-_lltL',\l d*qq [
4. PI|IIIX}\_ I[',( I,,P,,II(_ I1\1,\, [I IH'4III'IffML}".,:'-.I'RAIt[}. 9. i_I_',IABII}I_ ' Y,,R,\IH\{ ,,l _" _}lq |t\_b ".\1 M{q_lI.
d ['.{, . M_I|[{I_I ,, Vl"'._" I, t ', . 10. I.IFEIIMt I klf',_B _',{H' A_',I. IUVIb}', '' M,_i_l'l .
L
I
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DEFINITION OF TECIINOLOGY REQUII_EMENT NO. 18
I. TECIINOI,OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Stray-Light Rejection PAGE h OF
5- Eckert, E. R. G. and Sparrow, E. M., "Radiative Heat Exchange Between
Surfaces Nith Specular Reflection, " Int. J. Heat Mass Transfer, 3, h2,
1961.
6. Lira, S. H. and Sparrow, E. M., "Radiant Interchange Among Curved Specularly
Reflecting Surfaces: Application to Cylindrical and Conical Cavities,
Trans. ASME, J. Heat Transfer, 87C, 298, 196_.
7. Seban, R. A., "Discussion of Sparrow, et al," In Trans, ASME, J. Heat
Transfer, 8LC, p. 29h, 1962.
8. STS Advanced _q_istemsTechnology Guidance and Control Working Group, R. G.
Chilbon, Chairman, Johnson Space Center, January 197h.
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1)1,,I l'.l'll()N ()t,' 'I'I,X'tlN()I,()IIY 1{I,](_1 IIIEMENT N{). i9
! '11,,('11\( )1 ()(,h I_l<t_l llll,]31i.]Nq" (TITI I,'.): High Resolutiona_____ I'A(IK I ()1' 2
Long Life Inertial }_eference Unit
' ' I,_. Inertia2 reference units'II'( IIN_)I ()(,_ ('A'I'I.I(;() ' ".
; , )I;IIA"I 1\ I /-\I)\A.NC'I']MI,]NT 1_1<(_1 ll_l,il?,. _'ine point_:ng capability_of
spacecraft of i ar c second or less for periods up to i i,our and life of
i0 years is required.
, (I I_I',I,,\I,_'I,\'II,()I'.,%ill: DRIRU fine pointing calDability is not determinea_
and reliability, is compromised b)r ball bearings. Conventional gyros are more
e_xpen.sive_. ItA5 I.;EN CARIIIEI)"1"() I,t,.\'I,;I. __
Both the fine-pointing requirement and the long-life requirement can be
satisfied by upgrading the present design of the Dry Gyro Inertial
Reference Unit (DRIRU). _le fine pointing capability requires the develop-
ment of higher resolution torquer electronics, r'.e long-life requirement
requires improved rotor bearings. For example, a fluid bearing gyro now in
an early development stage could eventually be substituted for the present
ball bearing g/ro. Other gyro designs could also be considered. The
incorporation of a fluid bearing also enhances the fine pointi,._ capability
of the higher resolution DRTRU in that the noise content of the _wro
output is significantly reduced.
I > I. I{I,'t;l'Ill. l'Ml \I'S IL\SI,;I)()S: [] l'l{I,:-,\,C_ .\,l'-I II,L"J (" _)
(, I: \ l l( )',,.\I ) .\\J) .\\.\', Y51S:
The dual requirements of long _ro life and fine pointing are not
','. achievable with the presently used IRU's equipped with ball beerirlg
g_,ro.
Observations: Include gyi'o designs other than fluid bearings.
T() BI.' ('ARIHI'I) I() I,!.\I,I,
i
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tDEI.'INITION ()F TECHN()LOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 19
1 TE('ItN()I.()(:Y I_Et_UIIH".MI,'NT(TITLE): High Resolution, PAGF 2 ()I.' _2_
Lon_ Life Inertial Reference Unit
7. TI_CIiN()L()(.;Y OI'TI()NS:
None.
',. TECIlNICAI. PROBLEMS:
Electronic Torquer development.
-1
Fluid bearing development.
'_. J'()TI_N'I'IA[. AI,'I EIiNA'FIVI';S:
IRU's based on :ing" _.-axis gas bearing gyros.
1,_ PI.A?,-NED Ptl()(;I{AMS Oil UN])ERTURBED TECHNOIX)GY ADVANCI<MENT:
Fluid bearings will be brought to feasibility demonstration.
EXPECTED INPERTUIIBED I3<VEL
11. III,',I_AT1,;I) TE('IIN()I_(;Y III';(dUIllE1MENT;-;:
i
,J
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I)I,:IIN1TB)N ()I," TECtIN()IA)GY I{I,'t)I'ItlEMENT N(). 20
1 "I'I.;('IIN_)I.()t;Y IH.:(.)I lliE3'IENT (TITI.F): PAGE 1 ()l,' 3
Cryogenic Gyroscopes for Space and Aircraft Navigation
2 )'"'I'I.7('IIE()I()(;YC:VI'EG( l_l: Attitude Reference
; ')I;JI_C"II\'I_/AD\ANCEMENT I{EQUIIH:D: Develop Cryogenic Gyroscope Systems
for Precision Low Gravity Attitude Reference (unidirectional year); and for
Considerably Improved One-G Drift Performance.
I {'[ I¢IIE.NT STATE (1I' AI¢T: Cryoge.pic Gyroscope being Developed for 0SS Gyro-
relativity Experiment; Actual Drifts Not Yet measured, but First Fll_ht , _
(Shuttle, 1980?) calls for 0.i arc-sec year HAS EEEN CARRIED TO I.EVEL
ano'should De attalnabld. !_
_. I)l._('l_ll'ql().", ()1 TI.I('IIN()I ()(;Y
The Gyro being developed consists of a 39 MM quartz shpere rotor with a
supercondmcting niobium coating spinning at 200 hz. The rotor is electro-
statically suspended in a quartz housing. Symmetry, weak suspension
forces, careful magnetic shielding, and the use of a superconducting
electronic readout which senses the very weak magnetic field generated by
the spinning superconducting coating, will permit reduction of residual
drifts by five orders of magnitude or more from l-G values. Careful
analysis indicated that residual drifts approaching i milli-ARC SEC per
year should be possible for unidirectional pointing. Readout system limi-
tations will reduce omnidirectional readout precision to I arc sec per
year.
1, I. RI.:QIIIII.:3II. NTS BASEDON: [] PIiE-A,_ A,[] B,[] C D
I, If.\ I I_\,.\1 I' AND ANAI.YS1S:
4
The Cryogenic Gyro is being developed solely as a scientific instrument
to measure precisely two general relativisitic effects (approximately 7
arc-sec per year and 0.05 arc-see per year respectively). Its application
to high accuracy space navigation s_ch as advanced LST's etc., seems ob-
vious and the capability of such a system in a one-G systems _hould _iso
be investigated, i
TO BI,7 CARRII,_I) "1"() I,I':VI':I.
!
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1977006969-071
DI':I"INITI()N ()1'" TI,:CIINt)L()GY I{E(_UIREMENT NO. 20
l TI-]t'IINt)I.t)t;Y IH'k_U'.I{I:,Ii',NT(TITLE):, Cryogenic Gyroscopes PAGt.: 2 ()I," 3
for 3pace and Aircraft Navigation
-. TE('ttN()I.()(;Y ()Pq'It_NS:
Conventional gyro systems are, of course, presently available, liowever,
the cryogenic gyro should furnish significant advantages. An alternative
precision gyroscope involving a rotating container of superfluid helium
at temperatures below 20K has been suggested. Ultimate accuracy could
approach that of the quartz-superconductor gyro, but development problems
appear vet7 difficult.
_'. TI':('IINK'AI. PROB1A{MS:
No problems have arisen in the development program at Stanford Univ. or at
MSFC, or in the theoretical m_alyses to indicate that ultimate accuracies
of at least a few milliarc seconds per year cannot be achieved. A
critical subsystem, being actively pursued, is the superconaucting readout
system.
t_. I'()TI.NTIAI AI.'II';ItNATIVI';S:
See 7.
1_ PI,AN_ I,:D I)RO( ;RAMS Ol/ [ NIU.:RTURBEI) TECHNOIllGY ADVANCEMENT:
The Gyro is tentatively identified for an initial, low accuracy flight on
an early shuttle (Late 19807) and for a final, high accuracy flight about
two years later_
EXPECTED INPERTURBED LEVEI_
1. III,:I,ATEI) TI,;('ltN()I,(ltiY III.;(_I:II/EMENTS:
a. Superconducting instrumentation for the g_ro readout subsystem and, if
available, for other electronic systems in the spacecraft.
b. Liquid ileliumDewars suitable for long duration space operation.
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1977006969-072
r I)I';I"INITI()N ()1'" TI"('flN()IX)GY I{EtdIqlU.]MI.'NT
20NO.
I'AGE 3 ()1," 3
I. 'I'].:C llN_ )I.()'.;Y I{I,:(_ttlIH,LM t,:NT (TIT1,E):
Cryogenic 6_.roscopes for Space and Aircraft Navigation
d
12. TI':CIIN()I.()(;Y I_I':(,_[,II_I']MENTS SCIfEI)U1.E:
CAI.ENDAR YEAR
7.3 76 7717_ 79 xO _1 _21_3 _!-_5 ,%6 _7 _ S9 90SCllEI) UI.E ITEM 91
TE CIINOLOG'_ I1.
2. ] i
:3. i ; I
- It lAPPLIC_ TION I
1. Design (Ph. ('_ ]
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) I
3. Operations i ]
I
' I I i
1,;. USAGE SCIII,;1)[ I,E: [tt!ttttt 11ttt'-' TOTALTE(" IIN()I,( )GY X I.:I.:i) DATI,,NUMBER ()F I,A[XCIIES l
1 t I( I: 1,"V I{I"N(' I':S:
I. Decher, R., "Gyroscope Relativity Experiment"
NASA TMX-6h630, Oct. 18, 1971
2. Hendricks, J., "A Squid Readout System I ) Super-
conducting Gyroscope" IEEE Transaetic.,_ on M_gnetics,
VOL MAO-II, Msr 75, Pg. 782
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I)I,IFINITI()N ()F TECtlNt)I,()GY IiE(_IrltiEMENT N(). 21
l 'l'l.;('ltNt)l ()(;Y IIEt_L'IIIEMENT (TITI.E): Continued Development PAGE 1 ()I:
oz Digital Rebalance Electronics for Dry Tuned Rotor Gyros
2. TE('IIN(_I.()tiY CATEG{)IIY:
" .)I,./E('TIVI.]/AI)VANCEMEN_ IIE(OUIliED: New Digital Rebalance Loops for
Two-Axis Dry Tuned Rotor Gyros havin$ improved resolution and accuracy.
I. ('LlillENT STATK ()F All]': (i.) Analog Rebalance Loops (2) Breadboard
i
D1gltal Rebal_nce Loop for K_rfott Gyrnflox (U.T.K._
HAS BEEN CARRIED T() I_EVEL __ i
5. I)I'IS('III_'TI().N _1' TI'X'ItNt)I.()GY
A rebalance electronic package consisting of a digital control and data
generation section, an error-signal-processor for each of the two axes,
a precision, stable torque current pulse generator for each axis, and
appropriate power supplies.
P:l, III.;QUIIIEMI. XTS BASED()N: [] PRE-A,['_ A,[-] B,[] C I)
_; I_:\I'I_\AI I ANI) ANAI.YS1S:
The new digital rebalance loops offer the following advantages over
available rebalance loops:
(I.) High accuracy due to use of state-of-the-art electronic devices
and low noise circuit design techniques, along wlth the inclusion
of the analog-to-digital conversion process inside a high gain
electronic loop.
(2.) High resolution due to fine quantization of the torque-current
pulse; e.g., present breadboard resolution is wlt.in .024 arc-
sec for 2°/sec torquing.
(3.) Since the data corresponding to inertial sensor motion is in
digital format, it can be easily processed by computers.
1"() BE ('.\Ill{IVI)I() I,KVI. 1,
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1
t
DEI"INITION ()F TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 21
1. TECItNOI,OGY IIEQUIIIEMENT(TITI,E): Continued Develooment PAGE 2 OF 3--
of Digital ?_balsnce Electronics for D'y Tuned Rotor Gyros
7. TECHN()I,()(;Y OPTIONS:
s. Anslog control loops.
b. Analog loopz with A/D converters.
J
s. TECItN1CAL PROBLEMS:
(I) Gyro models are insdequate.
(2_ Correlated transient feed-through within gyro.
(3) Torquer resistance of gyros too high for optimum
design of reb_iance loop.
!). I'O'I'I';N'I'IAI. AI.TI';llNATIVI';S:
1_*. PI,ANNED PR(I(;I{AMS ()l/ UN]q']WFURBEI) TECIINOL()(W ADVANCEMENT:
_. Digital pulse reb_l.qnce loogs for redundnnt l_ser IN.
b. To extend development .for 4ry tuned rotor gyros with higher
rates (30°/see) with two or three scale-factor switches in
the design.
EXPECTEI) I'NPEIITURBI'U) I],]VEL
I1. I/EI.ATI._I) 'I'E('IIN()I._)(',Y llI,X_I;IIIEMENTS:
nevelo_ment of ,n Jry tnne't rotor gyro specifically Jesignet for
nu!se reb_l_nce techniques (low torquer resistance an,] low
,,_el-through from ,'Frotorquer to gyro pizkoff).
i
%
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II)EI;XITI()N ()I,' TECIIN()I ()C,Y Ill,;QL'IllEMI,TNT N(). 21
i 'fI'X'II.N()I.t)/;Y lll,;Qt lltl,2M I,;NT (TITI.I,;): ContinueJ Bo.velopm_n) I)AGE :/ ()I"
of D_g_tel Rebalance Electronics for Dry Tuned Rotor ,qyros
12. r]'E('II-,(II.()(',Y I{I';(_{,II{I,;M V.NTS S('IIEI)U1.E:
CAI,I,;NI)AII YI';AI{
]11ft,!SCIlEI)UI.E I'IEM 75!7(;177 7,b 79 _11 _j ,_2 b;} sl _5 ,>1; _'57 ,_,_ S!)!)11191TE CIINO l,t )GY
1. Complete work on
gvroflex gyro A ! , _
2. Studies on cross- I
coupling effects -- ,;
3. Design DR e!ec- ! I
I. tronics for high rate __ - ' I 1
gyro __ I '.
_A]_p Derfo"m dynamics test ) t
I [
for axes interaction ! [ i I " : .
I,I('ATI()N i
1. Design (Ph. (')
2. Devl/l"ab (Ph. I)) ! ]
,,
:;, Operations t [
I I. , ] .1
I:;. USA(;E S('lll,;I)[l,l,;:
'I'E('IIN()I,()(;Y N],;|.',I) I)AT[,, . • i ' ' TOTAL
.... t _ -" I .... ; -1 -- ' " _ +-------
NUMBEt_ ()I" 1,AI\('III']S [ ] '
i
It ]/E F l'] Ill';N(' I':S:
1972 - 73 ...... tl. T. Annum Re_ort
1973 -7h ...... U. T. Annual Report
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I',N_.III(INMI NI 17_ I'.H I.Al_)It\lq)l','z
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I)I,:I'INIq'I()N ()1," 'I"ECtlN()I.(TGY IiFt_I_lliEMENT N(). 22
1 Td('IIN()I.()t;Y liE(_LIIiI,'MENT (TITI.E): PAGE 1 O1," 3__
High Resolution Attitude Sensor
2. TE('IINt)I,()t;Y CATEGt)I_Y:
.;. _)I;.]E('TIVI']/AD\ZANCEMENT IiE(_UIRED: To develop and test a high resolu-
___2_ou attltucl_ _n.qor for _paee ml_slong _nd experiments.
t. ('(;IiIiI,:N'I'S'I'ATI,, t_I ,_ART: Current attitude sensors can be expected to per-
form no better than 0.01 arc-second for short periods of time.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO I,EVEL
5. I)ES('I{II'TI_)N _I.' TI.X'IIN()I,t)GY
This sensor would be a laser gyro utill_ing and expanding the technology
"spln-offs" from the development of the _rapdown laser IMU.
i
f
I P/l, ItI.:QUIItI.:MI. NTS BASED(iN: [] PRE-A,[-] A,["] B,F] C/D
t
_; I{A I'I_NAI I' AND ANAI.YSIS:
The high resolution attitude sensor is needed for the Large Space
Telescope (LST) and other experiments. Some of these requirements
are 0.001 arc-second accuracy for relatively long periods of time
of attitude control.
TO BE CARRIED TO I,EV|':I,
,J
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1977006969-077
DEFINITION ()F TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 22
1. TECHNOI,OGY I{EQUIHEMENT(TITLE): High Resolution PAGE 2 ()F 3
Attitude Sensor
7. TECHN()LOGY OPTIONS:
i. Laser gyro increase in stability and resolution.
2. Laser interferometer with fiber optics.
3. Special technology development in new approaches.
/
TECItNICAI, PROBLEMS:
High resolution sensors require extremely tight controls on temperature,
dimensional stability, voltage and test procedures.
!_. I'OTENTIAI, AI.TI':I{NATIVI';,<,:
There are several approaches being proposed by different sources that could
solve some of the problems associated with a greater resolution and accuracy
of inerti_1 sensors; some of these are listed in Item 7.
1,). PI,ANqqED ]'RO(;RAMS ()I{ ['NI)ERTURBED TECHNOIX)GY ADVANCI,:MENT:
There are pl_m to investigate the different proposed methods of producing
a high resolution inertial sensor in FY 76.
EXPECTED UNPEI{TI'I_BED I,EVEL
11. I{I':I,A'I'I';I) TE('IIN()I,()(;Y I{I':(_Ult(EMENTS:
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I1)EI.'INITI()N (_1,' TI<('tlN()I ()(;Y I{I,;(_trlIII,;MI<NT N(). ?2
_z
f
1. TI,X'IlN()I.()(;Y I(I,;QI'IIII';MENT (T1TI,I,'): I>A(;I.; 3 1,' ._...3._
H_gh Resolution Attitude Sensor
1". ']'Ef'IIN(fl,()(;Y I{I,;Qt III1.LMI,]NTS SCIII.]I)UI,I,]:
CAI,ENDAI/ YEAI{
SCIII: )UI.I'; ITI<M -5 76 77 7b 79 _1,_,_1 ,_2 _:_ ,b _5!,_; _7 ,_,_ S9 90 9.
TI<CIINO1 )Gh
l
• Develop Requ_ rem_'nts 4
1
r
2. Con tct --_ I
I
3. Test. _ evaluate I _ ]
1 I I
i i
I. Design (Ph. ('i I I I [
L I
2. Devl Fab (Ph. I)) I I ,
i
I L
;', Operations I I I
'. 1 I i
I:;. USAt;E S('lll<l)t I,E:
lltlttt ttttt *i-I'I,:('IIN()I (_(;5, Nl,:l,;l) I)A'I'I,, X .....NUMBI<It ()I" I,AI\('IIES [ _ i _
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I. NVIIt(JNMI'.NI 1,': 111._ la\l'a)l "_,1' )1;'1 .
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FI)I';I"INITI()N f)l'" TECtlN()I.()(;Y RE(?I'IIH,_MENT Nf). 23
1 't'I;¢'IINtH ()(;Y I_I';(_[II_EMENT (TITI,E): PAGE 1 ()I ,'3
Low-g Aece]erometer Evaluation Facility
-'. TI.',('IIN( )I.()(;Y CATE(;()I_Y: Accelerometers
;. ,Jl;.J1.;('TI\+E/AI)VAN('EMI,;NT RE(#[!IIiI,;I). Provide a facility for tcstine
accelerometers with an uncertainty of 10-8 m/s 2
('t I¢I_I.;.NT S'IATI.. ()I." AIiI': i0 -_ m,/s p
ttAS BEEN CARIUI<D T() I.EVEI___ /
5. l)l.i._('l¢ll"l'l()N ()I. 'I'I.I('IIN()I.()(;Y
h s_ace facility avoids the l-g field oe earth fac:lities. The space
facility _st provide precise acce]erations for cal_bration of the accel-
erometer as well as support functions like power, data Dro_.essinf,,alii_-
merits, etc.
1' I. I(E(2[II_I.:MI' NI'S I_ASI.;I) ()N: [] PRI':-A,I -=] A,[--] B,[--] (' I)
(; It.\ I'lf)\AI 1" ANI) ANAI.YSIS:
The one-8 earth _.ravily antitke diffir.ulty of isolating seismic
disturbances resi:-_et the l_mil,of aceeltrometer _ectinF to about iC-gm/_2.
1
T() BI< ('.\RIUI<I)T()I.VVI'II.
¢
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I)I';I.'INITI()N ()1'" TI';('IIN()I,OGY REQUIIiEMENT NO. 23
l. TE('IIN()I,()t;Y IU';(_UII{I';MI';N'I'(TITI,E): L_pw-g Accelerometer PAGE '2 t)F __
Eva_uation Facility
7. 'FE('tlN()I,()_;Y (H'q'I()NS:
In lieu of a shut.tie-borne test facility, fly accelerometers as
technological e)}erimerts on suitable eartb-orbit missions. This is
t
quite eypensive and is suitable only for design oroof testing unless
spacecraft, is recoverable, i
_,. TI'X'IINICAI. PI{()BI.F.MS:
Design of test facility instrumentation
!). i)')TI,NT|AI, AI,'I'I':It%ATIVI';,_'
Use earth laborator: facilities and employ eytraoolation and
analysis to estimate the space performance.
I() PI.ANN I':L) I'I{()(;I{.-X MS ()l{ tNI'I,:IVI'URBI<I) "I'ECIINOIA)GY ADVANCI,:MENT:
None known
EXPECTED UNPERTUI{BED LEVEL 0
1 I. IH,;I,A'I'I.:I) TI.:('IIN()[.( )(;Y I<I.:(2UIREMENq'S:
Earth atmos,nhere drag experiments (DOD)
k,,a,l_uuUCiL_lJ,fl'Y ot,' 1'11_
ORI_'_ALP4Q| • POOl_
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1 TE('II.N_)I ()IiY III,X/)III{I,;MI,]NT (TITI.E): t'A(;I.; ;t ()I, 3__
Low-g Accelerometer Evaluation Facility
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1)1,,1, INITI_ _N _)I." TI.X'IIN_)IA)(;Y IIEt_III_I,:MENT N_). ?h
I Tl, fll.Xt_l t_(,_ III.X_I II_I.L\IKNT ('['ITI.E): I'A(;t.] 1 (_1. __
,R_te Gyro Package
.; ,Jl',il,,("ll\l /.,\I)VAN('I,:MKNT RI.X_! I1{I,:1): To f!icht q_m]if'" a _ta _.,mn package
for long space m"_ssions an_, aircraft a,nplicatir_ns _itk, hi£h relkabili,!y ann
low co_t.
t _'1 III'KX'I ._'IA'I'I, _ ,1' .%111': A la.':er _yro rate package i_ bein_ developed for an
operational demcnstra+_,_on test,.
1t:\S BI.:I.:N (',\1{IllI.'1)'1"(_ l.l.i\'l<I.
The laser ,_'o rate "acka_'e is an inertial sensor package riffM]'"
mounted to the vehicle fram, to m_sure a'_mlar rates for att_t_:,le o_ntrol
and stabi!J:,ation of the vehic]e. The ]a_:er F./,T_rate p,acPa_-e wi]] take
advantage of tLe la_er _r_ -haracteri._tics (low pover. ]on_, ]if'e, wide
d3mamic range, no m,)vinc parts, ]ns_'ns_tive to f,ravit:,', !es.c _,:ror in a
d_m,_n_o environment, less nav'._atkon _:,mpvt,at_,ms).
_, Ii \ I t_ ".,\1 I ,,\\1) ANAl Y,_I:4:
The. :._l ,r d ]aver ;'-'rr,ra_c .a':_,,a[,ris i,_[;a]] '" s_ it['(] 0'-_"
rt.,-a.ndow:, ap'_±},'at, _rlsand .'t,'aoc]o;'r, F rt,'rl: a:'£ i_:¢.al]." r_,::t,t _] ,_",_r r(-
.,un,,an_'v mar, aRE_e, rf for hi_ "_ relia[.;]jt,'. _,_ ]ar_-r _".v", rate -.ac>,a_-e :-:_
urovi,:e t_e requr_,i h!_,} _ rrl]ab_l:fv a'.: lo_ ,':st sen,_'.:.r f"_,, :[',,t,lr, _,
I_ 1}1 ('\IIRIt I_ l_ 11 \1 I _
7h
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tDI,'I,'INITlt)N (_I." TECtlNOLOGY tll,'t_UIIIEMENT NO. 24
1 TE('ttNt)I.f)(;Y IIE(_tIlll,;MENT(TIT1.E): Rate Cyro Package PAGE 2 ()I.' 4
7. TECttNf)I.()(;Y ()Pq'It)NS:
The wide dynamic range of the laser gyro rate package could make it
a standard rate package for many different applications.
The present uses of rate gyro packages have to be designed for each
application depending on the range of rates of operation, reliability , -
required, signal outputs, power, etc.
i
The NASA standard DRIURU would be an option for consideration.
". TECIiNICAL PROBI,EMS:
The bendi_._ modes of certain vehicles require that several sets of rate
gyro packages have tc be placed in various places throughout the vehicle.
With the present sensor packages this is a costly, complex problem with
all vehicles as proven with the Skylab rate gyro failure problems.
!_. I'()TI.N'I'!AI AI.'II':IINATIVI'_S:
i
To flight q,,alify the laser gyro rate package. Several types of laser
gyros have _en tested in flight to prove cperattonal capability in a
dyp.¢2c cnvironment.
1'_ PI.AND;I,?D I_tlO(;I{AMS OR [Nt)F:RTURBEI)TECHNOIX)GY ADV3NCEMENT:
The laser gyro rate package is planned for development in FY76 and will
be self-contalned with the desirable characteristics of thc laser gyto
and its _Idp dynamic _ange. This rate package could become the standard
package for many applications of rate sensor packages.
EX_PECTED I'NPEItTUIIBED LEVEL
I I. _II'_I.ATI:I> TI,;('IIN_)I_()(;5" I_VQ['II/EMENTS:
Low cost, highly reliable, low power gyros for aircraft navigation
systems, space rate gyro packages and high resolution sensors for
special pointing applications.
i
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I I)I.'I. I.NiTI( )N t_l,' TI.X'IIN()I ()(;Y III,X}t'IIII,]MI'TNT NO.2h
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I I 'lIk'llN()I () ;Y I_I'X_)LIltl,]MI.;NT (TIT,.I,,)- I>AGF] :} ()I,'
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12. TI,X'IIN()] ()t;Y Ill,)_[ II_I,]MI,_N1'_ SCIII,]I)UI.I,':
CAI.I']NDAI{ YI.]A i{
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'I'I ; C.'IIN_) l.()t,'_ 1
1. SR&T Laser _ate GTfro ___ I I ]
Deve] opme::t )
2. S.k&T Package -- i
Integration I
I
;_. SE&T Z e G,.To
Package Test L I
I. Svace T'cg Avionics _[ - .
l_ild ] I5.
First Space Tug FlJghl I -
PLICATItlN
i I
!. Design (Ph. C) ! -- i 1
-'. I)evl/Fab (Ph. I)) __.. I
.;. Operations 1 ..... i I [
1 ;. I'SA(;I'; S(I]I,;I)t I.E:
I'I';('IIN( )I ()(;Y NI,;1,l) I)ATI,, _ ___
.',.['MBt<I{ ()I" ],.'\! X('I!ES 1 1 1 12 1," 12_1
1; 1{I,]I"I';l{ I';N(" l,;S:
i. "Soace Tug Avionics Definition Study: by General DynamJos".
2. "Space I_IgDefipi<ion Documents"
_. "Space Tug Baseline Reqnirements Definition Docm,mnts" by _ISFC.
15. I,EVEL OF STATE OF ART s. CON,_OMN1 ol/ IUlIAI)I_)AItD I)',II DIN IIFIFVA,Vr
FNVIII('NMFN'I IN "l':lI I.AI_II'\q_)I_Y,
1. ]b'_Nl( I"{F,',()',IF NA (like',, 1t%'1 l) kNA 1IF ,'()l{'l) D. B. MtIDF I, "l'l.:','l l)IN AIR( FL&I ! I ".\!iI_)NM) ST
2. 'I'III(_R5 I(H{MI'KAI!I) ]1)Ill _ I,',IH ]"IIN()MFNA. 7. MI)DFI T_SIII) INSPXUI I',_,\ltl().XMFN'I
_. "lill(_ l)_lll )IC_ PII'_"I('._.I I",I)[]II\IFN'I 8. NIrW CAPAIHII'I"_ l);]tl\rl) }ihlMA M )RII l,I;''k_kR
till \' _llll ,MX "\I \1()1'I I. OI)F, RAqII)N _I, ),hqll l,
4. Pl RIIX) Xl II \, I_)N (,lie If\l,'( l'l _HS'IIC I)FM(.)NST_TF I), 9. RF'I,IAIHLIT'_ [,I',,IIAI)IN(, ()I L _ ()l'h|t.\ll_':,\l MOI)F,I,.
F.(, , M,\IFI{I\I, ((,Vl'¢)',)',[, | )_. I0. I,IFI']TIMF, F,X "ll NbI()N tIl" AN till 'b%'IIC)N _L M()I)} I'"
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!DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 2}_
i. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): PAGE 4 OF 4_
Rate Gyro Package
The Avionics System for the full-capability Space Tug to be developed by
NASA for initial operations in late 1983 will be driven by requirements of
(I) performance to deliver 8000 pounds of payload into geosynchrononous
orbit and retrieve 3500 pcunds, (2) mission duration up to 185 hours,
(3) payload retrieval with potential for on-orbit servicing in the future, ' -
(h) autonomous flight operations, (5) Shuttle crew safety and mission
success reliabil_ty (0.97 for all missions), and (6) 1983 IOC date for i
first oFerational flight. The 1978 Phase C/D timing will allow the Tug
program to take maximum advantage of technology advances in the avionics
implementation of these requirements to attain lov system weight, power
system capacity, sensors ar,d softward for rendezvous and docking, na_-
gation update, checkout, redundancy and its managememt.
The advanced technology nature of this avionics system has a significant
influence on the system's total development cost. The advanced components
selected for the baselJne system definition were nrojections from research/
technologies presently being purs_ed. From the current status of these tech-
nologies, the further technology developm_nt effort was defined that would
be required befoze component design and development could be started or
procurement specifications prepared. This is an essential f:rst ste_ in
the whole process of gettin_ an advanced hardware syst_.m des}gned, bu'lt,
tested, qualified, and flown. There are two m_proaches for the accomplish-
ment of these needed additional tecb.nolog;"activities:
_. Perform these activities after Phase C/D siarts. The overall TuF
development schedule calls for Phase C/D to start la_e 1978, cul-
minating with first operational flight in December 1983. The
total DDT&E cost of avionics development for this aDproach was
estimated to be $9P._ million.
b. Perfo_r,.,the_e activities during the three-year _erJod -r_or to
the start of I_laseC/D. The confidence gained by the early so-
ll_tion to _roblems ar:dthe prooflng of techniques w_l] reduce
the r_sb durin_ the actual component develooment _l<aseand _.;i.l]
redrce the total DDT&E cost, of av onlcs develormle,nt to f,7},.!
million.
t
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I)I.;1. INI'I'B _N ()1," TECIlN_)I.()(;Y I{I,X)I'II{I';MENT N(), 25
1 TI,;('II>,()I (_(,Y I{I,X_I IIII,'.\IENT (TITI.E): PAGE 1 ()I"_._
Redundant Strapdown Laser Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) for Space Missions
2. TI"('![5, _ )!. _ )(;Y ('AT|:(;()I{Y"
,; ,_I;]I.Z('TIVI.i/AI)VANCEMVNT t_FX_t*II{EI) To flight qualify a redundant strap-
down IW_ for long space missions and aircraft applications with high relia-
bi?ity and low cost.
_. t'l ltltl.:X'l S'IATI.. _I." AIIT: A lase_ iyro redundant strapdown _ is being
constructed for operational demonstration test.
ttAS BEEN CARRIED T_) I.EVEL !
5. I)I.S('I{II'TI()A _)1 'I'IX']tN_I.()(;Y
The redundant strapdown laser gyro IMU navigation system is an inertial
system with sensors mounted -igidly to the vehicle frame in a dodecahedron
configuration, This is the configuration that gives the mest effective
redundant management. The IMU will take advantage of all he characteristics
of the laser gyro (low power, long life, wide dynamic range, no moving parts,
insensitive to gravity, less errors in a dynamic environment, less navigation
computations).
l' 1.1ll,X_III{I'IMINIS BASED()N: [] PItE-A,E_ .\,_ B,_ (' I)
_; ll\ll_,\,,\l I ANI).\\.\I YSIS:
The laser gyro is ideally suited for strapdo_m applications and strapdo_m
dystems are ideally suited for redundancy ranagement for high reliability.
The laser gyro redundant strapdo_ INU will provide the requirements of
high reliability and low cost for future space aircraft applications.
T() BE ('AIII{II':I) T() 1,1,;VI,:I,
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I)I.;I.'INITIC)N _)1,"TECltNC)IA)G\ IIEQUIIiEMENT NO. 2,5
TEt'IINt)I,{)(;Y IiE(@t'IIiEMI,;NT(TIT1,E): Redundant Strapdowo PAGE 2 ()F 4
Laser Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) for Space 14issions
TI<(" ttN_ q._ _(;Y ( )I)q'I ¢)\L'q.
The system of present technology for Space Shuttle is three, three axis
conventional l_'s oper_tihz in parallel. Each weighs 75 pounds and
requires 354 watts of power to operate, including the control ele3tronics.
_. 'I'I';C'ItNI('AI, PROBLEMS:
The current gyro is designed for aircraft operation with fan blowers and
limited freedom in some gimbal axis. For space applications the thermal
controls and gimbals will have to be redesigned. These changes will have
to be made in addition to the disadvantages of high weight and power.
,_. I_()TI,NTIAI, AI.'II,;I[NATIV1,;5:
To flight qualify the laser gyro redundant strapdown YMU, several different
three axis laser gyro I_'s have been laboratory tested, mobile van tested
and flight tested to prove capability of navigation in a dynamic environment.
l_t PI,ANNt<D ]qlOt;IIAMS ()ll [NIU<IITURBEI)TECItNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
The laser gyro redundant strapdown I_ is presently under construction.
This I_ will be mated with a computer and software programs for calibration,
alignment, navigation and redundancy management. This system will be
tested in the laboratory, mobile van., and aircraft for operational
evaluation.
EXPECTED UNPEIITURBEI) LEVEl,
I1. III';I.A'I'I';I) 'I'I';('IINt)I,_)(;Y I{I'_/:I!/EMENT5:
Low cost, redund_it, highly reliable, low power IMU's for aircraft navigation
systems, space rate gyro packages, and high resolution sensors for special
pointing applications.
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I)EI"INITIt)N ()1" TE('tlNtJI.()GY IIEQIIlII']MI'TNT N(). 25
1 'I'I'X'IIN()I.()t;Y I{I'X_( It_I'L\II'_NT (TITI,I,'O: PAGE 3 (_1,' h_l__-
_NDAh'r STY_APDOkrNIMU FOR SPACE MIBSYONS
1". TI'X'IIN(_I,()(;Y III'X@L,II_I,.MI,'NTS SCilEI)I.',I.1,]:
CAI.ENDAR YEAII
fiCIII,7!)LI,I,; III,]M 75 7G 77 7b 79 vj(l _1 ,_2 _j;l _t _5 _G _7 ,_,_ 89 90 91
TI';CIINOI,OGY
1 SR&T Re_mndant Stra:--
• down laser LMU build --
'2.SR&TFlight Integratio_
• ff3.SR&T rlioht Test. I
t.Space Tug Avionics
5. First Space TUg Flight 1 J
!
APPLICATION ] -
1. Design (Ph. ('l
I J ;
2. l)cvl/l.'ab (Ph. I)) I _. I I
:;, Operations !
t
. i t 1 ] t
1.;. USAGE S('III,]I)[ l,l,::
'I'I'X'IIN()I,()';Y NI..VD ])ATI,,
Nt'MBEI/ ()I," I,AIX('ItES . . 6 12 1 2 2 2 il2 I ±UZ I
1 t ll E1, I,]I11,]N(' 1,2S:
I. "Space Tug Avionics Definition Stnc'._;''by Ge_era] Dj_namJcs
2. "Space Tug Definition Domunents".
3. "Space Tuv Baseline Requirement Definition Documents" b:; MSFC.
II:EPRODUCI,BII,II'¥ rib' i[ii.
llillliN/s_ P_OB IB POOR
15. LEVI'. I. OF STATE OF ART 5. coy. __,'.ts, <,1_.m ai,,,,.u_l, ,I .,I.,, I'. m i _VAaI
['.NVIRON.Mt,',[ IN "1'.1t I.AluU{VI_q:'_.
1. }b_.SIl' I'}I:':,IIMI'NA(Hk',I llklD k'.II'll'l_q/|lD. 6. M(JDI[ I'[._,'}III\."dRIIL'_t'I }\\IItl}NVI\I
2. Tllll)lt'l }(llC, lllal, lll) Iilllt,,([,l_l ]'Ill \(LMt'NA. 7. MODI'I "Fbblll_lNbt'%t} I'_,klI:,"'_}NI
3. TiII'IUI'I It',Ill) B_ I'II'IMI'AI, I'_IqI(IM'rNI 8. NIrW('APAIfllII'I ll;ltl_lD I,ill'.l A Mi'tIIIIN_R
(IR M\III" .%1'%11C\1 \llll!l ,. OpPitAll(IN%l \,_llil I
4. llflttlNINl ,IN( ll, L_llll l[.%lt\l ['1 IUS'IIC II_MtINSTI#.A]_D, 9. ]t,tl,l.Allll,I]'l t t'l,l/Alllkl _ll- t" IIP_IL\Ih'N\I M(llll I.
F,G,, MATt liI \I,, l,"cpll',l \I, I i< , lO, I,II'tTIM} tXll N>II*3 I)} AS(llllO\lhlN ,' ,M+iD}I ,
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 25
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Redundant Straudown PAGE 40F_
IMU For Space Missions
be Avionic S)_tem for the fu]l-capability Space Tug to be developed by
NASA for initial operations in late 1983 will be driven by requirements of
(i) performance to aeliver 8000 pounds of payload into geos.ynchronous orbit
and retrieve 3500 pounds, (2) mission duration up to 185 hours, (3) pa_,load
retrieval _:ith potential for on-orbit servicing in the future, (h) autono-
mous flight operatJcns, (5) Shuttle crew safety and mission success re-
liability (0.97 for all missions), and (6) 1983 IOC date for first opera-
tional flight. The 1976 Phase C/D timing will allos the Tug program to take
maximum advantage of technology advances in the avionics implementation
of these requirements to attain low system weight, power s_,stem capacity,
sens¢.rs and soft ::"c '" _:' .er. , _"", '_ .. , ' ','. ;-', a !_':.:.' ) ,')_:a_e, checkout,
redundanc7 a:- i'_.L_r_._.::_,.'_
The advanced technology nature of this avionics system has a significant in-
fluence on the system's total deve]._F_nentcost. the advan,:ed c_mponeuts
selected for bhe base]:ne system definition ;,ere orojections from research /
techno!og_es pcesent]_,"being oursued. From the curre,_t status of these
technol_gics, the further technology develoonent effort ',:asde Tined that
would be require.! befo,re component des'gn an_;development coul-ibe starte_i
or o¢ocurement sceclficat_ons preaare,l. _s is an esse-tia _ f_-st s,_e_
in the :;hole process of _ettJuC an advauced hard,'are szmtem designed, built,
tested, qualified, and floun. T,,ercare t_voa"pr_aches ffor t._'eaccomplish-
ment of these necde_iadditional technolog;,"activities:
a. Perform these activities after Phase C/D starts. The overall
_IC development schedule calls for Phase C/D to start ,n 1974,
culminating with first onerationa- flicht in December ]96_. The
"_ total DDT_I_ cost of aviwlics deve!o'_mcnt fur bh_s a_,nr_ach was
est_/nate:ito be 892..0million.
b. Perfo_._lthese activities dl_rln,2the three-yea.- peri_,d orior to
the st_ of Phase C/D. T-_econfidence _,,a_ue.Jb,- rue ea-lv so!u-
ti_n _o problens and the oroof_nf_ o["tedmiques ",:illred_ce the
risk duri_,gthe actua_ component development ohase and w'll re-
d_ce the t,nta% DDT_Z/ cost _J'a'- "hies deve]opmc:'_t,o $7!_.]r_illion.
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I)1';1' IXITI(_N ()1,' 'I'ECtlN(JI,()(;Y I{I,Xdl I[{I,;MENT N(). ?6
1 TI,X'IIN()I ()(;Y III,X)[IIII,;MKNT (T1TI.E): PAGE 1 ()t" -q
Optical Correlator Landmark Tracker
2. TI.X'IINc)IA_(;Yt'ATI<t;_)I_Y: Navigatim_, _lidance and Control
:_. '_I_JE('TIVI':/AI)VANCIJ?dI:_NT IU£tdUil_KI):Dctai_ed de_igm of bi_e e_per.mental
procedures and an experimental test model_ fo!lo_..zedby design and fabrica-
tion of engineering and flight test models.
• ' ' " 1"" Feasibility has been demonstrated. Si_ificantt _'[ HI,I...N 1 STATk t_l.' A _1:
studies have been made on individual components of a re,mesentative system
fc>r recognizing and t:-'ack'_ng landmarks. IIAS BI,;EF CARRII<I) "F() ],E\.'I.:L 3 i
7j. I)I<St'I_II']'I_N ()1' 'I'I,.('IIN()I.()(;Y
The techno!og-" calls fo: an automat/c landmark tra':ker which can provide
primary posifiional cvnstraJnts mo._e acc_rate tha:: alternative onboard sen-
so_'s, such as hori:")n trackers. The perfo,.vaance should a7- compare favorably
with that of non-au%o:1onous ,_,-stenr. The :_o-¢._.-ma_ce........ ,,- voal is to nr_vide
_ositiona! constrain+,,° havin f an _ncerta-_nt_.-, d_le t_ landmar!:_ f,rar_nV""
o_era_,ion, of i00 mcte-'s (_,0) T'.e voa] is not ex._ecte,_ _,_ - m_ "
ultimate p,_rformance ]imit.
1' I lll'()l'll{l""l N'I'5 IL_SI.H)()N: [] ]'I{I.:-A,[-] A,F7 B,E] (' 1)
_; I?.\ l l_'\..\l I .,\\I) .\X..\I h'SI,4:
a) The lOd mete-po_+_o,_a _ _ ,_,- '...... o,7..... a_nt Js ba_d on a facto" )f]r :m_r_.rc:7_,n ,,
o'7:;_" _o,':7o _] se']S'_7¢', J,ev'qes o-"_VT'di,]_,, _._5*,i9,_. oru.__'%,_ nf ,.__.o.,7 kin fo?
q • •,e ._a_ Lye,;; lo'..: ,77t;twle ,,--b.7 Ls.
oa,,e _!tcs,,/s,_a_raE't_. .. recm" ,i n,-. ,_,e_is'e. . lata t')r veh'c?c akLit_dc
Jef, e'.mi da _"_.. . a.7ci/o, _ poJ.n_i7_ _O,Tt_,l [' r _e,7_ *._o,.,ard,' ea_-tL _',',_f';i_e
rcferencec c-_ul J benef;t L'r_m this tech- 7!o[-,.
c) _,';': tcchno! ':L," ,'an re,],_ce, re(]ul-ene.%s flo _ V_o.,,,.',,-ba_ed p,',),'_.srin:-
of (-Jal;a_ stmo7 if
._ ," at+,Ltude ri,'te._ll. ]tla1,1D ,- I,CC}:R[7_;CS_ realm:co e:_c_l-
,,euce _'.', ea'bh-,_ase: t-'_.:]:in,- sta _ !9,:s, .qn,, ai,_ cari,h-r,r:;_r_'_r rtu_l'e,_.
d) _1,_' ]cvc' of techn_loflca' mat r't'" sh_':7 ' br: .'a2r;e, to a "" _-ht t¢.sr.
"l'r) I_,1' ('.\I{11II,'I) I't_ I,I',\ I, I,
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I)I,;I,'INI'Hi)N ()1," TI'X'IIN()I,()GY I{I'R_UII{I';MENT NO. 2¢['
I. TI,X'IIN()I.()GY I{I,Xdt:IIiI,:MI,;NT(TITI.I,]): @3tica! Correlato:- I)AGE 2 ()I.' ?
Lam_lark Tracker
-. TI'X'IIX()IA)(;Y ',)I)'I'I()XS:
The option _o a_ optica I -orrelat_,- landmark tracker is a video corre!ator
ut.__lizin_an kmaginc de_ce, such as an Linagedissector, and suitablc
rec'o_n'.tion a!gor[thms.
",. TI'X'ItNICAI, Pll()BLKMS:
•_ Exoerimental evaluation o2 tea:- ime, . _• . " t ootica]I7 e:<c ted devices for her-
fox'ruingthe inm_t non-coherent ooL_ca! to coherent optical !nterface func-
tion is needed.
'). I)()TI.'.N'I'I:Xl. :\I.TI"ICNATIVII_:
i) Use __fprecision E.',Tos and a s%ellar/landmark %racl:er i'o" precision
att_.tude det,erminit._.on,pointing,, and control.
2) Interferoraetric trac'clnv,of ground-based radar.
I() I)I.ANNI';I) PII()( ;I{AM,"; ( )I{ I XI'I,;It'I'I'IIBI..I) TI, ICIFN()IX)(;Y :\I)VANCI.IMI,INT:
A follo:,:=oneffort Lo Contract NAS]_-!25cfiO(A Landmark !{ec3_7_it_onant!
_-acking E.'mer:_mentf_ Fl[ch% on the Sh,lttle/Advarlce,iTechnolo;--"
I_b-_rator.;(A_L) could be intiaSed.
I,;.YI)I,]CTI,]I) INPI:IITII{I_,I,:I) I.I':VKI_ 5
II. IiI';[.A'rKI) 'I'H('IIN()I ()(;Y IiI,'(._)I'II{I,]MI,;NTS:
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¢
I)l<l, lYlq'l()N f)l.' TE('IIN()I.C)(;Y III,R_t:IIIE_II,]NT N(). 26
1 'II,X'IIN()I ()';Y l/l';(_lllll'_M I,_NT (TITI.E): I)A(;E :_ ()1,'
Optical Correlator Landmark Tracker
I'. ]'E('IIN()I.()(;Y Jll'_(_l IJ_J,'_II,_N'/'S S('IIEDUI.F_:
CAI,ENDAII YEAI'
5CIIEI)LI I.; I'II.?M T.3 7(; 77 7b 79 _1) >, _2 b:i b! ",Sj_(i!b7 .'_- .<_)_)1) 91r
"I'I._('IIN() I.()G_ ]
I. Design of demonstra- _ !
tlon test model
'/.Sit,,ulation
i
3. Design. fabrication & --- I /
test ot engn. model I
l,Design, fabrication & ____
test of flight model
:3.Flight test experiment
'- I
APPLICATION ! -1. Design (Ph. (')
'2. Devl/Fab (Ph. I))
', )p.,. ( erations
I. l 1
I ;. L'SA(;I,_ S('III,;I)[ I.E:
'II<('IIN()I,(_(;Y N:..I..I) I)ATI, T(.)TAI
IN(',..BF21I ()1," /..\f \('llb2S 1 1 1 n . 2
1t I{|<I:VI_I.:N('I,2.:.
I. Welch, J.D., '_ Landmark Recognition and Tracking Experiment for Flight
on the Shuttle/Advanced Technology Laboratory (ATL)," Final Report,
Contract #NASl-12550, July 1975.
15, I.I'_VI<I, OF S'I'ATI'_ OF ART s. _(,'_,-'.)'.I,,_ _I<,_,,I_,_,..... _I.... ) ,_ I
l" N%.|M( )\3.!l ". i _ ; I I' I '_I_ q,ll' '! "I
1 /_%_,fr P_I_'',("If',,k,)I,-I !','l;) _',I)"} P''I,I', I) 8. F.l_)lq I II-'[,))\ ,<}(_-,' ) ",',')< ",' '',i
2. ll'|,dcx ),,['lu hal,' ' It)[,i ' l,'I[ .'H'()'%|[NA. 7, M_)lql /)',liE',','"\ _ )- ,l_', ":t',.
"_. Jell,)' ) _1",1_ ]_ _l_ i'P*: ', \', t',l't II_,,IF',I 8. N[W(AI'_".IIr_ _, }, ,_!'""' A ,"'1 '.1 , }<
Irl_ _l\llll \I\II( ',I " ,, F I ()I)FRAq !'", !l ,l,)lq I
4. l'l Hil',t ",, I)'_' l,,_" 'q_'ll\i \, II ql',I)(')) _.I_'%',IItAII'I), 9. HI'I,L.%IIIIII ", , _,,;(\l)IXl ,,l \" <)lq It\ ".'_ ',I" II
F I, ",1\I} IU\I '' ' I ' ) ' ', ) ' 10. I,I)'F/I\I) }\l)'.'b',_)_, %',',i !L_)I.)', ;;,) ',
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1977006969-093
()1, TI<CIIN(_I.I)GY I{EQI'llit.,MENT N(). 271)1,;I,IN1TI_ }N
I TI<('IIN()I _}(;Y I{I,;t?l II{I<MENT (TITI.I,;): Video Correlator I_A(;I'3 1 ()I,_3_
Landmark Tracker
2. TI<('IIN_ )IA)(:Y ('A'I'I,It;()IIY: Na'rigation, Guidance and Control
,:, C)l_.ll.l("l 1\ II/AI)VAN('I,_MI<NT I{I<QI'II<I,]): Development of an autonomous
video guidance, landing and imagingsystem.
I. ('t l{l_l.,N'l S'IATI,, _I.' AWl: Feasibility de nstrated
ItAS BEEN C:\RI(II'H) T() I,I.2VEI_ 5
5. I)I.',N('IIlI"I'I()N _)1. 'I'I,('IIN(q {)(;y
(i) A v_deo correlator is employed in target acquisition and
selection for earth resources imaging satellites.
(2) Video guidance is used for acquisition, tracking, rendezvous,
and landing.
]' i.1{1,t?III{VMl ._!s i:,_\sl.:l)(_._: [] J'ItE-.\,[_ .\,[_ B,_ (" I)
_, I_ \ I1_,\,,\1 1 A\I) \N.\I YSIS:
a) a real-time adaptive detection and tracking device is required
that would have the ability to identify a_idtrack surface features
of interest. The system should be immune to errors in the attitude
control and pointing capability of the ,_pacecvaft.
b) The technique will allow a satell_te ima;_n_ _/sto.":t_ .... ',:,
"" :,-":".'". _ _..'-_cl...]_.mc_arks,without human intervention, using
a small amount of circuitry and an imaging sensor.
c) Future earth resources technology satellites, planetary landers,
cometary and asteroia slow-flybys and rendezvous missions, and
outer planet missions could benefit from this technology.
I(_ I_I'. ('..\RIUI.I) ' ,,I..VI"I,
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I)E I.'INITIf)N _)I."TF.C tlNf)I.()GY I{I.;QUII{.EMENT N(). 27
1. TECItN()IA)GY IIE(_UII/EMv;NT(TITI.E):. Video _o_'relator PAGF '2 ()I: 3__
Landmark Tracker
7. TI:,CFIN_H ()(;Y ()I'q'I(JNS.
The tec_h_oloKy option _o a video correlator is an optical
correlator involving matching of observed landmarks with stored
spatial filters for landmarks with stored spatial filters for
landmark tracking. !
'_. 'rECIINI('AI, IqlOBLEMS:
a) Contrast effects
b) Color variations
C) Geomorphological variations
d) Field-of-view effects
e) Scan pattern variatic,,s
f) Recognition algorithms
'._. I'(YI'I,,NTIAI AI.'I'I.,I_.NATIVI,IS:
I) A precision attitude, pointing, and control system consisting of
precision gyros and a stellar/landmark tracker.
2) Int_rferometric landmark tracking by acquisition and tracking of
ground-based radar.
I_).PI.ANNEI) ]'tl(_t;IIAMS C)ll tNI'I.:IVIUII.BE!)'I'ECIIN()L(_GY ADV,'. + . ",lENT:
Contract NAS1-13558 (Video (_idan,:e, Landing, and Imaging _Tst_m for
Space Missions) could be expanded to extend the video guidsucb _echno3.-'r.
I.;XPECTEI) I'NI+i';R'It'Ili+I,D 1A'I\ EI+ 5
li. I/EI.A'II,71) 'I'E('IINt)I <J(iY Ill'itOl IIII';MI'IN'I'S:
None
_RODUCIBILITY O_' TH_
ORIO_AL PAGE [8 tK)OR
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I
I
_-- l)i,.I INI'I'I(C< ()1,' "I'I'I('IIN()I:)(;Y I¢I':QI'II¢I,IMI<NT N(_. 27
t 1 TI,'('I;N()I:):;Y I_I.IQI II{I<MI,INT (T!TI.I<): Video Correlator __ I'A(,I< ;_ (JI, .._.,3__Landmark Tracker
12. TI,;('IIN_;,I.()_,;Y I.II,](,91II_I'].MI']NI','-;:';('III']I)I'I.I,;:
('A I, I';NIL.,,I{ YI,;AII
! . ---.4-- --
TK ('llNt)l.t)(;_ _ ]1. O_timize videoguidance technique
a_Idapply technology !
2. Develop flight !
hard_'_re for earth _ 1
resou1"ce satellite 4 i
3. Ground Checkout I
Space checkout !
............ I [
T r
AI'P I,I('A'I'I( )N
1. l)csign lPh. ('_
2. l)cvl/l':O_ (Ph. I)t
;', ( )pcr:ttions i I1 'I I i It. t !
I ;. [:SA(,I,I Nl'lll(I)t I I,::
r r T-r rT- ,
! T , ,. ,
xt,_lul.:l_(,l. 1..\, ,c'lll.:s L ____llI1 L___ L -
I1 1{I.:1,'I'"1{ I.:\ ( ' I","'::
i) R.T. Schappell and G.R. Johnson: "Experimen+,al and Simulation Study
Results on the Development of a Planetary Landing Site Selection System."
Paper No. 72-868 presented at AIAA _idance and Control Conference at
Stanford University, August lh, 1972 and published in the Journal of
Spacecrafts and Rocketsj Vol. 10, No. h, April 1973.
2) R.T. Schappell, R.L. Knickerbocker, d.C. Tietz, C. nrant, and J.C. Flemming:
Wideo C_idance, Landing, a_d I_ging System (VGLL.j for Space Missions."
Final Report on Contract NASI-13558.
15. I,I':VI"I,()F STATE OF ART > _,,._,,.,'._t..,',,,i,,.t,,_,,'... ._ t,.t._,_,t
[, NVIH_)',XIF ",l I'4 13' t Xt,q kl'" "_
I. |_,'_slr }'l'_ ,,"._ ,-_,,,,q_(\tl' _"LI_'FI_'I I I[) tl, MI)I_FI II-'tl,'NA',!_t tL1t I I ",',',J( *','' ,a
g. ll!l_Ott l' '_"'__l_ [,pld I'1,[ ,'i[',_MF',A, ? M'qql [$Slll ','''l'\ _ ,_" _IP'' '11_.1
3. l_tt'','l _t l,!t h'l FP_ '._ _l } I'IHL_,IF ,| M. NI'',_, .IA_ llll :Lh ',1,}1..'I _",I'_ 11".t'}1
I,l{ ',I _,llll M\[I, \i "1_I'11 OP[F(AiI_"._.I ,1,'l_l I
t, |'l'llll',, \' I_',. I, '-'qt, II",t \r ltl't-,lll I_FM,,',,,.IF'4,_tlL 9. H.I':L'_I_IIII'_ _',l'l,\lq',t ''1 _1''. R", "."1 'b','l 1
[.,I, ;1\',_hI_i ' "1'' _" [, t ' lO l,ll'F ll',lf f\ll'.'l, ,_,t _b _.'_ll, m '_1,_*,_I
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LI_I,;I, INITI_N _)1,' T|'X'IIN_)I.()GY I{E_.i[:II{FMENT N(). "-"_
'1I,:('IIN_ _l f J(,Y I_1,,(,)1IRI,LMENT (T1TI.E): Optical inertial I'AGE 1 ()F 3
Aeference
_' TI('IIN_,I._,(Y ('ATI.;ta)I{Y; Spacecraft Attitude Control
' _];Jl.;("I IVt../AI)VAY('F:.MF]NT tlE()IIllt';I): Spacecraft rohation sensor
f_aturirg hardware simplification, reduction in cost and rug&adizatiol .
t. _'1 I{Ill.;\T STA'I I,. _I," A III; Mechanical s_An-mass g2To assemblies: complex
and expensive.
ttAS BEEN CARI{IF]D T() I,F.VE]. 7
.;. I)I..S('I',II"I'I _k _,1 "l'l.('llN_q (R;Y /
The optical inertial reference will be an all-optical instrument having
no moving ps_ts. It will provide a full-t£_e 3-axis inertial reference frame
and will provide a direct dig..al measure of spacecraft rotation rates over
the full range needed to provide control during thruster firing ant maneuvers
and to measure spacecr_ ¢+ attitude movement during limit cycle attitude control.
I' 1. I{E(dIII{E,MIN I'."; I",ASI,;I)()N: [] PI{E-A,_,._ _ A,r'] B,r'] C :)
_, I_:\ I I',\AI I. ANI) ANAl YSIS:
The optical inertial reference will incorporatn a laser rotation sensor,
which is a very simple device. A small laser is coupled to each end of a "
fiber optic strand wound in a ooil on a small mandrel. Notation about the axis
of the cell alters the relative frequencies of the light passing through the
fiber with, mud against, the direction of rotation. Mixing and beat detection
provide a direct digital measurement of rotation rate. Anga,ar rotation
sensitivity is a direct function of the effective area enclosed by the
many-turn coil. This is not a "laser gyro" and is not limited by the mode
pulling effects which have complicated lazar gyro development.
The simplicity of the anlt indicates a very low cost relative to bhe
complex and delicate spun-mass assemblies now used. The low mass and inherently
stable structures promise a very rugged and reliable device needing no special
precautions during the launch period to survive. Power levels of a few watts
or less are indicated.
Tt_ BE CARRIEI)r(_ I,EVFII.
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t 1 "
DEI,'L\ITION ()I," TECtlNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 28
1. TECItNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): _tical Inertial Sensor PAGE '2 OF __3
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTI()NS:
The optical sensor could be fabricated using small and low power helium-
neon lasers having very long reliable lifetimes which have been developed for
laser gyro applications. Another, and possibly better, approach would use a
fiber optic laser, directly coupled to the fiber optic strand. Integrated
optics splic_ and coupling techniques will be useful.
J
_. TECItNICAL PROBLEMS:
."heprincipal technical problem appears to be obtaining single mode glass
fibers of adequate length and quality. The fiber optic industry has demonstrate,
low loss (25 rib/kilometer) glass fibers, and recently, single mode fibers.
!). POTENTIAl, AI,TERNATIVI.;S:
A graded index, multimode fiber which compensates pathlength very
accurately might be used. Multimode fibers using a means for atter_Aating
higher order modes could be used.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNI)ERTURBED TECHNOI-g)GY ADVANCEMENT:
No significant programs in this area. Spun mass gyros are being "refined".
Laser gyros are developing satisfactorily, but are complex, costly and have
limited operating lifetime.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
ll. RELATED TECHNOI.()GY I{EQUIREMENTS:
Requires successful blending of laser, fiber opti,_ integrate-i ,',t, Lcs
and electro-optic detection technologies.
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I)1-:11NITI()N (.)1" "II.X'tlN()I ()(;Y I{E(dt'IIiEMENT N(). 28
1 TI.;CIIN()I ()_,;Y lll.]t,_[ II(I':MENT (TITI,E): I'AGE 3 ()1.' 3
Optical Inertial Sensor
12. "I_E('IlN()I,()(;Y I{I']Q[ II{EMIqNTS SCIIEDUI.E:
CAI.ENDAII YEAI{
SCIlVDLI E I'IEM 75 7C 7 76 79! 80 _1 ,',2 _:_ 81 _51_6 ,',7 _- _!J 90 91
TE CtlNOLOGh
I. Functional Analysis __ .._2.
2. Lab Demonstration _ A I
A3. B.B. Design & Fab. - .
4. Test & Development ---_
l
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. ('_ _ A
2. Devl/1.'ab (Ph. D_ _
3. Operations
t.
I:;. USA(;E S¢'IIEI)[ I,E:
'- l
'I'I':(*tlN()I,(IGY NI",ED DATI., b TOTALt
NUMBEI{ ()F ],AIN('IIES ]I
ii
I t I{EI,'E I{ENC ES:
15. I,EVEL OF STATE OF AR'I s. COMI'ONI-'NTOIIIUUAI}I_ARDlt'_ILl) l\ I{E1FVALT J
ENVIRONMF N'I IN 1:1,t I.,\I_)I¢ATL_I',Y.
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OR M_IIII ,M%TI('\I, \1(IDI l,. OPEILat'II('_N,%I ,%hq)Ll,
; 4. Pil{llNt\ I IIN( ]'pl,k(;l{( II,.'k/{'_l FI'[{IS]:C II; M(.)NSTRATI',D. 9. RI',LIAIIII,|T'* '_:PI,RAI)IN('I)I %_,(lpl |L\Ilt_'4\l M(_lll I,.
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II)EIINI'I'I_)N ()1""TE('IIN()I.()(;Y REQIII{EMENT N(). 30
l TI<('IINt_I IJt,Y I{I.:QI [I{E31ENT (TITI E): PAGE 1 OI." 3
Hard Lander Control System for Airless Planets
' "1'I.'('ii'<_ _I.__(;Y ('ATI'Gt .... " Guidance and Control• pttI. _
.;. ' d;.ll..("l IVI_/AI)VANCEMENT I/EtdUIRED: Increase lifetime and reliability
and change sensors for attitude control system.
t. ('t I¢I[I<NT WIATI.. ¢)V ART: Sounding rockets incorporate similar systems
although with more conventional sensors. ,
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO I.EVEL 6 ._
-,. DI..St'I_II'TI(LN _1. TI.('IIN_)I.()(;Y
The control system must sense the actual deorbit velocity imparted by
the lander retro-rocket, calc1_late the actu_l trajectory and flight path angle
at impact, and control the lander attitude to produce zero angle of attack at
impact. Accelerometers will be used to sense the deorbit velocity and gyros
used for attitude references. The systems _ast function after storage during
the cruise phase, which may be as long as 2 years.
t' I. RI<(_tII{EM}.NTS BASI.:DON: [] I'RE-A,F-] A,[_ B,F'] C D
_; I_.\ l'l'_k,.\l I AND ANAI.YSIS:
a.) A closed loop attitude control system is needed to control the lander
atti_zde at impact because the expected deorbit velocity errors are too
large for a pre-programned attitude control s_tsm.
b. ) Hard lander missions to Moon and Mercury will be examined by a Science '-
Advisory Group this year (1975) and considered for inclusion in all
future orbiter missions.
c. ) Without close control of impact angle of attack, the landers will not
survive the landing shock.
d. ) System performance can be demonstrated by air bearing tests and simulation.
Lifetime can be demonstrated after storage.
TO BE CARl{IF;I) "FO I,I.;VEI, __0
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DEI:INITION ()F TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NC. 30
I. TECIINOL()GY I{EQUII{EMENT(TITLE): Hard Lander Control PAGE "2()F 3
System for Airless Planets
7. TECHN()LOGY OPTIONS:
Closed loop by control and fixed attitude, rather than open loop 4Y and
modified attitude,
_RO_UC_ILffY OP TV_
I_NAL PA6_ IS POO}_ i
,_. TECItNICAI_ PROBLEMS:
Long term storage of high quali_ acceleromete_ and gyros.
}}. I_OTI]N'I'[AI. AI.TEI{NATIVI_S:
a.) Very predictable deorbit motor _i/2_ impulse predictability _i/3
thrust direction predictability.
b.) Use existing inertial measurement unit (IMU) which is far more
expensive and heavy.
1(} PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
Surface Penetrators for Mars are being studied under RTOP 186-68-76. For
Mars, however, the penetrator will use aerodynamic stability to provide
low angle of attack at impact.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 6
11. REI,ATED TECIINOL()GY REQUIREMENTS:
Space Storable liquid rocket motors may be needed to deorblt the bus
spacecraft which carries penetrators to Mercury.
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I)EI.'iNITI()N ()1'" TECttNOI,t)GY REi_UII{EMENT N(). 30
I. TECIIN()I.(),';Y I{I,X,)t;II{1,:MENT (T1T1.E): Hard Lander Control I)AGE 3 ()1,"
System for Airless Planets
12. TECIIN()I ()(;y I{I'_(_!:II_E.MI'UNTS SCttEDUI.E:
CAI,k "4DAR YEAR
77 7b 79 8() bl _2 8;J_l _5 ,_G _;7 ,_,_l_!) 90 91SC 1t EI)LI,E ITEM 75 76
I
TE CIINOLOGY
1. Analysis, Simulation
2. Proof Test Design
:5. Proof Test Simulation /
4 o
5.
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
:3. Operations
"1.
1:;. USA(;E SCItEI)tI,E:
1
TE(" IIN( )I ,(,R_;Y NE ED DATI., A TOTAL1
NUMBER OF I.AUXCIIES 2 2 2 6I
1 t IIEFI.]IIENC 1.IS:
i. "Error Analysis of Penetrator Impact on Bodies Without
Atmospheres" Report No. SAI 1-120-194-73, Science
Applications, Inc.
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!I)I,;I:IN1TI_N ()1: TECIlN¢)I,()GY RI,'Cdt,lllEMENT N(). 31
l TI';('IINt)I.()GY IibX_[ IHEMENT (TITI.E): PAGE 1 ()F 3
Video Inertial Pointln$ System for Shuttle Astronomy Payloads
2. 'I'I,R'IIN(_I.(I(;Y ('A'l'l,ltR)l(Y: Navigation Guidance and Control
,_ ()I;Jt,;('TIVI.;/ADVANCEMI.]NT IIEt_UIIIED:. Improve Pointing System Performance
and Flexibility and Lower System Cost for Shuttle Attached Astronomy Payloads
('[I¢I_I,IN'ISTATI,;_II."AIIT: Use Multiple Image Dissector or Photomultlplier
Star Trackers and/or Precision Gyros.
}{AS BEEN CARRIED TO ].EVEL 9
3. l)l,;S/l_li'Ti(}_ _1' "F1X'IIN_q.(R;Y
Current astronomy pointing systems use multiple Image Disector (ID) or
Photo Multiplier Tube (PMT) star trackers and medium quality gyros, or
a single star tracker and precision gyros. A video sensor can be used
to provide multistar position data for three axis error signals and
information for a CRT display of the pointing star field.
The CRT display at an oeprator's console will facilitate guide star/target
acquisition and manual positioning of the experiment. Thus the video sen-
sor can be used to reduce the number of optical sensors, lower the require-
ments on the gyro stabilization and provide additional system flexibility
for shuttle-attached telescopes, where a payload specialist is available to
assist in the pointing operations.
I' 1, III,:QI'Illt.:MI. NTS BASED()N: [] PRI':-A,_ A,_] t3,[_ C 13
¢; tL,\II_\,,\I 1 :\\I) ANAl YSIS:
a. Investigations in astronomy require that it be possible to point at
both bright and dim sources. Pointing at non-visible objects requires
tracking the adjacent star field. S4nce the position of many dim tar- i
gets is not precisely known with respect to the star field, the ability
to view the adjacent field and complete the acquisition with an opera-
tor is crucial to the success of many astronomy missions. The use of a
video type sensor can reduce the number of conventional star trackers
and/or reduce the required quality of the gyro stabilization, provide
human interaction.
b. All shuttle attached astronomy payloads will benefit from this technology
including the Shuttle Infrared Telescope Facility ¢SIRTF) and the shuttle
UV optical Telescope (SUOT),
c. This technology advancement will make possible a significant increase in
the number of valuable astronomy observations due to the ability to point
at faint stellar sources,
d. This technology advancement should he carried to an experimental system
demonstration on an early shuttle flight. To gain maximum impact on •
the user community, the system demonstration should include pointing of
an astronomical instrument.
TO BE CARRIED "I'() 1,EVE], 7
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iDt,:I.'INITI()N t)l," TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 31
1. TE('ttN()I,OGY IIE(_UII/EMENT(TITI_E): PAGE 2 OF 3
Vldeo Inertial Pointing System for Shuttle Astronomy Payloads
7. TECItNt)I,()(;Y OI_TIONS:
1. CCD or CID versus conventional video sensors
The CCD sensor being developed at JPL appears to have advantages over
conventional video sensors.
5. TECI1NICAI_ PROBLEMS:
i. Development of a videy sensor with adequate sensitivity and resolution.
2. Development of multi-star processing equations and techniques.
3. Development of optimum gyro filters with rapid settling time necessary
for astronomy missions and good steady state noise response.
4. Development of guide star selection algorithms and manual control
techniques.
!_. I_()TI.,N'I'IAI, AI/I'I';I{NATIVI_S:
SYST_IqALTERNATIVES ARE:
i. Use multiple ID or PM star tracker and conventional gyro stabilization
system.
2. Use a precision gyro stabilization system with periodic updates from a
a single ID or PM star tracker.
I_. DI,ANNVI) PR()(;I{AMS O1l VNPERTURBED TECttNOIA)GY ADVANCEMENT:
a. RTOP 0506-19-15 Wideo Inertial Pointing System for Shuttle Astronomy
Payloads" Addresses the required technology and will carry it to level
6. The RTOP could be expanded for the level 7 demonstration.
b. RTOP #506-19-14 "Extended Life Attitude Control System for Unmanned
Planetary Vehicles"
EXPECTED I'NPERTURBED LEVEL
II. IIEI,A'FI,_I) TI,;CItN(}I,t)(;Y III'X_tIHIEMENTS:
a. CCD Detector Improvements
i
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I)I.;t.'INITI()N ()F TECHNOI+()GY I/EQIlIIIEMENT NO. 31
1. TI,'('IIN()I,(),iiY IIEQUIIIEMENT (TITLE): PAGE 3 OF 3
Video Inertial Pointing System for Shuttle Astronomy Payloads
12. TECIIN()I,()GY tlEQUIIIEMENTS SCttEDUI, E:
CAI,ENDAR YEAR
SCttEDUI.E ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 ! 80 81 H2 83 84 85 _6 57 8,_ 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
i.Analysis
2. Laboratory Demonstra-
tlon --F t:
3. Aircraft Demongtratior
4. Shuttle Demonstration
5.
APPLICATION
i. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
"t,
1:I. USAGE SCIIEI)UI+E:
l
TOTAL
'FI,'C tINOI, OGY N I.:ED DATI', A t
I
NUMBER OF I,AINCHES [
1.1 lIE I."E llENC FS:
i. NASA/AMES CI41AIRO INVESTIGATORS HANDBOOK
2. Deboo, G. J., Parra, G. T., and Hedlund, R.C., 1974 The AINOscope
Stellar Acquisition System. Symposium on Telescope Systems for
Ballon-borne Research.
3. Murphy, J. P. and Lowell, K. RR, 1974, The AIROscope Pointing and
Stabilization System. Symposium of Telescope Systems for Ballon-
borne Research.
4. JPL Memo #343-8-74-219, "Star Detection Capabilities of Charge
Coupled Imaging Devices."
15. I,EVEL OF STATE OF ART s. COMPONFNTOII IIIILAI,ttOAKD'Ik'_TLDIS IIFI.kVA;'.T
ENV1RONM}Nq IN T:I:" LAI_)IL+%luI{Y.
1. IV_M(" I'ItF.,',UMI'NAiIIkqI'II_.iD _,'.I)'IFI'_HITLD. 6. MODI. LTL32t|)INAIR('ItAI"I }NVIIION.MINI
2. TII} ('IR'_ HqIMI'I.A I [ [1 Ill [)i ',i l,llil- Pill _¢.1_IF NA. 7. blI)DEL TES'[I D IN Sp%t"I I: ,'NVI|ltlNMI" N'I"
3. Till"lllP_ I} '411 II II'l I'll'l ",l(" \l. t "_PkltlMI'.NT 8. NEW (APAtlII IT'f IH ltlVi D }ltIP, I A M"t'II I t .%'-;1"14
(IR $141 Ill M.VFI('.tl ',l_ll)l I,. OPEI'LA1 IOF, AI, M(iDLL =
4, PLItlINt,,I }tN( I'IllN_III'IIAItAI rllHSlll7 DI-MONSTi#.itTED, I. la,l,:LLltlllldl'l Ut,I,RAliI%C',J} -ti._:lipi'it.-Xlll+_iM MOliLL.
E,G , MAT} I_1.%1 I'_ ,'t'l'_),,I ,, I t !d, 1O. LII"ETIME t.XT}.NNIt,_, OI, AN Ol 1 II,-%TIt)N _:. MI)I)I" I..r ' •
i
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I)EI,'INITI()N OF TECIiNOI.OGY REQUIREMENT N(). 32
1 TECIlNt)IA)GY I{EQUIREMENT (TITI.E): PAGE 1 OF 3
Attitude Control Flexible Spacecraft Configurations
2. TECIlN()I,()GY CATEG()RY: Guidance, Navigation and Control
3 ()BJI".('TIVI';/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Stabilization and control of large
flexible structures throuBh advanced techniques of modelin 8 analysis including
applications of observation theory, Kalman filtering and computer control.
i ('UI{I{ENT STATE ()I,'ART: Current design practice for spacecraft with flexi-
ble appendages is to design control systems below frequencies of flexural modes.
HAS BEEN CARIIIED TO LEVEL _ /
5. DESCIH_'TI()N ()I'" TI.I'IIN()I.()GY
There are classes of large flexible structures typical of Skylab and space
stations where stability and reduction of motion due to flexibility are
required. If pointing type instruments are appended to the main spacecraft,
their orientation needs to be known and controlled, and their flexibility ,
effects must be controllable and correctable. The disturbance environment,
control system design and pointing accuracy depend on the mission. Tech-
nology is needed to establish systems and components that can achieve the
needed pointing performance.
P/L REQUIREMI..NTS BASEDON: _. PRE-A,["] A,["] B,["] C_D
_;. IIA'I'I,,XAI,I." AND ANAI,YSIS:
(a) Co_unications antennas, earth pointing instruments, and precise
optical devices must be controlled to accuracies beyond present
capabilities.
(b) Higher efficiency of flexural mode control will result in lighter
weight structures; hence, increased payload capability results.
9
TO BE CARRIED TO I,EVEI, 7
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I)EI,'IN1T1ON ()1,' TECI1N()Lt_GY IIEQUIREMENq NO. 32
1. TECttNOIX)GY I/E(_UIIIEMENT(TITLE): PAGE 2 OF _.
Attitude Control Flexible Spacecraft Configurations
7. TECHN()I,()(;Y ()PTI()NS:
There are two philosophies to achieve attitude control and stabilization of
a flexible space vehicle configuration: (I) Control all the vehicle
states to some bounded value, (2) control the rigid body to some bounded
region and allow the structure to behave in an uncontrolled manner.
The best engineering solution is an op_um mixture of these two philosophies.
j
_. TECIINICAI, PIIOBLI:,MS:
1. Adequate strain gauges to measure deformatLons
2. Applications of state observer theory or Kalm_l filtering.
'. 1_()'I'I',N'I'[AI. A 1,'1'1';[{NATI\;ES:
Spacecraft flexible appendages and couplings can be made stifferlthis results
in increased weight and attendant reduction in pointing accuracies.
I _ I)I,ANNI.:I) I'll()/;H.AMS till !.NI'I,IllTURBE1)"I'ECI'N()L(IGY ADVANCEMENT:
NONE
I,:XPI,:CTED INPI._IITUIIBED IA.:VEI..,,_
11. III.:I.A'I'!:I)'I'E('IIN()I _)(;Y IIVt,_I'IIIEMI.:NT,S:
Development of sensors, and momentum storage devices.
i
J
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I)EI' INITIf)N (_I" "I'Et'I[N(_] (_(;'x' IH,]tJIIIII.;IklENT N(L 32 '_
t, TI':('IIX()I.I),t;YI{I,;Qt:II(I,'.MI,hNT(TITI,E): I'AGI,:i¢)I,'
Attitude Control Flexible Spacecraft Configurations
I". TI".CIINfH.I)t',yIH';t_I,IItI,:MI,;N.I'SS(' II,;IJUI.E:
CAI,ENI)AI{ YEAH
5(_'11 )UI.E I'IEM 75 7(; 77 7b 79 _,0 '_l .',2 b:' _! ",5 "_6 _7 _', '!'Igl, _,;1
'FECIINOIX)G3 --f i I
1. Anal_ is/Stmala_on + .....
/
" Design• i _e= mm
i
3. Fabrication I ----
I
I. AND st ....
APPLICATION }
I. Desiga (Ph. ('i 1
i i
2. Devl/l,'al) (Ph. I)) i t
I
3. ()_ tions !
t i i
' l I r !
I:;. USAi;I.; S('IIE1)t I.E:
[till t[tt.... 1ttt I"'I'ECIINI)I.()GY NI:I';I) I)ATI.. A ' 1NUMBER ()I" 1.AIN('IIE.S
I t III':I.'t':I(I.'.Nt'I':S:
3, Attitude control of a flexible space vehicle by means of a linear state
observer, B_itlsh Aeronautical Journal, February 1975, Smith-Gill.
15. I,EVEL OF STATE OF ART s. co._,,,_,',l _,v ,,, Am,,_,u. 1__It ,,,'. ,*,_:.,
IN'i'IRIINMiNI IN Ill' t-_tli'l',\l''l:_l
1. llAMi' I'ttt',ll',lf'_A_)ll.,,_ll_.tli k%lllltl_q(lll). t. Illilit [. |t _'} il fN .Mitt tL_l_ i } ",',',It, IN"I ",[
2. llttlll¢'l IlqO, It'l)lll II Ill 11} ,_ }dill dill ktl%ltNA. ?. MtIDII Tlklllll\ki'%.' i I.,,+lt,li, M}%l
3. liltlll'_l lt',lllllt_ I'll'lql'M IkPtlilMtNI II, N! \ti' t A PAIIII I I _l l', It". i II t t" "l i, M' t I', I t "_ b It
tll( MtllltM%llt \l Mtllq I OPli(Allll._.%l 'd,,Dl I
4. ]'tNIINt Nf t(%t litl',lilll II_ll,\i [ttlI'_'II('[tMtiNSTR&ItD 9. I{}I,Llillllll_l t I'I.IIAIIINt ill %' tllq tt\.b ";kl Mllllll.
t'.l; • MAitI(I%I , I+,t'l'l_.l ",[. t ', . 10. I.It}.rlMt t._,l}',_liIN tit AN_G{IL\lhr. %l, lll} I .
w
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I)I';I"[NITI( ,N ()I'" TECIIN(H,()(;Y I{I,;q)I'IliEMENT N(). 33
I TE('IIN()I,()(;Y IH'X2t II{EMENT (TITI.I,',): __F,_kgure control of PAGE 1 ()F" ..,__
....Lax_ge De fo_mab_Le._Str vcture¢
2. 'I'E('IIN()I.()<;YCA'I'I._t;()I{Y:Guidanc.*.,Navigation and Control
';. ')I;JI'X'T[VI';/AI)VANCEMENT RE(_UIREI): Surface a0d 0hape control of large
flexible or furlable antenna structures and _erhaps mirrors.
i. ('tIII{ENTSTATI..t)[,"AWl': Preli_.y investigations of concepts materials
for_ace antennaes on_oln_ a__L_.'is. J.P.L,. and Lan21_y,
[{AS BEEN CARRIED T() IYVEL 3
i
._. I)ES('I¢II'T[()N(_I.""I",,t'IIN(H,Oi;Y Figure or shape control of large flexible
antenna structures is necessary to maintain efficiency and high gain for
increased bandwidth applications. To provide shape contcol to fractions
of a wavelength i_ the operating frequency region of interest wlll require
advances in the theory of shape control and the technology of sensors
and actuators.
q=
1' I. RI.X2UII{I'_MI NTS BASED(}N: [] I'RE-A,['_ A,F_ B,["] C/D
_; I{:\'I'I()NAI I' ANI) ANAl YSI_:
(a) The need for large llghtwe_ght antenna structures for
increased communication capability has been established.
(b) I_ addition to optimizing gain characteristics of large
antennas, optical telescopes and large laser mirrors will
benefit from this technology.
(e) Thermal warpage, tempc-ature gradients, and apacecraf_ and
environmental dlscurbances will seriously degrade shape unless
compensated.
(d) Because the llghtwelght structures will not be abl_ _o
maintain figure _even if controlled) in a Ig environment,
testing in space _:ill be mandatory.
'ro BE ('ARIUEI)"I'() I,EVI-:I,
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DEHNITION ()t," TECIINOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 33
I. TECIINOI,OGY REQUII(EMENT(TITLE): FiKure control of PAGE 2 ()F 3
Large Deformable Structures
7. TECtIN()I.(_(;Y ()t'TI(_NS:
Techniques for control of shape of large deformable structures will
depend on mission characteristics. Control which utilizes a large
number of sensors and actuators distributed over a flexible structure
has been investigated for mirrors, but not in ocher area.f. A unified
theory for shape control of any flexible spacecraft conflguratiovs is
an option.
,u, TFCIINICAI, PROBLEMS:
1. Analysl_ of disturbance environment and shape control.
2. Actuators and sensors for shape control.
!_. POTENTIA I.,_I.TEI(NA'I'IVES:
Increased structural weight with reduced dynamic range of sensors and
actuators.
1_). _LANNI.;D PIIf)(;RAMS()II UN]'EIVI'URBEI) TECt[NO1X)GY ADVANCEMENT:
_TOP 506-17-11, 506-17-15
Large erectable space structures and advanced concepts for spacecraft
antenna structrues.
EXPI';CTEI) UNr'EI{TUIiBED I.EVE1.
II. III,;[,ATEI) TECIIN()I,()(;Y lll.;(2UII/EMENTS:
103
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REPRODUCIBILrlq(OF TlIg
QRI._I_IAI_p tRIGIB POOR
15. LEVI':L OF STATE OF ART s. COMi_.)b}NT',)It llilLAi)itOAitr, i_,Slkliik REIlVANT
ENVIHONMI'N'I IN 1":11- I,A|'_H_ATLq',Y,
1. lb%Sl( PItbN(_?,II*NAt)I_,II{VID kNli'll*l'(qllll). 6, MODII, TES'II)I'4AIIICIUil'F fN_IRONMINT. 4
2. TIII-(IR', I(qCql'Ikll 1) "I,) I)1 s( IJIH Pill NoMI-NA. 7. MODFI, Tl-,S'fl D IN SPA('t I"NVtlIiiNMI'N'I.
3. THFIII{'i IF 411 D B5 l'l[_'ql'Al, I XPt IHMI NT 8, NI'.W CAPAIIII IFY Ill ]{IVI l) }Ilt)\I A M"CII 1,1".,K,41",R
01( ,%1\1 Ill M 'l I IC \I \ltlIll I,. OPF lloA'l ICINAI, .M*)I)I 1,.
4. PI'IIIININ i IIN( lilI,X ()ltl II,'_lL_l( I'I [{ISql(" II}M(INSTI{ATI']D, 9. RI',I,IAIIILIT'_ {,}'(,IIAIIINI;I)I A,,_ (iPI]IL,_iI'hlNA1 M('*I)I'.I,.
I*'.G., MA'I F l(L'tl., (,,_ 14)' I _,I, I,!C. 10. I,IFFTIMF I'N'l} N,'qON OI"AN O1'11G'CI'ION _.', MOD_ 1,.
i
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I)EI,INI'II_)N ()1," TECIIN()IA)GY III,X_I'IIiEMENT N(). 34
1 TE('IINt)I()(;Y I{E(_tlI_EMENT(TITI.E): PAGE I ()F 3__...
High Accuracy Instrument Pointing System for Flexible Body S/C
_ 'I'EC'IIN()IA)(Y CATEG()RY: Instrument Articulation Control
' .+ ' '" "" .... /ADVANCEMENT ,{,.t¢_ IILI.D.I'"_,l.(.'_" ,,..,,. ). Higher accuracy instrument stabili-
zation and pointing control for planetary missions performed by Mariner
class spacecraft.
_ t'[I_I_ENTSTA']I+_()I"%HI': Sp&Lc_raft base-body stabilization is used as a
reference to provide instrument LOS rate control and pointing accuracy.
}]AS BEEN CARRIED T() I.EVEL 2 /
5. I)I'.S(lilI)TI()N ()I- "IItIIN()I.()t;Y
the approach to improving the science instrument pointing and scanning capabili-
ty of planetary mission spacecraft will be to develop an instrument platform
haviTg a fast response, Inertlally stabilized instrument llne-of-slght. Such a
system would provide high accuracy (arc-second region) polnt_ng for various
imaging, telescope and astronomy experlments. The mechanization would consist
of a high bandwidth controller utilizing a two-degree-of-freedom (2 DOF) gyro
mounted on a 2 DOF platform wlth direct drive (gearless) actuators. By decoupl-
Ing the instrument pointing system from the rest of the spacecraft, the need for
image motion compensation for high resolution TV is eliminated. The system re-
quirements are derived from the projected science pointing requirements for
planetary missions over the next two decades. To provide the most cost effective
approach, the implementation will be based on the low-cost, long-life, dry iner-
tial reference unit (DRIRU) and the ELACS fault tolerant programmable attitude
control electronics. Long term drift correction of the platform mounted gyro
will be accomplished automatically using spacecraft celestial sensors.
I ) l, RI';QIIRI'_MIN'I'S BASEI)()N: _] PRE-A,[-] A,["] B,r"] C 1)
+; )t+\ll<)\Al I ,.\NI) ANAI.YSIS:
The requirement for this task is based on the fact that current Marlner/Viking
class attitude and articulation control systems are performance limited and
cannot satisfy the instrument pointing requirements for many future planetary
and comet m_ssions. Present Marlner/Viklng class spacecraft can provide
instrument three-s_gma pointing control accuracies to 0.2 degree with minimum
angular rates to .006 deg./sec. The time required to settle to these low rates
following articulation of the science platform is typically several minutes for
highly flexible spacecraft. Attempting to meet future science pointing require-
ments solely by improving the spacecraft attitude control performance places
undue burden on the system design and can result in sevete weight and cost
penalties. Future planetary and comet missions require instrument pointing
ac _racles in the arc-section region. A need thus exists for a high accuracy,
low cost instrument pointing system which can be controlled independent of
the _pacecraft attitude control system, and which is isolated from spacecraft-
induced disturbances. Benefiting payloads are Marlner/Vlking class planetary
spacecraft and earth orbit satellites having flexlble-body dynamics.
TO BE CARRIEI) T() I,I';VE],
)
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DEFINITION ()F TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 3Jr ,
1. TECHNOI.()GY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): iligh Accuracy PAGE '2 OF
Instrument °ointing System for Flexible _ody S/C
TEC HN()_.()(,_/ OI'TIONS:
a) Direct drive (gearless) actuators vs. geared motors
b) 2-DO1: FRIRU vs single DOF .Satbearing gyros
c) Programmable controller vs. wired logic machine
i
_. ""ECItNICAL PROBLEMS:
a) Determination of flexible structures d._amic parameters for est_blishin_
inputs to IPS.
b) Stabilization of high bandwidth controller.
!_. POTENTIAl. AI.TERNATIVES:
a) ,T_u_e of high cost single-DOF gas bearing _:ros
b) Offset pointing of instrument from optical sensor in the instrument FOV e.g.,
star image in telescope FOV.
c) Constrained structural design of S/C to "rigidize" the dynamics.
d) Development of suboptimal stochastic control]er for spacecraft attitude
contro!ler.
10. PLAN_ED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
I) Advancements in state estimation and prediction of flexible structure
interaction with control systems under RTOP @506-19-ih
2) Long-life (fluid bearing) DRIRU (Dry Inertial Reference Unit) development
under RTOP #906-19-ih.
EXPE(,rED UNPERTURBED LEVEL3
ll. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Advancements in Fluid Bearing Technology for gyros to achieve longer life and
very low noise. Improvements in speed, power, capacity of S/C Flight Computers.
Also implied is use of micro processors and large scale IC's to reduce power,
weight, size and improve reliability of system.
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOI,()GY REQUIREMENT NO. 3/*
" ,., ""
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITI.E): High Accuracy PAGE 3 OF .____
Instrument Pointing System for Flexible Body S/C
12. TECIINOLOGY RFQUIIIEMENTS SCttEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
ISCtIEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 $5 86 87 88 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY !
1. System Analyses ---
'2. System Design -_-
3. Component Tasks -_--
4. Electronics & Softwar_
Tasks ---
5. System Integration/La _. --_-
DemQ
5
APPLICATION
i. Design (Ph. C) --_
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) .... ] I
. ! ! ,
:3. Operations ..................._ .........!'--i--'
4. l ',
13. USAGE SCttEDUI,E:
TECtfNOIX)GY NEED DATE It I TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCIIES I At le_st on, >12
14 REFERENCES:
NA2" Outlook for Space Working Group V Report, "A Forecast of Space Technology
1980-2000." Section V, FCS-hO, Spacecraft Stabilization and Control Systems
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART 5. COMt'ONFNTORilltEAI)PI)ARD'IF5rFDINRI.H.EVANT
ENVIRONMFNT 1N Till-; LAIt_)IIA1X_)I',Y.
1. lb'tSIC PItENtb.MI:.NA Olkql'RVI I) ANI) qEPflIITEI). 6. MODEl, TlJ.q2 I,l) IN AII1CKAI.T 1-NVIIIONMI- N "1'.
2. TIIEORY F(.)IIMVI,,ATFI) TO IIFs('IIIIW Pill NOMENA. 7. MODFL TES'rl I_ IN SPAt'F E,'<VIRtINMI-.NT.
3. THE()II_ TI,STIID ll} PIIYM('AI, l,Xl)t RIMFNT 8. NEW CAPABII,ITt I)I,ItlVFI) }th)M A Milt'll I,L,KSER
Oil MAq'IIFM.% I'I('AL .M()I)I I,. OPERA1 If)hAl. MODI',L.
4. IaER'FIN} N F FI'NCTIt)N OR ('}IARAt'TERISTIC DEMONSTRATED. 9. RELIABII,IT_ UPciRAI)IN(; t)k ,XF: OPERA Fit _NAI MOIILI,.
E.G.. MAI'EIdAL. (,(LVl_r)Nl-Lr. Fqt'. 10. LIFETIME LX_I'NSI()N OEANQI'II_TION\:. MOI )FI..
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I)EI"INITI()N ()F TECHN()I.()GY REt_UIIiEMENT N(). 3_
1 TE('IINt)I,()GY I_Et_L'IREMENT (TITI.E): Spacecraft Surface Force PAGE 1 ()F 3.__ '_
Control (SURFCON) and Attitude Control System
2. TECIIX_)I,()GY CATEG()I_Y: Attitude and Translation Control
:;. ()IS.J1,X'TIVI,_/ADVANCEMENT I_EQUIRED: Combined Attitude/Translation Control
of Planetary S/C for Drag-Free Trajectory/0rbit Control and Precision Pointing
of Science Instruments
I. CUIHH._NT STATI,,,_DI,"AI_T: Components .reqwired are within state of art (pulsed
plasma thruster, lO-II g sensor, magnetic bearing reaction wheel, and flight ' "
computer_ HAS BEEN CARRIED TO I,EVEL h
5. I)l.iS('l_II"l'l()N (_1."TECIIN()I,O(;Y
The Surface Force Control concept is based on the fact that a spacecraft guided
by a free-falling proof-mass shielded from all non-_ravity forces can be controllq d
to follow a true gravitationa] tr,jecto_r. The spacecraft is compelled to center
itself on the proof-mass by a control syster which senses the relative
displacement between the _wo bodies in three translational degrees-of-freedom
and actuates thrusters to cancel all spncecraft _urface forces producing non-
gravitational accelerations. The approach will be to develop the control concept
r
and mechanization which combines a unique sensor for detecting proof-mass positior
(developed by Stanford) with advance_ pulsed plasm_ microthrusters and magnetic
bearing reaction wheels (in development at JPL) for a functionally integrated
Attitude Control and SURFCON System. The sensor for a SURFCON System has been
f!iF_htproven on the 2RIAD Navigation satellite (1972) and the microthruster on
the LES-6 communications satellite (1968). In the near future, advanced Irans t
Navigation s_tellites, the LES 8/9, and the o_cnchronous i,leteoro]ogicalsatellite
will also be using the sensor _md microthruster devices directly applicable to
the missions.
p/I, HI.X_I'IREMI'NT,_ BASEDON: [] PRE-A,[--] A,['] B,['] C/D
G. [L,kTl( )\AI.I,' ANI) ANAl ",SIS:
_ture planetary and,sol_r probe missions have fundamental science requirement
that cannot be sstisfactorily met bj current spacecraft attitude and translsti_n
control system designs. Specifically, there are many new planetal7 science
experiments proposed for both inner and outer planets missions of the 1980's
which require that the spacecraft follow _ purely gravitational orbit/trajectory
for highly accurate relativistic, gravimetric_ and atmospheric physics measure-
ments, as well as low orbit stationkeeping, because of its superior r_dio system
such radio science e_perimen*s could best be accommodated usin_ _ _4ariner class
spacecraft with m_ appropr' tc Attitude Control _nd Surface Force Control
(SIri{FCON)Sysbem. A nee,_ thus exists for a functionally integrated A*titude
Control and oUc_;_O,__-s_em which provides the necessary pointinf nccuracy _nd _t
the same time provides "drng-fre_" trajectory/orbit control thereby freeinff the
spacecraft from ai non-Eravitationsl forces.
TO BE CARRIEI) TO 1.EVEI,
I
_ _:
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DEFINITION ()F TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO, 35
l. TECHNOLOGY IIEQUII/EMENT(TITLE): Spacecraft o"urfsce Force PAGE 2 OF _3
Control and Attitude Control System
7. TECItNOLOGY OPTIONS:
?/one.
_. TECI1NICAL PROBLEMS:
None.
!). POTENTIAl, AI, IEIINA_II\ l.,b:
Use tri-axial low-g force balance acce]erometers rather than Stanford Floating
Ball Displacement Sensor, accelerometer calibration errors may compromise
performance.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS Oii UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
the advanced Transit Navigation satellite program will use the iO"II g sensor;
and the LES-8/9 and SMS programs will use the pulse plasma thrusters. JPL is
developing the Magnetic Bearing Reaction Wheel under RTOP #506-19-1h.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
11. llEI,ATED TECttNO[,()GY Ill<QUHtEMENTS:
Continued development of the Magnetic i_earing Reaction _eel.
r
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I)I<I.'INITIf)N 01," TECIIN()I,OGY IIEQUII/EI_IENT NO. 35
I l TECIINf)I,()GY IIE(_UIIH.;MENT (TITI.E):Spacecraft Surface Force PAGE 3 (H:__
: Control and Attitude Control System
I
1;. ]ECItN_H,(_(IY Ill,;t@UIIIFMFNTS SCIIEDUI, E:
CAI,ENDAR YEAR
__ bCllEl)cl,l<_ I'IEM 75 76 77 7b 79 80 S1 82 83 8t 85 g6 87 _b 89 90 91_[_!
TECttNOLOGY I
1. _¢stem Analyses --- I
2. System Design .....
i:
3. Component Tasks .....
-t. System Integ./Lab Demc ....
5. Flight Verification ....
vixperiment I ;
APPLICATION i _"
1. Design (Ph. ('_ .... 1 '
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) ....
3, Operations -.......... a.............. !
l I1 1 i
l:;. USAGE S('Itl<I)UI,E:
_ I l _ i I [ ].... _ _ _7 ] _ _ _ _ _ I i
TE(" IlN(II,()GY N I']I']l) DATI,, _ TOTAL
NUMBEROF],AI'N('IIES _ Ill ll II ]/ it 1 9
1.1 I/EFE I/FNCES:
l) "Cescription of a Surface Force Control System for Planetary Probes," JPL
EM 3_h-h93, Y,. Mettler, 12/26/7h.
2) "Radio Science Experiments on a Solar Probe," JPL I0M 391.h-688, J.D. hndersou,
2/19/75.
3) "Impact of Future Attitude Control Systems on Celestial Mechanics Experiments "
JPL IOM 391.h-671, J. D. Anderson, Ii/26/7h.
15. LEVE L OF STATE OF ART s. COMPONI"NTOft I/III'.AI)I]6IAPd)'11.bTEDINRELEVANT
ENVIRONMFN'I IN I"11} t.AI_)ILAlX_!IY.
1. l_Sl(" PtIEN(,hM_ NA ()lkq_ RVI 6) ANI) 'IFP()IITED. 6. MODF I, l'k_! I" 1) IN AI|t( RA_'l _ NVIRONMI" NI'. "
2. TIII'ORY F(qlMI'I.A'IiD'IOI)I-Nt I_:lIF Pill N(,M[NA. 7. MODFI, TI';S'II,I'JlN SP.'_.CI" ENVIRfLX'qI'N'I.
3. "l'ilFlU('t ]'[ Sl'I I1 !_ Pll't MCAI, IkPt-ItlMI" NT 8. NEW CAPAIgl ITY I)', RIV} I) I'!Itl_,l A M'ICII I,I'.._I',R '
OR MA'IIIFM,_I'I('AI \IO1)1 1,. OPEKAIlI_AI, Mt_I)LI,.
4. PERIl.N! N I | I N( q'lt)N OI{ CIIARA( 'FFRISTIC DFMONSTRATI..D, 9. ilELIAIU|,IT$ UI'_,KAI)INt, t)l- %_, t)PERA l'h :qAI MODEL.
E.G., MAT_ RLAI , ('(LVI4)',p \T, E'! t'. 10. LIFETIME F.XTENhION O_ AN £)1 1 RATION C, M_)t)_ I,.
I
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DEI,'INITION OF TECIINOL()GY REQUIREMENT NO. 36
1. TE('tIN()L()GY l{EQUIREMENT (TITI,E): PAGE I OF h___
Radiation Attitude Control for Extended Life Planetary Missions
2. TECItN()I,()GY CATEGORY: Guidance and Control
3. OBJE('TIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Extend useful Mission life of
e>acecraft Control by using Radioisotope Thermal Generator (RTG) Radiation
t. CUIU{ENT STATE ()F ART: Recent flight experience with Mariner i0
demonstrated advantage of using solar radiation for attitude control
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 7
j
5. DESCI/II'TI()N ()F TIrCIIN()I,OGY
During interplanetary and deep space flight, the radiation from RTG's impinging
on vehicle structure is usually the primary disturbance torque to attitude
control. If it is treated as a disturbance, it inevitably causes the use of
propulsion expendables. Using the RTG Radiation for a control torque, allows
significant savings in expendables.
(Continued on Page h)
P/L REQUIREMI',NTS BASEDON: [] PRE-A,[] A,['] B,r'l C/D
6. RATI()NA[.I.: AND ANAI,YSIS:
Fuel for attitude control propulsion can be conserved through the use of the
radiation properties of RTG's. It seems theoretically possible to significantly
extend the attitude control life of a vehicle for Outer Planet ,missions, enhancin
the potential for penetrating deep space beyond. The advantages to the
acquisition of scientific information are clear. It is also quite fortunate
that wluable spacecraft system design information exists for the application
of such a scheme for a possible Mariner Jupiter Uranus (MJU) Hissions. It is
expected that there would be significant fallout from the study so that such an
ir_,lementation would be _vail ble in a timely fashion to benefit an ?,I,TU mission.
TO BE CARRIED TO I,EVEI,
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 36
l TECHNOLOGY HEQUIREMENT(TITLE): PAGE '2 OF ._.
Radiation Attitude Control for Extended Life Planetary Missions
7. TECIIN()I,()(;Y OI,TIONS:
1. Continue tradeoffs between added consumables vs added mission life.
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
O,RM_NAL PAGE ISPOOR
_. TECIINICAI, PROBLEMS:
1. It must be fail safe. Clearly there must be minimal possibility of shorten-
tng a mission, e.g., creating a large disturbance torque.
2. The RTG radition must be understood as well as possible (e.g., variation with
time).
3. The effect on vehicle thermal properties, including the RTG case temperature
effect and vehicle thermal control, must be studied.
4. Short range effects must be evaluated, such as solar radiation pressure while
_j. I,(+)TI:NTIAI, AI,qI+:I_NATIVI+:S: close to the sun.
Use solar pressure flippers to compensate disturbance torques.
l l_. DI,ANrNED PRO(;RAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
None.
EXPECTED I'NPERTURBED LEVEL
11. I{EI,ATI.:I) TE('tIN()IA)(;Y I{I,:(_[iH_EMENTS:
None.
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I)EI,'INITI()N OF TECIIN()I,()GY I{E(_LIII{EMIgNT NO. 36
1. TECIIN(_I,()(;Y I_E(_UII_EMI.'_NT (TITI,E): PAGE 3 ()1,' __5__Radiation Attitude Control for Extended Life Planetary |fissions
1'2, TECIIN()I,()(;Y llE(_UIIIEMENTS SCIIEI)UI,E:
CAI,ENDAI{ YEAH
8CIIEI)UI,E ....ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80,81 82 83 8t[85 s6 87 85 89,90 91I
'FigCHNOLOGY
1, Candidate Baseline
Passive Control A
'2.Candidate Baseline
Passive Control A /
3. Complete Study A
i.
5.
APPLICATION
I
1. Design (Ph. C')
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. I))
3, Operations
-|.
1;_. USAGE S('_EI)UI,E:
'I'E('IIN()I,()GY NEED DATE A ! TOTALI ,
NUMBER 0I," I,,\UX('IIES Il
1,t I{E I,' E I{I,]N(' ].:S:
15. LEVEL OF STAT r OF ART s. CoMI_ON}"N3Ol11111FAIIIt)AFLIIIk_ FIIINtlF.IEVAS"I
_;Nt'INONM} N I IN T:{} LA!_II£_It_I_Y.
1. lb%SII'I'IIPNIJ•.I_NAIiIt'4IIIVll) _,NIItIFI_.I{II-,I). 6. _,lOlllLl'l,._'llil%alllt'ilx%l-t |NVIIIL)N'_IINT,
2, I'IIF(iR'_ }(HLMI'I.A'Itl)_IOI)F;_(F,.IIF l>!ll _,tl.llFNA. ?, liltIDl"l.l"t•Sll lllN'-;!'.%l't I-5%I!',Ii\.MINI
3, "l'ittllll_ Ilkllll II_l PIt_I_ICAI. I'_IqlII_.ItNT 8, NI;V /VtI_AIIIIIT'I I)i |tl%}l) }!,'llM A %l"tll l.f•,_.bkiil
(ill _.14"1111".%14 l'lt',\[ \I_+111 l.. OP[RA*llllS_ll, .MIi[)I l..
4. I_t,1411NtNI IlNl'li'iSqilii'llAItl'_ FFILI"_IlC lItM(iNSlti-iil't.I), II. ti}+i+L4,illlJT_l Ut'i,ltAIIINt, Iit %_,_)PFRAIi_'N,,%1%IOlit. L.
t].6., MI'IFIII,%L, (I_%,'I,_i',F_ 1, ! l( 10. I.IFETIMt. tXIFN._IliN lit'AN (Hlll_.'illON _:,MO'ltl,.
i
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 36
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Radiation Attitude PAGE h OF 4
Control for Extended Life Planetary Missions
The immediate objective of thc program is to study the nature, magnitude,
and variation of radiation developed by RTG's for the purf.ose of using it to
extend the attitude control life of three axis stabilized vehicles. At the
conclusion of that phase, the concept will be extended to study implementations
for spin stabilized vehicles. The immediate objective will be divided into
two steps. The first step will serve several useful purposes. _ven though "
it woald not provide the significant benefit of an active onboard control, it
is the simplest approach, and could be implemented as such if system, schedule J
and cost tradeoffs favored it. It would be an early fallout in the program.
Equally important, it would establish the necessary initial conditions for
sn active, onboard control. Active control is best implemented by developing
bi-directional torques about a nominal null point.
The second step will be to develop active control techniques such that
obher disturbances from onboard or environmental sources may be controlled.
The objectives _.ill include a study of the deep space flight mode where
application is most favorable because of the benign environment. However,
planetary orbiters will nlso be studied for possible application. The goals
will be established so that the fallout from both the passive and active control
developments would be available to an MJU mission.
At the conclusion of the three axis control development, the study will
be extended to include spin stabilized vehicles. In general the goals will
be the same as the threc axis task. First develop passive techniques for
control purposes. Flight experience and mission study information does
not exist in the magnitude available for three axis control. Some
preliminary mission analysis must precede the development of contro[ techniques.
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DEI.'INITI()N OF TECtINOI,()GY REQUIREMENT N(). 37
1. TE('tlN()I,()GY I{EQUIREMFNT (TITI,E): PAGE 10I,"
Fluid Momentum Generator
'2. TE('IIN()I,()(;Y ('ATEG()RY:
:',.()I_,.IECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Demonstrate a fluid rotor momentum
generator wultable for spacecraft application. Concept emploTs a circular tube
filled with a low-vlscositv ma2netlc fluid driven by a llnear induction motor I,IM
I ('UI{RENT STATE ()I;'ART: Category 4. Both fluid rotor momentum generators
and magnetic fluids have been demonstrated, but the combination has not been
_yCstlgated for space control use, _ HAS BD,EN CARRIED TO I,EVEL 4__ /
5. I)ES('IHI'TI()N ()1" TI'X'IIN()I.()GY
Future missions will require extremely low torque Jitter, better than can be
accomplished with ball bearings. One possible solution is a magnetically
suspended metal rotor, but this is a complex and expensive approach. The
fluid rotor is potentially simple and inexpensive. Having no moving parts,
other than fluid, it is potentially reliable.
P/1, RI':QUIREMI'NTS BASI':DON: [] PRE-A,[_] A,[] B,E] C,'l)
I; I¢AI'I_ )NAI,I': AND ANAI,YSIS:
Jitter-free torquers with high reliability are required for future, high-
precision attitude control systems for science and applications missions.
TO BE ('ARI_IEI) T() IJ':VEI.
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DEFLN[TION ()F TECHNOLOGY I1EQUIREMEN'F NO. 37
I. TECttNOLO(;Y }(EQUIREMENT(TITLE): Flu-(d MomentmT_ C_:n_:-ator PAGE '2 ()F
7. TECHN(_L()(:Y _ ">NS:
It may be worthwh: ](+tn provide a family of fluids for ql. _ent applications.
,_. TECIINICAI, PROBLEMS:
a. Magnetic fluid development.
b. Linear Induction Motor Development.
!_. I'OTI',NTIA[. AI.TEI{NATIVI':S:
a. Ha_netica![y suspended rotors.
b. I:qproved conventional ball bearings.
I() FI,AN._I,:D I,R()(',IiAMS ")R [N]'EItTURBEI)TECtINOIX)(;Y ADVANCEMENT:
_agnetic fluid technology research for other u._es.
F.XPECTEI) I'NPERT['IH_ED ].EVEI, )_
11. '{I,'.I.A'I'EI) "I'E('IIN()I()(;Y Iil.;(_(IIiEMI.,N'I'S:
_Ione.
L
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1977006969-123
I)I';I"INITI()N ()1" TI,;('IIN¢)I,()(;Y IIEQI:Ilil.;MENT N(L 3?
I. Ti.;CIINf)I,t)(;Y llEQt'IIU']MENT (TITI,E):Fluid Momentum Generator I'AGE S ()1,')_A.._
12. TE('IIN(H,()(;Y I_EQI,IIIEMI';NTS SCllEI)IJI,I'::
CAI,ENI)AI{ YI',A H
SCIIEI)UI,I,; ITEM 75 76 77 7b 71) bO nl ,s" _3 ,_t ,s5 n6 s7 ,_s LS(.) 90 l,))_L
V
'I'1,]CIINOLOGY I
1. Fluid Development ...... I
r
•, _,IotorDevelopment .... i
-° I
3. Component ",.._i_,n .....
4. Evaluation .... i
' !
5. TesD Flight A
, Ii
AI'PLICATION I
1. IX, sign (Ph. (') [
2. Devl/l.'ab (Ph. I))
, 1
:_. Operations [ i
I 1 !t. [ I I
1;;. USAGE S('III,:I)( 1.}::
!!ti[t1 [ tt!ttt  ''I'EC'IIN(II.I)(;Y NI.IVI) DA'I'I,. .......NUMBEII ()I," I,AI \('lIES . 1 i 1 --.1
I t IIE 1.'1'_tie N(' I,;S:
,_lone.
15. LEVEl, O1" STATE O1" ART s. com,,_stvI ,,,, .u;._:,,,,._,_I, ,h,i_,,'. ,_ti_va'.i
I'NVIIOINMFNL I',_ 1'.1} I.-%laqt_.l'q:'i,
|, ItA%ll I'ttI'',(,'IfNAtpI,M-k%ID _',l)'{l'l'_qilfD $. M(IDt 1. II'n'tlllNAllll IL%t'I _.%%:ll_aN"1%1
a. _llillIlt_ FllI(MIIAItD IIIDf,' I,'hl ;qlF_,IMFNA. 7. MiIDFI Ti_lllli_.sl'_,l t P'.',ll:l;'.tlF%"
3. liltlllt% lt_lllili'l l>l!'lqi'Al tXI'tlHMI%I I. _iW (lll_tii||ll'i ll,|l",lli }1:'1"I ll%litl'. It'7'_R
ilk M41111IM4IIt'Xl Mtll't t Ol'l'l¢.A'111i._,tl 'd_iDl I
i. I'tRIININ' I(%1 li*l%,llit II%1.\, II tq,;lli'l)PMtiNS[ICiiltD . l, RFIL4111Lll_ , i'l.HAlil%l ,_f %" iilil _%1I, %_il Ml'lill.
t,(, , %ltlthI%l I_ t'l'll,t" i, I ',. 10, i,itl |I.Mt Ikl_N'llINlit ANlt|,l&_lll_l% `' .lililit_ [
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I)EFINITI(_N ()1," TECHN()I,()GY I{Et_UIIIEMENT N(). .38
1 TE('tINt)I,()t;Y I{EQUII{EMENT (TITLE): Veasurement and Control PAGE 1 OF 3
of Long Base Line Structures
2, TECIlNC;I,()GY('ATEG()I{Y: Control
I. ',)BJI_]('TIVE/AI)VANCEMENT REQUIRED: Precision measurement and control
of long base line structures for i_terferometr7
_. CUt{I{ENTSTATE ()F ART: Stmactur81 design permits lower accuracy
interferometry.
HAS PEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 7
5. DES('I{II'TI()N ()I." TE('IiN()I_OGY
To provide accurate interferometric measurement requires precise knowledge and
stability of long base ?ine structures. These structures may or may not be
physically connected; therefore, various control tec.hniques from structural
contro] to orbital station keeping must be used.
P/LREQUIREMI'.NTS BASEDON: [] PRE-A,[--] A,r"] B,[-] C/D
[; I{A]'I()NAI,V AND ANAI,YSIS:
There exists a class of space experiments which require extremely long base
line interferometry. These base lines vary from meters to earth/moon distnnces
and operate from optical to RF wavelengths. T_is tech olo_ is also applicsble
to search and rescue ,missions for earth vehicles, i.e., aircraft, ships, ground
stations, etc. Accurst,_ interferometers are a promising means cf accomplishing
this using minimal equipment on the ground mobile platforms. Accurate line of
sight information from a master and two slave interferometer locations can be usec
to 1ucate a ground target. Locations of the interferometer elements can be
derived from onboard measurements or using fixed ground beacons.
KEFBoDUCIBILITYOF 'ftiL
0BIA_qAh PA_[_ l_ POOR
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEl, _1
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DEHNITION ()F TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 35
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUII{EMENT(TITI,E): Measurement and Control PAGE 2 OF ._3
of Long Base Line Structures
7. TECIINOLOGY OPTIONS: t
Structure control vs. free-flying interferometer elements.
_. TECItNICAL PROBLEMS:
I_easurement of baseline to order of I part in I0-8
Structural Control.
Precision station keeping.
}). POTENTIAl, AI,TEI{NATIVES:
Non-optimum reliance on structural design alone.
1o. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
Analyses of flexible-body spacecraft control systems.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
ll. HF, LATED TECIINO1A_GY I{Et_UIREMENTS:
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I)I.;1.'INITION O1,"TECItNOI.()GY REQtTI1U':MENT NO. 38
1. Tr;CIIN¢q.t).';Y IiI,X_UIIU,;MI'NT (TITI,E): I-ieasurement and Control PAGE 3 ()1," _.;3__
of Long Base Line Structures
F
12. TECIIN()I.()(;Y I/F(_UII_EMENTS SCltEDU1,E:
CALENDAR YEAR
m
SCIIEDUI.E ITEM _5 76 77 75[79 ;_0 _1 82 831_t ,_5 _6 87 lab 89 90 91
TECtlNOLOGY I
I
1. Development of
Measurement Tech. -.....
'2.Development of
Orbit Keeping Tech. -.....
3. Structural Control
Technology ---
4. Short Base Line I
Interelements ] I ......5.
'APPLICATION i
1. Design (Ph. (') ! I
I
?. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) I
3, Operations t
t. l t
1:;. USA(,E S('ItI<I)[I.E:
T
TE('I1NOI.()GY NEED DATI,, b I *_ TOTAL
................. l- -4-NUMBER ()I" I,AI_\('ttES ; [ i
1-t I{EI,'I':I{I':N(_'I':S:
15. I,EVEL OF STATE OF ART s. COM,_),xrN1(,1_alu ..U,I*)AlU) ,LSiH,,._ m.l._vh,vr
ENVII(ONMFN l IN I :t} I,APa)ItklXq{Y.
1. }_1_" PIIE:,_ J._,l_ NA ()lk<l RVI D kND '(FI_)II I'I.D. 6, MODE|, TE.'; _,_ I) IN AII_CIU%I"I I NVIRON.MI N1.
2. TIIFORh I'(q_\ll'l_kll I) 11) I)F,_( li._l_l Pill NOMFNA. 7. MODEl, TESII D IN SP%('I E,_,klR(_NM_ NI ,
3. THF(,[¢_ 11 _11 1) q'_ l'il_ _I('A1, t "xPl RIMF NT H. NEW CAPAI/II,I'IY II; tll_l 1) }lltP.l A M_'('II I,I _ER
OB. M.%'I III M _t I'I('AI, \1()1_1 I.. OPERA'I [[_N ',,I, M()I)LI,.
ll 4, PFRI INt N I I I N(" I'[q)N Ill( t'|IAIL\( Fl' I{ISTI(" D| MONSTItATED, 9. REI,IABII,IT_I N}'I;RAIIIN(; t/t k x' tll)l'[(.,\ l'h _NAI MOI)E1,.
P.(;., MATbI{I\I., II'VPt)',I _.'I, I l_' 19. LIFETIMLIX11 "NbIOhOFANi')I'Ib'i'IIt)NtLMI)I)!'I'"
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!i
DEI,'INITItJN ()F TECIINOIA_GY REt)U1REMENT N(). 39
1 'I'I.;('ItN_)I,_)GY IH'X_tIREMENT (TITI,E): Magnetic I'AGE 1 OF 1
.r,a_r_e Array &ssembly and Shape Manaff,ement
2. TI-:('!{N_I _)_;Y ('ATE(;_)IIY: Attitude control structures
;_. ')ILII.X"]'IVE/AI)VANCEblENT RE(_UIIll,;D: Shape control of large arrays
_ ([ l{l{EkT STATE {IF AI{T: No proven technology exists for non-mechanical
control of large arrays
0HAS BEEN CARRIED TO ]rEVEL
7,. [)I.;St'IIII'TI(IN _1. T1,X'IIN()I,()GY
Because of the weak forces and moments involved, weak magnetic coupling and
torquing devices may be adequate for active coupling and shape control of l_-rge
arrays.
P/LREQUIREM1..NTSBASEDON: [] PRE-A,[_ a,[_ B,[-] C/D
_; IIATI_XAI.V AND ANAI,YSIS:
In order to make large sp_ce arrays feasible it is important to reduce weight,
simplify deployment, and control the shape to high accuracy. Active magnetic
eouoling of light weight plates is one possibility that deserves investigation.
The array shape could be surveyed by a laser beam and computer coz_mands issued
to the elements for shape control.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEl, 7
$
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I)t.:I.'INITI()N OF TECItN()I.()GY REQUIREMENT N(), hl
1 "I'E('ItNI)I,()GY I{E(_LIIIEMENT (TITI,E): Space Teleoperator PAGE 1 OF
Technology
2. TI'_('IIXt)I.()(;Y ('ATEG()RY: Teleoperators
:;. ')IIJI';('TIVI';/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: To define and develop experimental and
prototype teleoperator systems for earth, lunar and planetary orbit and surface
operations.
?
I. ('[IIIIENT STATE ()I.'ART: Stepwise control of teleoperators under direct
visual feedback with limited communication time lag is within the state-of-the- ' ;
art. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DI,;S('I{II,T[()N (_1 TI.:CIIN()I,OGY
Teleoperators represent an integration of numerous specific technologies includin_
sensors, manipul',5o-s and end effeetors, control and display devices anO computer.,
to enhance the capabilities of man by the extension of his sensory and motor
factors. Critical parameters include the split of activities between the man
and the supervisory computer, the interaction of man with the display and contr_l
devices, the ability of the manipulator to provide the required dexterity, and
the ability to accommodate varying and potentially long time delays.
P/L REQUIREMI'.NTS BASEDON" r'l PRE-A,[-1 A,['-I B,F] C/D
_; I_AI'I_ _XAI.I' AND ANAI.YSIS:
_ere man is involved, for economic, safety, and technical reasons, it is desir-
able that his capability to conduct space operations be enhanced and extended
where possible. Teleoperator systems offer a great potential for doing this.
Punctioning as extensions to spacecraft; as free flying vehicles remotely
operated from the Shuttle, space station, on the ground; or as surface vehicles
remotely operated from earth, the teleoperator will augment the human in
performing a number of useful tasks which otherwise would not be possible.
TYPICAL TELEOPERATOR APPLICATION - It is not expected that the teleoperator
will be used in every circumstance but that it becomes a candidate for missions
where the return is effective, such as:
i. Space Shuttle Pa[loads/Automated Satellites
Inspection, Deployment, Retrieval, Maintenance/Repair, Resupply assembly/
mating.
2. Surface Exploration: Smnple Handhng, Autonomous Navigation, Obstacle
Avoidance, Control in Presence of Large Time Delay.
TYPICAL _[ISSION C_/IDIDATES: HE-OI-A, AP-OI-A, I,S-02-A, OP-0h-A, CN-51-A,
EO-56-A, CN-Sh-A, CN-58-A, E0-09-A, E0-57-A, EO-05-S, AP-06-S, AS-01-A, ST-OI-A.
Radio Astronomy Telescope (200m Dia.) Microwave Power Transmission (lO0m Dia.)
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
|
%
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DEFLNITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO, 41
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): PAGE 2 _)F 3_
Space Teleoperator Technology
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
The technology options Include: Different manipulators, end effecto:rs and
controllers; various manipulator-based sensors (proximity, tactile, torque/force)
with varying degrees of resolution; various control input capabilities; various
mobility units for manipulator transportation and positional (Free flying space-
craft, roving vehicles, etc.); various information feedback and display devices;
and various digital processors and related programs. , -
/
_. TECIINICAL PROBLEMS: The major technical problems are:
a.) Development of relevant sensors and displays is only in a preliminary stage.
This is particularly true for manipulator tactile, force and proximity sensors
b.) The proper methods for dividing work and responsibility between man and the
computer has not been investigated. A thorough analysis of the role of various
digital processors and control methods for remote manipulation is missing.
c.) The development of manipulators with sufficient dexterity still must be aehiew .
d.) In leneral, the short time history of and very limit d experiments with rele-
vane breadboard systems represents a problem.
9. POTENTIAl, AI.TERNATIVES: The obvious potential alternatives are:
a.) Send man with his own manipulative capabilities where such capabilities are
needed to achieve the goals of the mission.
b.) Let remote control be performed using the technology of yesterday (stepwlse,
rigid, inflexible, risky, tiring operations which in addition would require
costly ground support.)
10. PLA_ED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
RTOP #970-83-20 '_eleoperator Technology Studies for Communication Delayed
Controls."
RTOP #970-63-20 '_echnology for Remote Manned Control for Payload Servicing."
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
11. REI_ATED TECttNOIA)GY I{E(_UIREMENTS:
Special sensors (proximity, tactile, force/torque technology; miniaturized digi-
tal processor technology; interactive software technology; special purpose dis-
play technology; task and motion analysis technology; performance evaluation
technology; and man-machine interface component technology.
r
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I)I,;IINITI()N ()I,' TE('ItN()I.()GY IIEQ[IIIH'2MF, NT N(). 41
1. TV('ItN()I.():;Y llI,X_L'IIiI,]MI,:NT (TIT1.E): t)AGE 3 ()1'"
Space Teleoperator Technology
1'2. TECIIN()I,()(;Y I_I';(_[;II_EMENTS SC,ttEIJUI_I"_:
CAI,ENDAR YEA,{
5CIIEI)UI.I,: 1'11.;3I 75 76 77 7b 79 S()ISl s2183 _t s5 ,_(;la7 ,_J,_!) /)0191
i
TECIINOLOG3
1. Components Development " , -
2. System Integration , TO IE - T_le ,pel'at_r (_rbte il
Bay 'kp_rilmnl'
3. Experiments
!
4. Functzon Tests EO :S - FArt i O1"bi:aliTe e-
5. Simulated Space Fl.ight oDer ttOl_S 'sti_m
Tests & Documentation
i
I
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. ('_
, '
'2. Devl/l,'ab (Ph. D) I
3. Operations, Version I A ! IA i
TOI;E IEO'_S
-t. Operations, Version 11 i !
1;',. USA(;E S('IIEI)UI.E:
'I'E('IIN()I.()GY NI,',I.ID DATI,, _ TOTAI_-- l
] NUMBER ()F LAI'NCIIES /5 26 32'41 [53 55 58 51 64 681473i
1.t. I(E V I']l{ I'JNC I']S:
1. BeJezy, h. K., "Environment-Sensitive Manipulator Control," Proceedings of
the 1974 IEEE Conference on Decision and Control, November 20-22, 1974,
Phoenix, Arizona.
2. BeJczy, h. K,, "Advanced Automation Systems for Manipulator Control Techno-
logy Survey," JPLAST Report 760-77, December 15, 1972.
3. BeJczy, h. K., 'Remote Manipulator Systems, Technology Review and Planetary
Operation Requirements," JPL AST Report 760-77, July I, 1972.
4. Heer, E., ed., '%RemotelyManned Systems --Exploration and Operation in Space
Proceedings of the First National RMS Conference,"California Institute of
Technology Publication, Pasadena, California, 1973.
5. "Summary Proceedings of the Second Conference on Remotely Manned Systems,
Technology and Applications," USC, Los Angeles, California, June 9-11, 1975.
6. Study Results from NASA contracts: NAS8-27021, 27895, 29153, 29024, 28298,
28055, 30266, and 31290. m
15. I,I';VI';I_ OF S'I'A £ E OF ART s. COm,,,,,',t ";'l,,t_,i,uA,,_i.u_,,i,i_[,,_I_,tt,.',x::,
tJN%'IRIINMINI IN ]'.l} lJ\ll_)llXqlll',Y.
I IL:l%l{ l'tlb',(i*IFN,\(iltslll%l II k',I) iIF I',il/]l 1} 6. MIIDII, 1I'_'IIIIN AIII(tDII+I t _'_.Ill I:_t \]
2. Jill(ill] tiql_.llla_llllil.ilil,_ilHi4 P!II_IiMI. NA. 7. Mi_l)Fl, Tl'_,lllll\kt'%lt F;t. lEll',_ll'_'l
3. "liltlll,_ 1t ",11 II II_i t>ll_-ll',\l I kPt I(IMFN1 8, NIW CAPAIIIIII"I D:II'\,I) tl',l'I A M"¢I'II'-<,Flt
tl}_. \I\1111M\II,'\I ",l_llq I Opl'llA]llI.NII M, II)l 1
4, PI I(llNt\ i II\l ll_U,(ilil II\l, tl l1 l{i_4ii(, [_t%IONST|LIIFI). 9. tlkl,L_lllll3T'l { pl,t/Alll",i _t \_ lllH |L_.,1, \\1 M[qlll.,'
}'.1; . M%IFI_I%I (, _'l,ii }" 1. f '_ 10. I,IFt rlMt tXII.N,MtI% (il" ANIIII IL,'lllliN ' MlilIFl.
4
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I 1
I
I)I':I"INITI{)N ()F TECtlN()I,()GY REt_lilI{EMENT N(). 42
l 'I'I':('IIN()I,()GY I{Et_t;IIIEMENT (TITI.E): PAGE 1 ()F 4
Supervisory Control of Remote Manipulators
"2. TI.:('IIN()I,()(;YCATI_G(_IIY: Teleoperators/Robots
:_. ()I_.JEi'TIVI';/AI)VANCEMENTIIE(_UII{ED: Increase efficiency, versatility,
and safety, and decrease cost and complexity, in performing remote manipula-
tive operations in space with special emphasis on 'humanizing " (cont'd on pg. 4)
i. ('[RIIENT S'I'ATI'_)F ART: Stepwise control of remote manipulators under
direct visual feedback and with no communication time lag is (cont'd on pg. 4)
ttAS BEEN CARRIED TO I.EVEL t
5. l)l,_S('llll'q'l()N _)1'" "I'I'X'IlN()I.()(;Y
Supervisory control deals wlth the allocation of control between the man and
the manipulator. _flclent, versatile, and safe control performance of re-
mote manipulation depends to a great extent on the allocation of control
functions between operator and control computer. Distribution of control
between man and computer in turn depends on the following basic factors:
(a) The mechanical and servo characteristics of the manipulator and end effecto_
(b) The components of the manlpulatlon-related visual and non-vlsual information
systems including displays and manlpulator-based sensors. (c) Characteristics
of task categories and properties of manipulator motion phases. (d) Complete-
ness of task description in logical and arithmetic terms matching the capa-
bilities of the remote manipulator control system which also includes man in
the control loop. (e) Miniaturization of sensory and digital data handling
devices. (f) The structure and interactive capabilities of the control software.
The state of the art can be reviewed in Refs. I to 5.
P/l. III.:(_[IIII.;MI.N'I'S BASED()N: [] PIlE-A,[-] A,[-] B,r"] C/I)
i; II..\1'1 ,\AI.I ANI) ANAI.YSIS:
(a) Novel and efficient allocation of manipulator control functions between man
and computer will be required for the shuttle-attached remote manipulator sys-
tems, free-flylng teleoperators, and planetary/lunar surface explorers. (b) All
earth orbital and planetary/lunary surface missions which require manipulative
capabilities will benefit from supervisory control capabilities. (c) }_flcienc_
versatility, a,d safety in performing manipulative operations in space with or
without the constraints of communication time lag is directly proportional to
the capabilities of a supervisory control system. (d) This technology advance-
ment should first be carried to an experimental demonstration for relevant and
true space flight conditions simulated on earth. Then, a first level version
of this technology should be implemented for an unmanned surface explorer and/or
for an early shuttle flight.
L T() BI.; (':\Ill{ll.;l)I'() I.EVI';I.
%
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DEI,'INIT1ON ()t: TECItNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. /42
I TE('I1N()I,()GY HE(_UIlII':MENT(TITLE): PAGE 2 ()F 4
Supervisory Control of Remote Manipulators
7. TI.;(?ttN()IA)(',Y OI'TI()NS:
The technology options include: different manipulators and end effectors;
various manipulator-based sensors (proximity, tactile, torque/force) with
varying degrees of resolution; various control input capabilities; varlous
information feedback or display devices; various digital processors and
related progra_.
_ TECIINICAI, PROBLEMS:
The major technical problems are: (a) Short-tlme history of and very limited
experiments with relevant bench model or breadboard systems. (b) Development of
relevant sensors and displays is only in a preliminary otage. (c) Motion and con-
trol related human factors is insufficient. (d) A thorough analysis of the role
of various digital processors and control schemes for remote manlpt.lation is
missi (e) Lack of development and/or application of miniaturized sensors and
ditital processors.
!_. I'OTI':N'I'IAI,A1,TI.;IINATIVI';S:
The obvious potential alternatives are: (a) Send man with his own manipulative
capabilities where such capabilities are needed to achieve the goals of the
mission(s). (b) Let remote control be performed using the technology of yester-
day (stepwise, rigid, inflexible, risky, tiring operations which in addition
require costly ground support).
lq_. P1,ANrNED I'RO(;IIAMS OR UNI)EIITURBEI)TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
RTOP #970-83-20-41 'Remote Manipulator System Control and Man-Machlne Interface"
can be expanded to include demonstration tests under relevant space fllght
conditions simulated on earth.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
11. IIEI,ATEI) TECIIN()I,()(;Y III.I(_IIHIEMENTS:
Special sensors (proximity, tactile, force/torque) technology; miniaturized
digital processor technology; interactive software technology; special purpose
display technology; task and motion analysis technology performance evaluation
technology; man-machine interface component technology.
¢
RF2PRODUCIBILITYOF ]'lie
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I)I,;I.'INITI()N t)l.' TECIINOI,()GY I_E(_UIICEMENT N(). 42
I. TI.TCIINt)I.()GY I{I.;(_UIIH,]MI,'NT (TIT1,E): PAGE 3 ()1.'
Supervisory Control of Remote Manipulators
12. TECIIN()I,()(;¥ III](_UII_I'_MI,:NTS SCIIEI)UI, E:
CAI,ENDAR YEAR
SCItEDUI,I'; ITEM 75[76 77 7_5 79 80 81 ,_2 83 8! s5 ,_6 _7 [_s S9 90 [91 92
TI'CtlNOLOGY
I. Components Development
#
'2.System Integration
3. rxperiments
4. Function Tests
5. Simulated Space Flight
Tests & Documentation
AI_PLICATION
1. Design (Ph. (')
'2. Devl/l"ab (Ph. D)
:3, Operations, Version I
.t. Operations, Version I:
1::. USAGF: SCIlEI)UI,E:
TEC IlNOI.()GY N1.;I,;D DATI,. TOTA I_
I
15 26 32 41 53 55 58j61 64i681 473
NUMBER OF I,AtX(?ItFS
1 t I{EI,'I.',IH,',N('I.;S:
I. BeJczy, A.K., "_vironment-Sensitive Manipulator Control,"Proceedings of
the 1974 I EEE Conference on Decision and Control, November 20-22, 1974,
_aoenix, Arizona.
2. ReJczy, A.K., 'Advanced Automation Systems for Manipulator Control Techno-
logy Survey,"J_ ATS Report 760-83, December 15, 1972.
3. BeJczy, A.K., 'Remote Manipulator Systems, Technology Review and Planetary
Operation Requirements,"JIL AST Report 760-77, July i, 1972.
4. Heer, L, ed., 'Remotely Manned Systems--Exploration and Operation in
Space," I_oceedings of the First National RMS Conference, California
Institute of Technology Pablication, Pasadena, California, 1973.
5. '_ummary Proceedings of the Second Conference on Remotely Manned Systems,
Technology and Applications," USC, Los Angeles, California, June 9-11, 1975.
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART ._, COMI*ONI-'NTtJ[¢ I'J(I'AIHI'AkDlt_[[D[', R['II'_,_:I
ENVIR(iNMt NI 1N 1:t_ (_%tIH(\1_,I','1 .
1. IIAkll t)lli'',ll*,l_ NA I)ItNI IO, I II t?,l) IIf'l_ll(lt D. #. lliODI l,'lt.k_l I) INAII(I IL_lbl t _,_lll<J_._'t _,'1
2. "l'llll)l(_ liqiMlla_lll) li,l)l_l?.lll ;,ltI_.(IMtNA. '7. llll)l)tl TF_;III_L\_'%ft F'\ll',li'_|l%l
3. "iiltll['.'l It _,11 I) till I'll'l _I,'AI IKlq I(IMt N1 II. NtW CAPAIIIIIr_ ll. lt'_.,I, tl'._rlA M"_I' It-:_tR
1)1( \141111 M%IIt'\I \li)l)l 1.. OPEi_A]II)_,all \1,1[)| [.
4. iliRI "lNi tl%_ ltliNl)l( I'llAl(AI 1"1111STl[" lltM INSTiIa_Tt.[)
. I. I.lt. DLlillllJT_l ; P_,RAliI%i _1 _,_ Ilpl IL\ilt ",\1 %lfq_tl..
t'.t, . M%1t1(1%1+ (, _'l'll'.t <.I. I ', . 10, LIFFTIMk tXll Nblll_, IJt ANItl '. liA]b)', '" Mllll# I
I
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIILEMENT NO. 42
1. TECHNOI,OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): PAGE 4 OF 4__
Supervisory Control of Remote Manipulators
Continued from page 42, page 1 of 4:
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENTREQUIRED: the man-machlne control and information
J
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: _thin the state of the art. On the other hand, i_
supervisory control of remote manipulators is typified by preliminary
bench or breadboard systems and experiments (reviewed in Refs. I and 2)
and as of 1975.
i
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I)I.;'.INITU)N ()F TECIINf)I.(_GY REC_IqREMENT NfL 43
1 'I'I.'('IINt)I,()(;Y I{Et_I'IREMENT (TITI,E): Satellite Servicing I'AGE 1 ()F i
Z. TE('IINt)I,t)(;Y ('A'I'EGt)I{Y:Guidance_ Navigation & Control
:;. t)I;.II,:('TIVI',/AI)VAN(_I,:MI.:NT I_E(_UIIiED: Provide tcchnology for Satellite
Teleoperator Common interface equipment development,
I. (' [, l{l[l';N'l" 5"I'A'I'I'; ()I'" AIiT: Preliminary economic and operational guidelines
developed through advanced mission studies.
IIAS BEEN CARRIED TO I,EVEL
5. l)l.;,_('l_II'q'l()N _)l. TK('IIN()I.()(,Y
t
Technology development to determine optimal interface hardware
conceptual designs to enhance satellite servicing capability and
verified through on-orbit experiments.
1'/1, REQUIREMI. NTS BASED()N: [] PRE-A,[] A,[] B,F] C l)
_; I:,\ rl )\AI I, ANI) ANAI,YSIS:
For economic, safety, and other technical reasons, it is desirable to
enhance and extend capabilities to operate in space. Remote controlled
satellite servicing offers a great potential for providing this
capability.
T() BE C..\IIItII':I)I'(_I I-,VE1,
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fI
I)EIINITU)N ()F TECtlN()I,()GY RE(_ITII{EMENT N(). _/_
i
1 TF:('IIN_)I.()t;Y llEt_t,II/EMENT {TITI,E): Multi-Purpose Panel PAGE 1 OF
", 'ri,',(']151c q,_ )(;Y ('ATI.](;()I{Y: Life Sciences
:;. ()I;.JI';('TIVI'_/A_)VANCF:MENT RE(_UIRED: ,Develop a programmable
alphanumeric display.
I. ('[ I¢I{ENT,_TATE _)I," ART: Feasibility and practicality has been shown.
J
HAS BEEN CARRIED T() I,EVEL
3. I)I.,,_('I_II'TI()N _)1 TI:('IIN()I.()t;Y
Develop an addressable alphanumeric display for flight and ground
based control and display stations which will permit rapid changes
in panel nomenclature and control outputs.
l'/l, RF]QI.'IFiEMI, NT."; BASED ()N: r'] PRE-A,[] A,[:] B,r-] C '1)
_; I{A'l'lt _NAI I" ANI) ANAI.YSIS:
There is presently a need for a flexible control panel that can be
programmed to satisfy the requirements of mauy unrelated but similar
systems. The need for this type of technology is required where
panel space is limited and would compromise the prime objective of
an experiment or subsystem.
TO BI': CARRIEI) "r() I.EVEI.
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I)EI,'INITI()N()I"TE('IIN()I.()GYIiEQtIIIiEMENT N(). 44
1. TI.X'IIN()I.()(;Y I{I.X_Ullil';MENT (T1TI.E): M...._ult_-Purvgse Panel PAGE2 ()1." 3__
12, TE('IIN()I,()(;Y I{E(dt;II{EMENTS SCIIEDUI,E:
CAI.ENDAR YEAR
I
s7SCIII','I)UI.I'; ITEM 7.3 76 77178 79 80 ,_1 ,'_2 83 ._t -+5 _(; _ ._-, .-_<.b9o 91
TE CIINOLOGY {
I. Flight Concept ---
J
2. Proto/Fllght Design ___
l
3.
4 o
S.
+APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. (')
'2. Devl/l.'ab (Ph. D) _
:3. Operations
-l. I
1:',. USAGE S('I1Ei)UI.E:
°FEt' IIN()I,()GY NEED DATE V TOTAIt
' 1NUMBEII OF ],AUN('IIES l
1 | I{E FI']I(I'iNC ES:
Contract NAS3-31286
Phase I Study Report
15. I.EVEL OF STATE OF ART s c(,._,_)_sa,,u_m'al,,,,*_u,!,_t_t,t" mt_:,
|NVIRON._:I.%I 1"_ 1;I _ I.A _l(',llq''l
I. I_A",II I'I'tI''+_.,'II-'+A_H_,',t-I{_,ID +t',IIRI'I'_,IiI_D 41, t*loDl+l+llt'_'l'l)l_+,t-ll(l|L jtk! _"_'Tl{'J's'_"t N'
2. IIII(IRI _I'H_,IT I.AI!D 1+_11[ .I I,'.b[ ;'!II'_tDM_N/.. ?. _.|111)I_| T_SIID,Ns_'_'_ _',','IF,,_',*I}'_I
3. 311}"Pt I_.111) 11_ |'H't_II A I |".I'}|_IMI'NI B. N|WCAPAI_ILIF'I D. II'k,I_}t"_'IA_'I'"I' I| "-4R
lilt 'd_llllM_t|lt \1 \I_H'i I ()p}'l.t_llll_at[ _,lt_[}[ l
4. |'|l_ll%1%' lint I_,p. tqt_ ll+t|:+,._ II,[H_'II<' [;FMti, NSTI,L,ITI, D, I). IIJ.L.L.XlIIII-r++' I,*,H.AIII%I tJ} _" _+I'IR.A,I, ",_,1 M,'L,I[
I',1, . M+tll'l{l_l I, _'1',,.+" l, I ', 10, Lll, l. rlMt t X'TI,,N,_It+', t#I, AN t*l', ItA'll, l', ' '_,1+ll+_'l .
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUII_EMENT NO. 44
i. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Multi-Purpose Panel PAGE 3 OF 3___
During the ATM Control and Display effort in the Skylab Program,
some shortcomings of a large scale dedicated C and D panel were
encountered. The impact of panel changes resulting from refine-
ments of the various subsystems was of primary concern. The
modification of panel wiring and nomenclature at the many system
development stages was both time consuming and costly. Another
significant problem was human _rror created by grouping many simi- j!
lar experiments together. The operator would tend to be confused
by nearly identical controls located near each other.
To overcome these problems, a Multi-purpose Panel is being con-
sidered. Under this concept, a large scale control and display
for a number of similar subsystems or experiments would be
replaced by a single small scale panel capable of being pro-
grammed.
The fabrication of a Multi-purpose Panel is made practical at
this time by a number of recent developments. The ev61ution of
electronic display technology in recent years now allows us to
seriously consider the concept of changeable panel nomenclature.
The maturation of miniaturized electronic and memory devices then
provides the flexibility, compactness, and economy required to
consider the Multi-purpose Panel as a viable alternative to dedi-
cate control and display panels. The Multi-purpose Panel is
compatible with the trend toward sophisticated Data Management
Systems where digital address and multiplexing are central
features. Finally, projected as a concept to be applied in the
Space Shuttle Payload Station, the Multi-purpose Panel will
economically provide the flexibility for such a mission.
REyRoDUC_BILITY OF THN
OFd_AL PAG_ l_ POOR _i
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DI,:I"IN1TI()N ()F TECttNOI,()GY RE(_UIIIEMENT N(). 45 i
1 "FE('IIN()I,()C;Y IIEQIIllEMENT (TITI,E): End Effector and PAGE 1 ()I: 1
Sensors
2. TIq('tlN()I,()C;Y CATFG()!IY: Space Teleoperator Technology Requirement
_. ' LJE('TIVI]/ADVANCEMENT REt_UIIIED: .Devel.opment of end effectors/sensors
of near human dexterity and sensitivity.
_. ('( IIHlqNTSTA'I'I.]()F All'I': >asically a parallel jaw design lined with
friction type material for grasping ond limited feedback sensors.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. I)I,,S('I_II'TI()_ ()1. TI.X'IIN()I.()GY
The following technical investigations and design goals should be
considered.
a. End effector/task trade studies.
b. Initiate design effort for an end effector from the trade studies.
c. Conduct technical design effort to integrate a tactile sensor in the
end effector, and seftware for handling time delay conditions.
d. Low weight, minimum profile.
e. Jaw closure plus rotation.
f. Universally adaptable to manipulator.
P/l, IiEQUIRI.:MI.,NTS BASEDON: [] PRE-A,[-] A,[-] B,[-] C 13
_; I_,,\TI()\AI.1,' AND ANAI,YSIS:
Optimum end effector design is highly dependent on the task for which
it is to be used. Efforts to develop a universal end effector has been
consistently unsuccessful. The usual end effector being utilized at
present is one of parallel jaws with contours and lined with a material
to provide a type of friction necessary for grasping and holding. Some
work has been conducted in adapting a standard interface with a set of
common tools opening/closing and rotary action. Tactile, proximity,
etc., sensors to improve the effectiveness of the devices are in various
states of technology; however, none of those have been successfully
integrated.
TO BE CARRIEI)T() I,I,I\'EI,h ......
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I)EI,'INITI(_N ()I," TECtlN()I.()GY RE(dUIREMENT N(). 46
1 TI,Zt'IIN_)I,()(;Y I{EQUII_EMENT (TITI.E): Teleoperator PAGE 1 ()F !
Controllers
' ]E('JIN(_I_)(;YCATEGt)I{Y: Space Teleoperator TechnoloRy Requirement
:',. _q;JI.X'TIVI'_/AI)VANCEMI';NT HEQUII{ED:.Devel°p ment of a single controller
for 6 Degree-of-Freedom plus end effectorj adaptable to use for both
manipulator and remote vehicle control.
_. ('[HI{ENT S'I'ATI,_ _)I: AH]': Inadequate for accomplishment of the above with
crosstalk between command signals, size constraints on human performance, j
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
3. I)ESt'I¢II'TI_)N _)I' TI,X'IIN_H,OGY
Technology should be developed to meet the following design goals.
a. Single controller for 6 DOF plus end effector.
b. Minimum crosstalk bctween command signals.
c. Small size.
d. High resolution, continuous output.
e. Control logic adapted to manipulator/task.
f. Force control modes.
g. Adaptable to use for both manipulator and
remove vehicle control.
h. Maximize human performance capability.
P/L REQUIREMFNTS BASEDON: [] PRE-A,[_ A,[--] B,F] C/D
_; I{ATI_XAI.I.: AND ANAI,YSIS:
At present the controllers available for use with remotely operated
6 DOF manipulators suffer from many shortcomings. Among these are:
a. Size.
b. Crosstalk between command signals.
c. Number controllers.
d. Constraints on human performance.
No acceptable controller exists for dexterous manipulators to be used
for servicing tasks in a remote space environment.
TO BE CARRIED TO IA.:VEI,
i
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]
I)I,:I,'[NITI( )N ()F TECIIN()I.()GY RE(_UIIIEMENT N(). 47
I TI._('IIN()I,()(iY I{I,;QI:II_EMFNT (TITI.E): Wrist Mechanisms PAGE 1 ()b" 1__.
". TI,R'IIN()I.()(;YCATEG()I{Y: Space Teleoperator Technology Requirement
;;. ()I_-JI'X'TIVI'i/AI)VANCEMENT REQUIRED:Light weight. 3 Degree-0f-Freedom
(DOF) with common pivot point.
t. ('[ HHI';XT STATE ()F ART: Presently wrist designs having 3 DOF, have
series joints to provide freedom.
HAS BEEN CARRIED T() I.EVEL
5. DES('I_II']'I()_ (_l. 'I'I.X'IIN()I,()GY
Develop a 3 DOF wrist with common pivot meeting following goals:
a. Joint ordering: Pitch/yaw/roll or yaw/pitch/roll.
b. Light weight: 10% of manipulator arm or less.
c. Capable of 15 ft. ibs. torque in each axis.
d. Universally adaptable to manipulator.
e. Integration of wrist force sensor.
f. Minimum power transfer across joints.
g. Universally adaptabla to end effector & sensors.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,["] A,[-'] B,['] C/D
_ HATI_ _'<AI.I.' AND ANAI,YSIS:
There are certain characteristics of the manipulator configuration
which make the arm control logic simpler and easier to implement.
These concern the ordering of the joint motions and the relationships
between the final three degrees-of-freedom, At present, there is
no wrist mechanism meeting the goals of a remote operated manipulator.
Such a device should meet the above goals.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVFL
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I)EI"INITI()N ()F TFCIINOI.()GY I{E(_UII{EMENT N(). 48
1 TE('IINt)I.()(;Y I{E(_UII{EMENT (TITI.E): Miniature TV Camera PAGE 1 OF 1
2. TE('IIN(H.()(,Y CATEG()I{Y: Space Teleoperator Technolosy Requirement
3. _.)I3JI,'CTIVE/ADVANCEMENT RE(_UII{ED: Miniature TV camera for compatible
interface/mounting on manipulators.
t. ('t I{IHqXTSTATE_)I," Al{]': Currently TV cameras are too large for compatible
interface/mounting on manipulators.
HAS BEEN CARI{IED TO I.EVEL
-- !
5. l)!<S('lill']'l()_ ()1' T1,X'ItN()I.()GY
Advance TV technology for reducing the size of the TV camera to meet the
following requirements:
a. Size - 36 in.3
b. Weight - 1,516
c. Capable of mounting on manipulator arm
d. Zoom, self-focussing lens, wide angle to telephoto
e. Integrated light source
f. Automatic parallax adjustment
g. Useable as a stereoptic pair
h. Color adaptable
i. Automatic light intensity control
j. Maintain operator performance requirements
P/L REQUIREMI,,XTS BASEDON: [] PRE-A,[--] A,[-] B,E'] C,'D
+; lb\l'l< _XAI.I'" AND ANAI.YSIS:
Present camera technology will meet the general requirements of the
teleoperator system except on the size and weight of the on-board
units. Upon taking action to reduce size and weight, it may be
necessary to employ different sensor and electronics technology.
These techniques are generally available; however, no unit is avail-
able that will, with a single camera, meet the complete requirement.
Additional technology is required in the design and assembly of a
camera which will meet these requirements.
TO BE CARI{IEI) "FO IA,:VEI.
¢
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I)i,;I,'INITI()N OF TECtlNOI,()GY I{EC_LTII{EMENT N(). 49
1 TI':('ItNt)I.(_(;Y IIE(_I:IIIEMENT (TITI.E): Imase Enhancement PAGE 1 OF 1___
2. TI':('tIN()IAI(;Y CATEG()I{Y: Space Teleoperator Technology Requirement
:; _)I;JI.X'TIVI;/AI)VANCEMENT RE(_UII{ED:. improve and clarify poor images
resulting from blurring, washout and poor contrast of video signals.
l ('L;I{III.:N'I'STATE()F All]: The technology is basically available but
J
requires refinement and development into flight configuration.
ttAS BEEN CARRIED TO I,EVEL
5. [)l,:St'lill"l'l()N ()1'" TI:('IIN()I.()GY
i. Image Enhancement
Operator viewing of teleoperator television cameras requires
sharp imaging of the target. Poor images arise from many sources
resulting in poor contrast, washout, blurred details, etc. There
a e a number of techniques whiclz can be utilized in providing a
better image under given circumstances. Generally, the methods
are based on processing the video signal data such as to eliminate
the undesirable effects. The time required and the complexity of
the processor aepends on the nature of the original image and the
method employed.
I'/l, RI.:QL'IIII.:MI.,NTS BASED ()Y: [] PRE-A,[] A,[] B,[--] C,'I)
_; IIAI'I_NAI.IANI) ANAI,YSIS:
The requirements of the teleoperator are generally as follows
for video signals:
a. Near real time processing cycle: 1-2 sec.
b. Ease of co,trol by operator.
c. Increase contrast and sharpen edges.
d. On-site processing desirable.
e. Minimum processor complexity - may be dedicated.
'I
TO BI,: CARRIEI) "F() I,EVEI,
i
$
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I)I,;I.'INITI( _N ()F TECIIN()I,()GY IIEQU1REMENT N(). 50
1 "l'E('llN_)l (_(;Y IIF;QL;IllEMENT (TITI,E): Video Signal PAGE 10I," 1___
Communication
2. 'I'EZ'IINt_I,t)(;Y CATEG()RY: Space Teleoperator Technology Requirement
:;. ,)I;JLt"IIVI,:/AI)VANCEMENT I{EQUIRED: Develop communication techniques
adequate for handling 3 video & i telemetry signals in a banwidth less
than i0 MHz.
; ( L ;{IIENT STATI' ()I:AI(T: Inadequate - Three 4.5 MHz video signals plus
telemetry on I0 GHz R.F. carrier is present state of art.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
-_. I)I.IS_"I{1_"1"1()X ( _1, "I'I,X_lint )IA')(_;Y
Develop communication techniques adequate to meet the following requirements.
a. Place three 4.0 MHz video signals plus Lelemetry in a bandwidth
less than i0 MHz.
b. Display a stereo video signal which can be used by the
operator (meet his performance requirements).
p/I, REQUIREMI.,NTS BASEDON: [] PRE-A,[-] A,[-] B,["] C/D
_; I{A'I'I_\AI,I,' ANI) ANAI,YSIS:
The visual sensor/system provides about 90% of the sensed information
input to the operator of the teleoperator. For some tasks visual sense
requirements can be met with a single well placed monoptic television.
Additional tasks require that the television camera be moveable. Further
some tasks require two television cameras operating simultaneously. The
most exacting servicing tasks require a stereoptic display. The last
requirement can be met with a pair of cameras operating as a stereo pair
plus a single camera giving monoptic image from a different direction.
The communication system requirements become increasingly difficult as
the number of cameras increase. Color capability increases it further.
R_ROI)UCIBII,ITYOP l_||E
ORIOiNAL PA_I_I/_POOR
TO BE CARRIED TO I,EV_'1,
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. NGC-I
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE REV DATE LTR
CATEGORY Guidance_ Navigation & Control
2. TITLE Low Cost Navigation Indepdent of NASA Tracking Facilities
3 TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OFSTATE OF ART
There exists several widespread naviga- CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
6 6 7tion nets for aircraft use around the
world. The most notable are DME and 0mesa. These may be usable for space-
craft navigation on an autonomous basis and therefore relieve the _SA
tracking net of some of its work load. Such a system would provide moderately_ I
accurate, near autonomous operation for a large class of earth observation
satellites (particularly survey and monitoring missions). What is presently
required is an experiment to assess the capabilities of these ground systems.
4 SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE 1981
PAYLOADDEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME i YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE 1980
5 BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOADS
TECHNICAL BENEFITS Lower operational costs through autonomous operation and
the use of existing facilities in a new wa_v.
POTENTIAL COSTBENEFITS ?
ESTIMATED COSTSAVINGS$ ?
6 RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS The technical risks are very low. The first cost is to
fly a survey mission using modified aircraft navigation equipment to determine
signal strength, potential accuracy and problems unique to s_ace. ___
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES
7 REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
[-TLTDR11/ lb
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TITLE Low Cost Navigation Independent of NASA Tracking )'acilities NO. NGC-I
PAGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: Modified Aircraft Navi6_ation Gear
Range of altitudes (continuous
TEST DESCRIPTION: ALT.(max/mm) _00 / 300 km, INCL. deg,TIME hr
automatic)
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST: Potential cost reduction of mission support
/
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT i00 kg,SIZE ? X ? X ? m,POWER .1 kW
pOINTING STABILITY DATA
ORIENTATION Earth CREW. NO. 0PERATIONS/DURATION /t
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES: None
EXISTING: yES [-7 NO ['-"]
TEST CONFIDENCE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: This device exists for aircraft fligh%s
in an operational mode; no further tests other than preparation for shuttle
is needed.
TEST DESCRIPTION/R EQUI REMENTS:
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING' YES [_ NO []
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS:
TEST CONFIOENCE
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
TASK ICY COST ($) COST (S)
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG & C/O
4. TEST & EVAL
TECH NEED DATE
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUM OF PROGRAM COSTS $ )
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COST IMPACT PROBABILITY
(;()ST HISK $
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. NGC-2
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
1 REF. NO. PREP DATE REV DATE LTR
CATEGORY Guidance_= Navigation & Control
2. TITLE Scanning Laser Radar (SLR)
3, TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
Completion and refinement of design and
construction, development test and 5 6 7
flight qualification of the SLR
/
4 SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE _1_83
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME 3 YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE 1980
5 BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOADS
YECHNICALBENEFtTS P_ tentia! high reliability, low power, no mo/ing _arts:
and as a :_stem wi[\ pr,)vide a means of a_tonomous rendezvous :i_*ldockin_:__
POTENTIAL COST BENEFITS Simpler mechanism than conventional radarindica es
potential cost savings of $150;000 per system.
ESTIMATED COST SAVINGS$ 1.5 million
6 RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TE2,HNICALPROBLEMS beterminin_ t,e optimum Laser material and refinement of
the system concept for accurate ranginc at close r_uIi<q,...........
REQUIRED SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGIES CJnt,inued research of l_aser materials and
improvem_=nt in the: signal proe_s_,[nc.
7 REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS _"TOP _-_ ' _, _')
__ "' _ J_J_J/L" _ _--±<CL_ ..............
i [ _Tl]l_11 1 lh
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TITLE Scanning Lazer Radar (SLR) NO. NGC-2
PAGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: One SLR ".ith suitable free flying
vehicle for transporting _s_tem and a target for demonstrating the rendezvous _
_nf • . __and c]osin_ ability .._ accuracy
TEST DESCRIPTION : ALL (max/re.n) 100 /. km, INCL Any deg,TIME 25 hr
Target vehicle to rendezvous_ station keeping and docking.
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST: Demonstrates 13erformance of a complex system in its working
envirom_ent, j_
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT lO kg, SIZE .2 X .2 X .3 m,POWER .3 kW
POINTING Free Fiyer/EOTS .STABILITY N/A DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. 1 OPERATIONS/DURATION 2 /2hrs/omh
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES: ?]one
EXISTING: YES r-] No [7
TEST CONFIDENCE 95%
9 GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: _LR and tar;_et.
TESTDESCRIPTION/REOUIREMENTS: SL/{ and/or target for maneuvering, demonstratin 6
and testing accuracy of system.
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES: ;]ix aegree-of-freedom mobilit_ unit in a large test
area for _mulation and accuracy demonstrations.
EXISTING: YES _ NO [_
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS: Limited freedom of translation
TEST CONFIDENCE 75%
10 SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
TASK ICY 75 76 77 7_ 79 _0 COST ($) 75 76 ?7 [78 79 80 COST ($)
1 ANALYSIS .......... lm ........ lm
2 DESIGN ............ .l,m .......... 4m
3 MFG&C/O 2.Ore _ .Ore
4 TEST & EVAL .Sin 1.5m
TECH NEED DATE"
GRAND TOTAL 3.Om GRAND TOTAL 4.0 m
11 VALUE OF SPACE TEST S i_[llions (SUMOF PROGRAM COSTS $ 3M }
12 DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COST IMPACT PROBABILITY
C()ST HISK $
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- FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. NC-C-3
!
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
1 REF. NO. PREPDATE 8/8/75 REV DATE LTR
CATEGORY Guidance Navigation and Control
2. TITLE Stray Light Re_ection Testin_
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OFSTATE OF ART
CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
It is extremely difficult and expensive
to evaluate stray light attenuators
(sun & earth shades) in earth based facilities. One reason is that test
facility walls scatter light from the solar simulators. This makes veri-
fication of new designs difficult. Shuttle sortie flights provide an /
opportunity to evaluate the attenuation qualities of new sun shade designs
and to provide verification of design eRuations and procedures.
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE 1982
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME 2 YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE 1980
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBEROFPAYLOADS various
TECHNICALBENEFITS Positive proof of design adequacy wlth resultant minimi-
zation of desiKn and evaluation costs. It would still be necessary to
evaluate individual members of a desisn family to insure quality control
(i.e. I nicks and dents); however, this is a much simpler task.
POTENTIAL COSTBENEFITS This procedure eliminates the need to desi_nj build
and maintain a precise test fauility as proposed by the STS advanced systems
technology guidance and control workinf Kroup,
ESTIMATEDCOSTSAVINGS$
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICALPROBLEMS None-Shuttle/space lab capabilities
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES Space lab compatible
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS "STS Advanced Systems Technology_Guidance
and Control Working Group'i,J__lg__Tb,; also DO_TR number ii_,"Stra_ L_L_ht
Rejection". ............
' F'T _T[)P, I} / 15
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TITLE Stray Light Rejection Testing NO. NGC-3
PAGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPT!ONS ,.
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: Sun and t<arth _h_des
TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT (max/re,n) -- / kin, INCL. Any deg,TIME 2 m
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST: ' _"
/
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT various kg,SIZ_variou s X X m, POWER .01 kW
POINTING one degree STABILITY shuttle compa_'abil-DATA photom_tiplier
ORIENTATIONrelative to sun/earth CREW NO. OPER_NS/DURATION /
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES: i_one beyond existin_
E×,._TIN6: YES [] N0_X_
TEST CONFIDENCE high
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: Sun Shade
TEST DESCRIPTION/R EQUI R EMENTS:
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES: New facility required
EXISTING' YES [_ NO [_
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS:
TESTCONFIDENCE medium
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
TASK ICY COST (S, 1 COST (S)
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3 MFG & C/O
4 TEST & EVAL I I
TECH NEED DATE l [
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUM OF PROGRAM COSTS $ )
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COST IMPACT PROBABILITY
(:()ST HISK S
t
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. NOC-h -
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE REV DATE LTR
CATEGORY Guidance, _avigation & Control
2. TITLE Low-g accelerometer testing
I
3. TECHNOLOGY ADV/_NCEMENT REQUIRED [ LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
Low-g,acce____lerometerscapable of measur- I CURRENT UNPERTURBED ] REQUIREDing accel rations as low _s 10-8 I.I/S2
and lo'xer are reciulred for Earth and Ocean Physics Missions for measurement of
the influence of drag on gravity study satellites. Many of the problems
associated with development of instruments of this type relate to the ability__
to introduce_very low accelerations. A zero-g environment provides a so_lution
to r=any of the problems encountered in _rth measurements=
................ •m
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE 1985
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME 3 YEARS. TECHNOLOGYN=ED DATE 1982
5, BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBEROF PAYLOADS
TECHNICAL BENEFITS The _rincipal benefit in .providing s zero-g space
environment to testing of low-g acceleromet#r_s is elimination of__ ....
seismic isolation techniques and sophisticated measurement equipment. Lower
"g_"measurement instrument _ability (10-8 M/S2_ will enable new miss io_n __
technology,
POTENTIhL COSTBENEFITS
.............. ESTIMATED COSTSAVI_-_GS ......
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICALPROBLEMS Isolation of accelerometer from shuttle disturbances
requires a rio&tin_ test bed with associated instrumentation..su_pert __
functions.
REQUIRED SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGIES Instrument_tig/l, _.grQ_e@_il_g,
communication
7 REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS I_GC-Ih
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TITLE Low-g _ccelerom,:ter Testing NO. IIGC-h
PAGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: lO -e M/S 2 Accelerometer and Associated
Floating Test Bench
TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT. (max/ram)no limit / km, INCL. any dN, TIME 1 hr
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST. Onl[ wa[ to test low- K accelerometers ...... impossible on
ground. _ z
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT 150 kg,SIZE X X m, POWER kW
POINTING any STABILITY I°RMS DATA
0RIEK-ATt0N shy CREW: NO. 0PERATIONS/DURATION 12 / 1/2 ,qR
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING: YES[] N0[]
TEST CONFIDENCE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: ImpracticaZL to test on ground
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING: YES [] NO []
GROUND TEST LL "ITATIONS.
TESTCONFIDENCE
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
TASK C_ 76 77 78 79 80 81 COST ($) COST ($)
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3 MI:G & C/O
4. TEST & EVAL
'NEEDD TE
GRANDTOTAL GRANOTOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUM OF PROGRAM COSTS $ )
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COST IMPACT PROBABILITY
,J COST RISK $
I fl Df_ 21 1 15
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TFUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO NGC-5
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
1 REF NO. PREPDATE 8/8/75 REV DATE LTR
CATEGORY Guidance= _avi_ation and Control
2 TITLE Redundant Strapdown Laser Inertial Measurement Unit for Space Missions
3 TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
Completion of contructlon, development CURRENT I UNPERTURBED I REQUIRED
test and flight qualification of the______ I I
redundant strapdown Inertia Measurement Unit (IMU). Gyro itself has been , -
flight tested.
/
4 SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE 1983
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME 3 YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE 1980
5 BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBEROF PAYLOADS
TECHNICAL BENEFITS Potential high reliability low power wide d_rnamic range t
insensitive to gravity; fewer navigation computations.
POTENTIAL COSTBENEFITS Simpler mechanism than conventionsl gyros indicates
potential cost savin6s of $150,000 per system.
ESTIMATEDCOSTSAVINGS $ 1.5 million
6 RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS DevelopinR reliable electronics
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES RTOP' s 506-29-11 909-55-10
NGC-l_
7 REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
i
FI" (TDR 1 7'75
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TITLE Redundant Strapdown Laser IMU for Space Missions NO. NGC-5
PAGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: One INU with suitable dockin5 target
vehicle and remote manipulator to carry IMU. Uses SUMC Processor
TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT (max/ram) 100 / ___ km, INCL Any deg,TIME _ hr
Target vehicle station--helps to provide rendezvous and docking for IMU .
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST: Demonstrates performance of a complex sensor in its
working environment i
EQUIPMENT WEIGHT 10 kg,SIZE .25 X .25 X .25 m, POWER .300 kW
POINTING rer.ote manipulator STABILITY N.A. DATA
ORIENTATION CREW NO 1 0PERATIONS/DURAT!0N 2 / 2 hrs./
omh
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES I_one
EXISTING: YES [] N0_]
TEST CONFIDENCE 95%
9 GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: IMU and target
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS: Tt,[U and/or target are manipulated _[_aJQg_g_Y_l__
simulate docking orientation
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES: Six degree of freedom mobility unit or manip__l_Qr_iZi__
a chamber large enough to simulate dockin_
EXISTING YES [] NO r_
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS: No su_li_ht_ limited freedom of _r_JQ_l_tion and perhaps
no vacuum, Ground Test van & helicopter.
TEST CONFIDENCE 75%
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
o0
I
1 ANALYSIS I .IM .IM
2. DESIGI_ .4M .hM
3 MFG & CIO 2.0M _ -- 2.0M
4 TEST & EVAL .5M I 1.5M
_" I
TECH NEED DATE X i X ,I
GRAND TOTAL 3.0M GRAND TOTAL 4. OM
11 VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ billions (SUM OF PROGRAM COSTS $ 3r4 )
12 DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COST IMPACT PROBABILITY
( (h)Sf RISK S
I 1I_ I I'_
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¢FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. NGC-6
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
=, , ,L ,
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE REV DATE LTR
CATEGORY Guidance, I_avigation and Control_
2 TITLE Optical Correlator Landmark Tracker
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
To develop a landmark tracker capable of
pointing to an arbitrarily selected
landmark for earth oriented satellites. Such a sensor will ro__nng___
signals for these instruments similar to that provided to inertially
stabilized instruments by guided star sensor sL_i.e.._it will make the earth .....
a cooperative target.
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE 198i
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENTLEAD TIME .5 YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE 1976
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBEROF PAYLOADS
TECHNICAL BENEFITS _ Arbitrary earth pointing capabzlity without precise
attitude determination of orbital parameter knowledF.e_ instrument pointin& _
independent of mapping errors; real-time matchin 6 of tar6ets rather than
post-flight.
POTENTIAL COSTBENEFITS Significant reduction in rKr_qundbaBOon support:__
reduction in data transmission requirement_sinee _pecifir ]_tion_ can b_ __
viewed and examined
ESTIMATEDCOSTSAVINGS$
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS Refinement of optically excited liquid crystals for
higher resolution. Search procedures to identify landmark techniqge8 to
elim_ ate moving parts.
REQUIRED SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGIES Opticall[ excited li_uid_;2stal_ .......
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS DOTE Number 19
T ITDH 11 ] lq
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TITLE Optical Correlator Landmark Tracker NO. NGC-6
PAGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
8 SPACE TEST OPTION l EST ARTICLE: Landmark Tracker
TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT (max/m.n) 500 / 200 kin, INCL an_r deg,TIME h hr
A
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST Verify feasibili.tv and system insensitivity to variations
in lighting; orbital parameters_ and cloud cover
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT kg,SIZE 1.1 X .5 X .5 m,P0WER kW
POINTING 1st FLT-.5°laser/sec STABILITY DATA
ORIENTATION Earth oriented CREW: NO 1 0PERATIONS/DURATION 10 / h
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES: ]_o known special facilities
 XSTNG:50 N013
TEST CONFIDENCE high
9 GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: Landmark Tracker
TESTDESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS: Using various photographs of earth, targets taken
under different conditions, check correlation
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES: _ione
EXISTING' YES E_ NO E_I
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS: Limited t&rget variation
TEST CONFIOENCE fair
10 SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
r
TASK [ CY COST ($) COST ($)
\NALYSIS
2 DESIGN
3 MFG & C/O
4 TEST & EVAL
TECH NEED DATE
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
11 VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUM OF PROGRAM COSTS $ )
12 DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COST IMPACT PROBABILITY
# C()ST RISK $
% -,,
I I I_ ." I I,
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. NGC-7
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
, ,,|
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE REV DATE LTR
CATEGORY Guidance I Navigation and Control .
2 TITLE Video Correlator Landmark Tracker
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OFSTATE OF ART
CU.RENT UNrERTURBEDI- REOU,REO'To develop a landmark tracker capable of
pointing to an arbitrarily selected
landmark for earth oriented satellites. Such a sensor will provide pointing , J
signals for these instruments similar to that provided to inertially _tabi-
lized instruments by guide star sensors, i.e., it will make the earth a ..... /
cooperative target. The video and optical landmark tracker are two alternate
techniques for doing the same task.
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE 1981
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENTLEAD TIME _ YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE 1976
5, BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOADS
TECHNICAL BENEFITS Same as optical correlator landmark tracker
POTENTIAL COSTBENEFITS Same as optical correlator landmark tracker
ESTIMATED COSTSAVINGS $
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS The technical problems are siKnificantly different from
the optical correlator landmark tracker. Principally the development of
software to allow individual targets to be re_ccuired, ._
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
J
FT (TDR 1! ; 15
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TITLE Video Correlator Landmark Tracker NO. NGC-7
PAGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPACE& GROUND TEST OPTIONS
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: "ideo Correlator Landmark Tracker
TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT (max/ram) 500 [ 200 km, INCL. any deg,TIME 4 h,
d
BENEFIT OFSPACETEST: verify feasibility and system capabilities
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT "kg,SIZE i.i X .5 X .5 m, P0WER kW
P01N] ING ist FLT-.5°;later IseoSTABILIT Y DATA
ORIENTATION Earth CREW NO. 1 0PERATIONS/DURATION 10 / 4
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES: No known special ground facilities
EXISTING: YES [] N0[]
TEST CONFIDENCE high
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE.
TESTDESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS: Simulate earth as seen from space
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES: None
EXISTING. YES [] N0 []
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS.
TEST CONFIDENCE fair
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
TASK COST ($1, COST ($)
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG & C/O
4 TEST & EVAL
TECH NEED DATE
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUM OF PROGRAM COSTS $ )
=u
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
i COST HISK $
=.,
$ I q l[)H 21 I I _)
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY riO. NGC-8 .,
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
1. REF. NO. PREP DATE REV DATE LTR
CATEGORY Guidance_ NaviEation and Control
_y_tem for Shuttle Astronomy Pa_oads2. TITLE Video Inertial Poi:_ting " ___ __
J
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART _
CURRENT' UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
Pointin 6 at non-visible or dim
" ' 3 5 7
astronomy objects is crucial to astro-
nomy missions and requires trackin_ stars of the adjacent star field. Since , -
i the position of many dim targets is not precisely known with respect to the :
star field, the ability to view the adjacent field and complete the ac_uisi _ __ L
tion with an operator is required. A video sensor can provide three-axis
error signals for _vro drift correction and a CRT display for human inter-
action.
.d
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRSTPAYLOADFLIGHTDATE 1983
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME 3 YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE 1_)80
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOADS
TECHNICAL BENEFITS i. Increase in the number of faint astrono_m__sources the%
can be observed. 2. Increased system operational flexibility due to field
_display. 3. Increased system reliability due tQ decrease in number of star
trackers, h. Increased system accuracy due to multi-star processing and __
error averaging.
POTENTIAL COSTBENEFITSI.Increased mission output for given on orbit tlmeq_t____
2. Reduced number of conventional startrackers. 3. Lower performance gyros.
ESTIMATED COST SAVINGS $
6, RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS 1. Development of video sensor with adequate sensitivity
and resolution. 2. Development of multi-star processing equations.
3. Development of optimum gyro filters, h. Developm_n_ of gtLidg_alar_ ......
selection and m_nual control al_o_ ....
REQUIRED SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGIES CCD Detector Improvements
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS I.RTOP 506-!9-15 "Video Inertial Pointing
Pointing System Shuttle Astronomy Payloads" ............
2. RTOF 506-i.q-lh "Extended Life Attitude Cpntrq! S_stem for l.!nmgL_nned
i Planetary Vehicles"
I (TDR 11 / 15
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tTITLE Video Inertial Pointing System for Shuttle Astronomy Payloads NO. NGC-8
PAGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
8. SPACETEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: PrototT_e Video Inertial Pointin_ System
TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT. (max/ram) 600 / 300 km, INCL. des,TIME 2_ hr
Track celestial targets and obtain actual astronomer data using system --.
J
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST: Performance tests of video sensor and system software_
operational system demonstration /
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT ks,SIZE X X m,POWER kW
P01NTING STABIL=TY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. 0PERPTIONS/DURATION 2_ /1._ hrs.
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES: Video sensor calibration labor_to]_jr
EXISTING: YES [] N0_-_
TEST CONFIDENCE .85
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: Prototype Video Inertial Pointin_
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS: balloon aircraft tests
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES: Gimbal stabilization system
EXISTING: YES _] NO _]
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS: Atmospheric effects limit tracking point sources.
TEST Cb. FIOENCE .6
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
TASK ICY COST ($) COST ($)
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG & C/O
4. TEST & EVAL
TECH NEED DATE
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ 73m (SUM OF PROGRAM COSTSS 300m )
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COST IMPACT PROBABILITY
Resolution +a_d sensltivity .02 0.3
Requirement on CCD video sensor
i COST RISK $ 0.06
, <,r)..,, ,_,, I_J'RODt_CIBIT.ITY ()p TII_"
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. NGC-9
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE 8/8/_ REV DATE LTR
CATEGORY Guidance, Navigation and Contro]
2. TITLE Attitude Control of a Flexible Structure
3 TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
Instrument pointing from a flexible CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
3 5 T
structure, t_ipical of manned= earth
resource, and planetary spacecraft of the future, need control systems capable_
of filtering the motions caused by the f_exibillty of the main spacecraft,
On-golng work (RTOP 506-19-1_) will develop the tools for incorporating_ .......
realistic nonrigid vehicle model into the design of a stochastic controller by
1979. A non-flight critical control system, preferably programmable; designed
with control algorithms based on dynanlcal models of the supporting
structure t would provide a practical demonstration of the new analytical
tools.
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE 1983
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENTLEAD TIME 2 YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE l_81
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOADS
TECHNICALBENEFITSThe pfincipal benefit of the technology advancement _G im-
proved pointing capability for instruments and improved attitude and _abili_y
of experiments and systems. The benefit of the exoeriment is to provide actual
control system demonstration, prior to mission dependence I of the analytical
tools. A comparable demonstration in a one-g field is virtually impossible.
POTENTIAL COST BENEFITS To achieve improved miss_-.u success of attitude and/or
stability, dependent experiments and systems. This could run into the lO0's
of millions of dollars.
ESTIMATEDCOSTSAVINGS$ 20 million
6 RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS proper instrumentation
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES high accuracy angular rate sensors desirable
7 REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS See DTR #25 and RTOP b06-19-1h.
i
FT (r[]F1 11 1 15
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TITLE Attitude Control of a Flexible Structure NO. NGC-9
PAGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: Large Flexible Structures
TEST DESCRIPTION : ALL (max/ram) / km, INCL deg,TIME _ hr
EvaAuate pointing and stabili.ty at q rbit--could be in conjunction vit.h test
and evaluation of figure control
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST: Test and evaluate full scale system and verify design
procedures for follow-on missions, i'
i0-I00 meter diameter
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT 1000-2000 kg,SIZE X X m, POWER 1 kW
POINTING one to five 8Jrc sec STABILITY .1 sec/sec DATA
ORIENTATION various CREW: NO. 1 0PERATIONS/DURATION / 2 darts
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
E×,ST,NGYESV]NOE3
TEST CONFIDENCE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: Only component and subsystem level tests
can be performed on the ground.
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES: _"
EXISTING YES _ NO O
GRQUND TEST LIMITATIONS:
lEST CONFIDENCE
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
"TASK COST 151 COST 15)
1 ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3 MFG & C/O
4 TEST & EVAL
TECH NEED DATE
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
11 VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUM OF PROGRAM COSTS $ )
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COST IMPACT PROBABILITY
,J (I_,)$1 NISK S
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. NGC-IO
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
1. REF. NO. PREP DATE REV DATE LTR
CATEGORY Guidance, Navigation and Control
2. TITLE Figure Control of Large Deformable Structures ....
3 TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART _
CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
Large precision structures (t_rpically _ 3 3 ?
]ar_ antpnnas for h_uh resolution
earth observations i astronomy interferom_ ars. e_Lc&nnot be maintained in
space without active control of their surface shape. Orders of magnitude
loss of resolution can result from uncontrolled deformation of antennas.
4 SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE 1983
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME 3 YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE 1980
5 BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOADS
TECHNICAL BENEFITS By achievin_ maximum benefit from each system improv¢_
data and reduced data rate can be achieved.
POTENTIAL COSTBENEFITS Reduction in number of satellite missions and increase
in data quality resulting in lO0's of million of dollars in bcDefits.
ESTIMATFDCOSTSAVINGSS 20 million
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS T_rpes and location of activators to be used ..........
Structural modeling and fabrication methods
Sensors for measuring structural deformation to the requisite accuracy
New approachez to the coupling and control of modular array elements
.................................
• ,)REOU_RED SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGIES NASA TND-'/OP_Q& ;!ASA G_-.OY3 D_ NiU
"shape control of large deformable structures" * DOTE #40 MaEneLic larKe .....
array assembly and shape management.
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
% T T { J_t 1 ,' _q
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TITLE Figure Control of Large Deformable Structures NO. NGC-10
PAGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: Large, lightweight, structure i and
modular arrays
TEST DESCRIPTION: ALT.(ma_/mm) . 500.. /. 200 km INCt Any dog,TIME2 dgys h,
(i) Transport and unfurl a large light-weight structure in space to evaluate
surface control (should use _tructure for future on-golng m_gg_nn)
(2) Deploy small set of magnetically coupled modular arrays linked to shuttle or
freeflyJDg body.
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST: Evaluate concert and engineering evaluation of on-going
system, between _O&lO0 meter diameterEQUIPMENT: WEIGHT 1000-2000 kg,SIZE X m, POWERone (1) kW
POINTING TBD STABILITY TBD DATA
ORIENTATION various CREW NO. 1 0PERATIONS/r"IRATION i0 / 2 days
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES: construction and assembly
EXISTING: YES _ N0_
TEST CONFIDENCE high
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: There is probably no good ground test
option available since the structures cannot support their own weight.
TEST DESCRIPTION/R EQtll R EMENTS'.
SPECIAL GPOUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING YES [-7 NO O
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS.
TESI ,;ONFIOENCE
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION I
ITASK COST ($1 COST 1$)
1 ANALYSIS
2 DESIGN
3 MFG & C/O
4 lEST& EVAL
T[.CH NEED DATE L
GRAND TOTAL Gi AND TOTAL |
11, VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUM OF PROGRAM COSTS $ )
12, DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COST IMPACT PROBABILITY
• (:().%1HISK $
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO I4GC-1/
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIRE_;ENT PAGE 1
1 REF. NO. PREP DATE b/_/75 REV DATE LTR
CATEGORY _uid_ance= M_Kii@_l_t__on and Cuntrol
2. TITLE Teleoperator Orbiter Bay Experiment [_OBE)
3 TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
_ts experiment will consist of a CURRENT _INPERTURBED REQUIRED
vehicle of modular design containin 6 3 7 7
-manipulator(s) and visual sensors operate'd remotely in the orbiter bay. The
system will provide proof demonstration sund crew f--mil: _'__Jzationin the space_
environment. This will also be a precursor to the Earth Orbital Teleoperator__
Experiment Demonstration Flisht.
4 SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE 1981
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME _ _ YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEEDDA-=- 19_
5 BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBEROF PAYLOADS
TECHNICALBENEFITS Demonstrate man-machine capability in space for hardware
manipulation and servicing. !,, some cases ma,, without teleoperator support,
would be unable to carry out the required tasks.
POTENTIAL COST BENEFITS Greatly, reduced time to car_ out certain tasks.
The integration of this time saving would ult_matel_r save an extra shuttle
flight.
ESTIMATED COST SAVINGSS 10 million
per fligh_ _ve,_.
6 RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS Technical £roblems= which are currently being p=rsuedL__ -
include: manipulator desi_Ln* manipulator sensors, data d'_!la][, interaction
of operator with control and data display hardware and computer applications.
REQUIRED SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGIES _T.V. imaKiing , computers_ 9ptical and
mechanical sensors.
7 REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS See DTR #36 and RTOP 970-63-20
"Technology for Remote Manned Control for Payload Servicing."
T IT[)H 1, / 1_
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TITLE Teleoperator Orbiter Bay Experiment (TOBE) NO NGC-II
PAGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
_. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: TORE would be a modular structure consisting
of manipulators, docking adapter, visual & R.F. system plus a task board for dem-
onstrating the a ._ _'" .v._ex_er_j required e_ conducting a variety of manipulative tasks
in zero gravity.
TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT (max/re,n) N/A / N,;& kin, INCL N/A deg,TIME6ea.-1 h,
This experiment will be conducted in the Orbiter Ba_ under varyin_ lighting
conditions as provided by both day and night cycles of orbit.
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST Less costly to demonstrate in _ne zero-gravity environment
of space th_n to simulate the same on earth.
EQUIPMENT: WEI6HT 185 kg SIZE 1 X 1 X 1.5 re,POWER .75 kW
POINTING N/A STABILIT', N/A DATAVideo/power/recordings
ORIENTATION _/A CREW NO 1 ,OPERATIONS/DURATION 6 [ 1 hr.
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES: Video monitor and telemetry of power measurements
would be desirable. EXISTING: YES [_ NO['7
TESTCONFDENCE i00
9 GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: The TORE would be tested as a proto-flight
system limited to one-g environment.
TEST DESCR'DTION/REQUIREMENTS: Perform limited manipulative task in one-g
remotely aided by video systems.
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES: The teleoperator manipulator and mobility unit test
facility (EOTS simulator) 1 .'ate at MSFC.
EXISTING" YES r_ No r_
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS: Limited to one-K conditionsx no vacuum and unreal
thermal control.
TEST CONFIDENCE 50
10 SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
C_ ....76 77 78 79 80 81] 1$)!COST 76 77 78 79 80 81 COST (S)TASK
1.ANALYSIS -- .I -- .i
2. DESIGN .5M 7 "-4- .5M
3 MFG & C/O 2.5M ....... 3.0M
4, TEST & EVAL .... .hM ---j 1.0M
TECH NEED DAlE X I X
G_AND TOTAL 3.5M GRAND TOTAL h.6M
11 VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ ___ (SUMOF PROGRAM COSTS$ h Million )
12 DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COST IMPACT PROBABILITY
i
COST RISK $
l
I ill)f; 21 1 lq
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1977006969-167
ITITLE Teleoperator Orbiter Bay Experiment (TORE) NO. NGC-II
PAGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
SPACE TEST OPTION TESTARTICL£:TOBE would be a modular structure consisting
of manipulators, docking adapter, visual & R.F. system plus a task board for dem-
onstrating the uex_er_j4........,_ e.........Aucting a variety, of maniDuiative, tasks
in zero gravity.
TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT (max/re.n) N/A / N/,"_ km INCh N/A deg TIME6ea.-1 h,
This experiment will be conducted in the Orbiter Ba)r under varyin$ lighting
conditions as provided by both da_, and night cycles of orbit.
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST Less costly to demonstrate in =he zero-gravity environment
of space th_n to simulate the same on earth.
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT 185 kg SIZE 1 X 1 X 1.5 m,P0WER .75 kW
POINTING _/A STABILIT', N/A OAmAVideo/power /recordings
ORIENTATION _I/A CREW NO 1 OPERATIONS/DURATION 6 / 1 hr.
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES: Video monitor and telemetry of power measurements
would be desirable. EXISTING: YES _ NO[7
TESTCONFDENCE i00
9 GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: The TOBF, would be tested as a proto-fliE_DG_
system limited to one-g environment.
TEST DESCR'DTION/REQUIREMENTS: Perform limited manipulative task in one-g
remotely aided by video systems.
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES: The teleoperator manipulator and mobility unit test
facility (EOTS simulator) 1 ;ate at MSFC.
EXISTING YES [5['I NO [_
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS: Limited to one-g conditions, no vacuum and unreal
thermal control.
TEST CONFIDENCE 50
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPTION |l GROUND TEST OPTION
TASK _ 76 77 76 79 80! 811CO'ST($'I 76 77 78 79 80 81 COST($)I
1 ANALYSIS -- ,1 -- ,I
2 DESIGN ...... .EM 7 "-_ .EM
3.MFG & C/O 2.5M ....... 3,OM
4 TEST & EVAL .... .hM l ---I I.OMTECH NEED DATE X X
G_AND TOTAL 3.5M] GRAND TOTAL 4.6M
11 VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ ___ (SUM OF PROGRAM COSTS $ h Million )
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COST IMPACT PROBABILITY
q
COST RISK $
I (I[)P" .'I / it,
I_TROI)X'('D_II,FrY, !F _'_I 1160
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. NGC-12
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
1 REF iJO. PREP DATE 8/8/75 REV DATE LTR _-
CATEGORY Gu!.dance, Navigation and Control
2. TITLE Earth Orbital Teleoperstor System (EOTS)
3 TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
This experiment will be a "free flyer" CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED3 7 7
experiment which will contain the
Teleoperator Orbiter Bay Experiment (TOBE) ty_e components and systems--
manipulators t docking adapters, visual system. RF systems plus the guidance
and propulsion systems.
4 SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE 1983
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME 3 YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE 1980
5 BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OFPAYLOADS
TECHNICAL BENEFITS The flight experiment will demonstrate the ability for
deploying, rendezvousing, retrieving, inspecting, servicing and assembling
_payloads and satellites.
POTENTIAL COST BENEFITS Will enable the repair and servicing of satellites
which would otherwise have to be abandoned or returned to Earth for more
expensive servicing.
ESTIMATEDCOSTSAVINGS$ i00 Million
6 RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
T£CH_'_CALPROSLEMS Technical problems, which are currently being pursued, _
include: manipulator design, manipulator sensors, data display, interaction
of operator with control and data display hardware and computer applications.
REQUIRED SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGIES T.V. imsKin_ antennas,_,idance and
navigation, computers, optical and mechanics/ sensors.
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS See DTR #36 and RTOP 970-6_-20
"Technology for Remote Manned Control for Pa[load Servicing."
J
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NGC-13
FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE 8/12/75 REV DATE LTR
CATEGORY Guidance; Navigation and Control
, ,|
2. TITLE Modular Instrument Pointing Technolo_ Laboratory_ (MIPTL)
3 TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
In addition to precision pointing CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
system technology_ there are a number
of guidance and control pointing elements and systems for both earth v_ew_ng
and astronomy Inat form the elements of a Shuttle Spacelab ex__erlmpnt. Such
a laboratory would be required to provide position control to <i0 sec and be /
desi6ned for changeout of pointing instruments and various elements of the
pointin 6 control system.
4 SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE i_80-i_81
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME 3 YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE 1980
5 BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOADS Hany
TECHNICAL BENEFITS The benefits of an instrument pointing technology laboratory
with an initial accuracy on the order of a few arc-seconds would be the oppor-
tunity of testing various sensors and elements of pointin 6 systems in an earth
orbital application at a relatively low cost. The laboratory would be recon-
fi&q_rable and serve a continuous test capability for pointiDg and control tech-
POTENTIAL COSTBENEFITS nology.
ESTIMATED COSTSAVINGS $
6 RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS The principal problem in designing an instrument pointin 6
technology laboratory is the sophistication of the modular concept. To bo
cost effective as a testing tool the laboratory would have to allow various
components to be tested and instrumented without major impact or redesign
of laboratory elements.
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES
i. Platform isolation system
2. Attitude determination and relative instrumentatiqn
7 REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS Applicable on-goinf programs might include
506-19-13 Advanced s/c and control systems and 506-i_-ih Extended Life
A/C Systems and 506-19-15 Video Inertial Pointing
i FT (TDR-11 7'75
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TITLE Modular Instrument Pointing[ Technology Laboratory (MIPTL) NO. NGC-13
PAGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND "lEST OPTIONS
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE:
TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT. (max/ram) / _ km, INCL. deg, TIME _ hr
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST:
i
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT kg,SIZE X X rn, POWER kW
POINTING STABI LITY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. 0PERATIONS/DURATION /
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING: YES D NO [-'l
TEST CONFIDENCE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE:
TEST DESCRIPTION/R EQUIREMENTS:
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING" YES D NO [_
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS:
TEST CONFIDENCE
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPTION | GROUND TEST OPTION
TASK ICY COST ($,,,1 i I___ COST ($)
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN I
3. MFG & C/O
4 TEST & EVAL
TECH NEED DATE [
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUM OF PROGRAM COSTS$ )
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COST IMPACT PROBABILITY
C(JST HISK S
i.=.............
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. NGC-lh
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
1. REF. NO. PREP DATE 8/13/75 REV DATE LTR
CATEGORY Navigation, Guidance and Control
2 TITLE Inertial Components Flight Test Facility
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
This facility (module) is viewed as a
2 5 7
device to evaluate advanced navigation
com/oonents and would be used over a period of man_2ears. This facility is
essentially a "free flyer" on board the shuttle (spacelab). This module
would be released from shuttle (to isolate disturbances) and inertially_ ....... ;
stabilized. The shuttle is flown so as to "station keep" with the module.
Within this facility it would be possible to evaluate a variety of components
such as low-5 accelerometers, gyroscopic components, and inertial measurement
units.
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE 198_
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME 3 YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE 1982
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOADS
TECHNICAL BENEFITS Obtaining very low-5 capability of providing isolation for
precision stability measurements is extremely difficult on earth. The present
state-of-the-art can be refined, but order(s) of magnitude improvements can
be obtained only in space.
POTENTIAL COST BENEFITS Alternate earth based facilities are either impossible
to build or at best extremel7 expensive.
ESTIMATED COST SAVINGS S
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS The technology to build and operate the proposed facility
is generally available. The free flyer will be similar in com_21exit_to a
present-day sounding rocket payload.
REQUIRED SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGIES NGC-h ; NGC-5
7 REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
165
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TITLE Inertial Components Flight Test Facility NO. NGC-14
_AGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
8. SPACE TEST OPTION rEST ARTICLE: Inertial Components
TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT. (max/mm) ..AJqy /. kin, INCL. Any deg,TIME 8 hr
Components are mounted on the free flyer and allowed to "float" while output
is monitored.
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST: k_valuation of components A_t 4/2// and under conditions
(isolation) unobtainable in space j
.QUIPMENT: WEIGHT 1000 kg,SIZE 2 X 1 X 1 m, POWER 2 kW
POINTING provided by facility STABILITyPr°v-_d bY----T-a611i_ATA
ORIENTATION Inertial CREW: NO. 1 0PERATIONS/DURATION 2 / h
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES: Component alignment and functional test
EX,STING: YES F_ N0[]
TEST CONFIDENCE .95
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: Inertial Components
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS: The present state-of-the-a_t probably cannot be
extended by the orders of magnitude that can be achievable in space,
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING' YES I--l NO r_
GROUND TESTLIMITATIONS: Disturbances from seismic forces, tidal forces_ and the
inability to align with the earth's gravitational field.
TEST CONFIDENCE
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
TASK _ 76 77] 78 79 80 81 COST ($) i COST (S)I
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG & C/O
4. TEST & EVAL
TECH NEED DATE
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUM OF PROGRAM COSTS $ )
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COST IMPACT PROBABILITY
=__
i CoST RISK S
, i i_f_ .,, : jr%
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO NGC-15
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
1 REF NO, PREPDATE REV DATE LTR
CATEGORY Guidance I navigation and control
2 TITLE Free Flyin_ Interferometer
3 TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART I
line interferometer of sufficient gain
and accuracy to be used with small ground beacons and antennas and weak
stellar sources.
.................. j'
4 SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE 1985
PAYLOADDEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME 3 YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE 1982
5 BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOADS
TECHNICAL BENEFITS Such interferometers can be used as a basis for creating
navigation and control and search and rescue systems for mobile earth
platforms such as ships and aircraft.
POTENTIAL COST BENEFITS Could be instrumental in eliminating ship collisions
and search and rescue position location.
ESTIMATEDCOSTSAVINGS $ 2 Billion/yr.
6 RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICALPROBLEMS Obtainin_ sufficient signal gain and accuracy.
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES Ground beacons.
7 REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS Outlook for Space Objective 03h -
Communication -Navigation and DOTR 38.
T (TDH 11 I ;h
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TITLE Free Flying Interferometer NO NGC-15
PAGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: Free-flyer and shuttle based
interferometer equipment
TEST DESCRIPTION: ALT (maxim,n) _00 / 300 km, INCL. deg,]',ME _ h,
BENEFIT OFSPACETEST .Pr°vide. a basis for a navigation, control, and searc;_ and j
rescue system for mobile land platform.
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT 1000 kg,SIZE 3 X 3 X 3 m, POWER 1 kW t
POINTING STABILITY DATA
ORIENTATION Earth CREW' NO. __ 0PERATIONS/DURATION 10 / 1 hr,
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING: YES [] N0[]
TEST CONFIDENCE .95
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE:
TEST DESCRIPTION/R EQUIREMENTS.
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING:YESD NO
GROUND TESTLIMITATIONS. Virtually impossible to duplicate on ground.
TEST CONFIDENCE
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
"TASK COST ($) COST 1$)
i
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3 MFG & C/O
4 TEST & EVAL
TECH NEED DATE
(_RAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
11, VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUM OF PROGRAM COSTS $ )
12, DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COST IMPACT PROBABILITY
CO,_T HISK S
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IV. SH t_PTLE PAYLOADS
A. INTRODUCTION
In Section II, User Requirements were grouped under
the three major thrusts that were developed as logical
summary goals for Navigation, Guidance and Contro±.
;
The Technology Requirements that were subsequently
generated (Section III) were also grouped under these
major thrusts. In a similar manner, the recommended
flight experiments developed f_om the Technology Require-
ments and discussed in this section can also be organized
under these major thrusts.
This organization of experiments is shown in Table I.
As can be seen, each major thrust has produced several
shuttle experiments. In some cases, a number of individual
experiments have been grouped to result in what appears to
be an efficient payload--a payload that will minimize de-
velopment costs and possibly the number of flights.
The total group of experiments, each including a brief
description, a justification for the experiment, references
to the Technology Descriptions and the Payload Technology
Forms is presented in the following material.
B. GROUPING OF EXPERIMENTS
Forty-seven technology requirements were identified
that support the user requirements. From these, a total
of 15 were identified that could benefit from a space
test. Some of the future payload technology space tests
i require or are enhanced by the space environment, while
169 j
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others benefit from a systems test, required for user ac-
ceptance, that can only be performed meaningfully in space.
Several of the payload technology space tests fit in-
to groups that could use similar support facilities on the
shuttle. Two of these classes are listed below with their
proposed experiments: J
1. Inertial Components Test Facilit3
a. Low-g accelerometer tests
b. Redundant strapdown IMU for space missions
2. Modular Instrument Pointing Test Facility
a. Optical correlator landmark tracker
b. Video correlator landmark tracker
c. Video Inert:al Pointing System for Shutt!_
Astronomy Payloads
These two test facilities are characterized by having
the potential to support technology development over an
extended period of time of a broad class of NASA uses or
mission requirements.
C. EXPERIMENTS AND RATIONALE
All of the shuttle experiments that have been identi-
fied from the technology requirements can be categorized
according to whether the experiment supports mission driven
or opportunity driven technology. Mission driven refers to
technology requirements that have been identified or are
related to future missions. Opportunity driven refers to
technology requirements that would provide new enabling
technology for potential missions that have not yet been
identified. Table II shows each proposed experiment, its
basis for justification and whether it is opportunity
i driven or mission driven.
R_TROI)UC_IIJTY OF 1_I,,
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Table III correlates the Outlook for Space, User In-
puts, Major Thrusts, and the majority of the technology re-
quirements. The first t_ree sections of this table will
allow the reader to determine the specific technology re-
J
lated to the other three areas. The next section of the
!
table enumerates a specific user requirement and technology
response outside the major thrust. The final section iden-
tifies those areas which form a part of any consistent con-
tinuing program: the necessary effort to refine the state-
of-the-art so that maximum benefits can be achieved. Also
_hl_ area are those DOTR's which were referredgrouped in '_
to other working groups. The numbers in front of the tech-
nology items provide a quick reference to the DOTR's which
will pruvide more detailed information on the specific tech-
nolegy. In this table each technology item appears only
once opposite that set of areas to which it most logically
applies. In general, the OFS and User Inputs have been
grouped according to similar functions which allow adjacent
vertical areas across the chart to be associated together.
However, many of the technology items apply to a number of
othe_ areas. Table III-A shows this cross-correlation but
requires that the reader refer to Table III and the index
to determine the items being correlated.
The following pages present brief resumes of each ex-
periment, and this is followed directly by considerable de-
tail in the form of the "Future Payload Technoloqy Testing
and Development Requirement" Forms.
%
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Major Thrust REDUCE MISSION SUPPORT COST BY 50% THROUGH AUTO-
NOMOUS OPERATION BY 1990
Experiments: i. Low Cost Navigation Independent of NASA
Tracking Faci] ities
2. Scanning Laser Radar (SLR)
Major Thrllst PROVIDE A TEN-FOLD INCREASE IN MISSION OUTPUT
THROUGH IMPROVED POINTING AND CONTRCL BY 1990
Experiment Groupings: /
Title: i. Modular Instrument Pointing Technology Lab-
oratory (MIPTL)
Individual Experiments:
a. Optical Correlator Landmark Tracker
b. Video Correlator Landmark Tracker
c. Video Inertial Pointing System for
Shuttle Astronomy Payloads
Title: 2. rnertial Components Flight Test .acility
Individual Experiments:
a. Low Gravity Accelerometer Testing
b. Redundant Strapdown Laser Inertial
Measurement Unit for Space Missions
Other Experiments:
3. Stray Light Rejection Testing
4. Attitude Control of a Flexible Structure
5. Figure Control of Large Deformable Structures
6. Free Flyinq Interferometer
Major Thrust PI_OVI[)E A IIUNDRED-FCLD LNCREASE IN HUMAN'S PRODUC-
TIVITY IN SPACE THROUGII LARGE-SCALE TELEOPERATOR
APPLICATION BY 1990
Experiments: i. Teleoperctor Orbiter Bay Experiments (TOBEI
2. Earth Orbital Teleoperator System (EOTS)
L,
TABI,E [ SEI[_PTLE PAYI,OAD EXPl MENT AND EXPERIMENT GROUPIN{]
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USER INPUT_R INF
OFFICE OF OFFICE OF :FICE
APPLIC_ I'I0_ ATOUTLOOK FOR SPACE SPACE SCIENCE
(1) VER'I LONG LIFE COMPONENTS AND (2) LONG LIFE, SELF REPAIRING
SYSTEMS SPACECRAFT SYSTEMS
(3) AUTONOMOUS SPACECRAFT AND (4) ELECTRON'C GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
VEHICLES SYSTEMS FOR NEAR AUTOMATED LONG
MISSION LIFE
(6) AUTOMATED RENDEVOUS AND DOCKING
SYSTEM TECHNIQUES
(7) AUTOMATIC S/C RENDEVOUS- MARS
SAMPLE RETURN
(3) COMET AND ASTEROID RENDEVOUS AND
SAMPLE RETURN MISSION
(9) IMPROVED SURFACE MOBILITY AND
NAVIGATION FOR UNMANNED ROVERS
(10) IMPROVED DETERMIN/_'__ MI
POSITION ACCURACY_,_ AC
SPACE STATIONS ,,,h._
(11) DEVELOP SPACEBORN__ BOI
ACCLEROM ETERS OF I_ s C
ACCURACY FOR MEA_'RIM E
INFLUENCE OF DRAG O.J__A(
STUDY SATELI 1ES ' _'_
(12) PPECISION NAVIGATION
_.. TA," LE III RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN OUTLOOK FOR SPACE, USER INPUTS AND TECHNOI_OGY REQUIREMENTS
t,'OLI)OUT F"RA_ I 174
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jT_FI INPUTS _=
rr
)F:FICE OF OFFICE OF
O_N_ATIONS MANNED SPACE FLIGHT MAJOR THRUST o
14 STELLAR II
19 HIGH
21 C(
36 RADIATI(
MISSIONS
24 RATE
(5) LONG LIFETIME RELIABILITY 1 LOWC(
ASSURANCE 25 RED[
3
5
REDUCE MISSION SUPPORT BY 50% 7 COMET
THROUGH AUTONOMOUS OPERATIONS 8 COM ETA
BY 1990
N/(F__MINATION OF THE
,.y(_ACY OF ORBITAL
:_N_BORNE
F !_ $ OF 'MPROVED 23 LOW "G".
_,_iiMEASUREM ENT OF THE
3 ()E.}_SAG ON GRAVITY
b & VLBI
2
35 SPA(
, " \_ti, ,,.
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MAJOR THRUST a TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
14 STELLAR II
19 HIGH RESOLUTION LONG LIFE INERTIAL REFERENCE UNIT
21 CONTINUED DEVELOPMENT OF DIGITAL REBALANCE ELECTRONICS
36 RADIATION ATTITUDE CONTROL FOR EXTENDED LIFE PLANETARY
MISSIONS
24 RATE GYRO PACKAGE _,
1 LOW COST NAVIGATION INDEPENDENT OF NASA TRACKING FACI LMES
25 REDUNDANT STRAPDOWN IMU FOR SPACE MISSIONS ,:
3 SCANNING LASER RADAR !t
5 AUTONOMOUS GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION I,MISSION SUPPORT BY 50% 7 COMET AND ASTEROID EPHEMERIDES
_3HAUTONOMOUS OPERATIONS 8 COMETARY INTERCEPT MISSION
9 AUTOMATED SPACECRAFT (ROVERS)
23 LOW "G" ACCELEROMETER TEST FACILITY i'
6 Z_ VLBI AND PULSAR NAVIGATION
2 APPROACH GUIDANCE FOR A SPINNING SPACECRAFT
: 35 SPACECRAFT SURFACE FORCE CONTROL (SURFCON) AND ATTITUDE
CONTROL SYSTEM
t
i
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USER INPUTS
OFFICE OF OFFICE OF
OUTLOOK FOR SPACE SPACE SCIENCE APPLICATION
(13) SPACECR
CONTROL OR
NEEDED TO ONE (1)
: FOR EARTH
(14) IMAGING TECHNIQUES WITH
CARTOGRAPHIC ACCURACY
(15) COMMUNICATIONS (16) THE DEVELOPMENT OF,
ELEMENTS SYSTEMS (BETWEEN
RECEIVER) CAPABLE
DEVICES AT 1.000 KM
(17) SPACE ENERGY CONVERTERS ACCURACY OF ASECONDS
(18) LARGE, CONTROLLABLE (19) LARGE STRUCTURES IN SPACE WITH
LIGHTWEIGHT STRUCTURES EXTREMELY ACCURATE POSITION (20) PRECISION POINTING
AND ATTITUDE KNNOWLEDGE AND STRUCTURES AND
CONTROL
(22) REFINEMENT OF
INTERFEROMETRIC
TO PERMIT LC
" CONTINENTS WITHIN
(24) COMMUNICATION- NAVIGATION
FOI,i UT /
TABLE III continued
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OFFICEOF OFFICEOFAPPLICATION MANNED SPACE FLIGHT MAJOR THRUSTS ID
ECRAFT ATTITUDE 26 OPTICAL (
"ROL OR DETERMINATION IS
--DTO ONE (1) ARC SECOND
EARTHPOINTING 27 VIDEO
ELOPMENT OF CLOSED LOOP II INCREASE MISSION BENEFITS
S(BETWEEN EMITTER AND THROUGH A TEN-FOLD POINTING 17
-'R) CAPABLE OF POINTING AND CONTROL IMPROVEMENT BY STAR
AF 1,000 KM TO AN 1990
,CY OF A FEW ARC
S
18 STRAY-LI(
DN POINTING FOR LARGE
URES AND AF RAYS 31 VIDEO
(21) LARGESPACE BASED PAYLOADS
POWER SYSTEMS
lENT OF LOW-RANGE
"_'ROMETRICTECHNIQUES 32 ATTITI
4IT LOCATION OF THE (23) LARGE VOLUME/LONG RANGE 34 HIGH ACCL
--NTSWITHIN A FEW CM COMMUNICATIONS BODY S/C
33 FIGURE C(
38 MEA_
_t,DOUT FRA-_ J---
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IAJOR THRUSTS _ TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
26 OPTICAL CORRELATOR LANDMARK TRACKER
27 VIDEO CORRELATOR LANDMARK TRACKER
MISSION BENEFITS
A TEN-FOLD POINTING 17 OPTICAL STANDARDIZATION AND IMPROVED TUBE DESIGN FOR
IMPROVEMENT BY STAR TRACKER
18 STRAY-LIGHT REJECTION
31 VIDEO INERTIAL POINTING SYSTEM FOR SHUTTLE ASTRONAUT
PAYLOADS
32 ATTITUDE CONTROL OF FLEXIBLE SPACECRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
34 HIGH ACCURACY INSTRUMENT POINTING SYSTEM FOR FLEXIBLE
BODY S/C
33 FIGURE CONTROL OF LARGE DEFORMABLE STRUCTURES
38 MEASUREMENT AND CONTROL OF LONG BASELINE STRUCTURES
i
1977006969-186
OUTLOOK FOR SPACE USERS INPUTS _
E:,_ T:OFFICE OF SPACE OFFIC
SCIENCE APPLICA 1
(26) LUNAR RESOURCE
RECOVERY, P'- _CESSING
AND SPACE I%,ANEUVERING
(29) SURVIVABLE HARD AND SEMI-
HARD LANDED SCIENCE
, STATIONS
TABLE Ill CONCLUDED
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OFFICE OF OFFICE OF MANNED
-_ APPLICATIONS SPACE FLIGHT MAJOR THRUST
(25_ ',;4SPACE CONSTRUCTION III ENHANCE HUMAN'S
TECHNIQUES PRODUCTIVITY IN SPACE
THROUGH LARGE-SCAE
TELEOPERATOR APPLICATION BY
(27) ORBITOR 1990
ASSEMBLY/MAINTENANCE,
SERVICE/REPAIR
(28) REMOTE CONTROLLED
MANIPULATORS
BASIC IMPROVEMENTS IN
NAVIGATION COMPONENTS AND
TECHNIQUES LEADING TO
IMPROVED RELIABILITY AND
LOWER COST
I
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n"
t-
O TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTSMAJOR THRUST a
III ENHANCE HUMAN'S 44 MJ'LTIPURPOSE PANEL
PRODUCTIVITY IN SPACE 43 SATELITE SERVICING
THROUGH LARGE-SCAE 42 SUPERVISORY CONTROL OF REMOTE MANIPULATORS
TELEOPERATOR APPLICATION BY 41 SPACE TELEOPERATOR TECHNOLOGY
1990 10 ROBOTIC DECISION MAKING AND PLANNING
11 ROBOTIC SCENE ANALYSIS
12/ END EFFECTOR SENSORS FOR ROBOT AND
45 TELEOPERATOR MANIPULATORS
46 TELEOPERATOR CONTROLLERS
47 WRIST MECHANISMS
48 MINIATURE TV CAI_,'ERA
49 IMAGE ENHANCEMENT
50 VIDEO SIGNAL COMMUNICATIONS
30 HARD LANDER CONTROL FOR AIRLESS PLANETS
BASIC IMPROVEMENTS IN 20 CRYOGE/,;:C GYROSCOPES FOR SPACE AND AIRCRAFT
NAVIGATION COMPONENTS AND NAVIGATION*
TECHNIQUES LEADING TO 15 INTENSIFIED SOLID STATE IMAGING DEVICE*
IMPROVED RELIABILITY AND 16 CHARGE INJECTION DEVICES FOR LOW LIGHT LEVEL IMAGING
LOWER COST 4 DEVELOPMENT OF LOW COST NAVIGATIONAL COMPONENTS
22 HIGH RESOLUTION ATTITUDE SENSOR
28 OPTICAL INERTIAL REFERENCE*
37 FLUID MOMENTUM GENERATOR*
39 MAGNETIC LARGE ARRAY AND SHAPE MANAGEMENT*
* Referred to Basic Research Panel
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EXPERIMENT RESUMES
1977006969-191
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LOW COST NAVIGATION INDEPENDENT OF NASA TRACKING FACILTTIES
The proposed experiment would fly high quality aircraft
navigation gear (receiver/transmitter) to survey the signal
reception from orbit of the several existing navigation nets
for aircraft use around the world. When signal reception
characteristics are measured and understood, _uture Earth
orbiting satellites could be designed with the capability of
moderately accurate, near autonomous navigation thus reducing
the work load on the NASA t_acking net.
This experiment should be considered to lead to oppor-
tunity driven technology and would be used by survey and moni-
toring missions.
References :
i. "Definition of Technology Requirements" No. 1
2. "Future Payload Technology Testing and Development
Requirement" No. NGC-I
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SCANNING LASER RADAR '
V
The scanning laser radar provides complete six-degree-of-
freedom sensing at short range for rendezvous and docking appli-
cation. A shuttle experiment will provide the unique lighting
conditions of space and the freedom of motion that is expensive
to provide in an earth-bound facility. The technology is appli-
cable to any rendezvous and docking missions where autonomous
operation is required, and particularly to the Space Tug.
References :
i. "Definition of Technology Requirements" No. 2
2. "Future Payload Technology Testing and Development
Requirement" No. NGC-3
181
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STRAY-LIGHT REJECTION
The princlple purpose of this effort is to provide a means
of design verification for new sun and earth shade designs. A
secondary purpose is to verify present day design procedures.
As discussed in the DOTR and its abstract the attenuation char-
J
acteristics are very difficult to obtain in earth based facili-
ties; in fact, in the past it has been recommended that a new
facility be set up to evaluate sun shades. The experiment(s)
would consist of various ne_. _esign configurations and accom-
panying photo sensors to fly aboard Shuttle. This package
would be picked up by the remote man:pulato_ and rotated to
various angles relative to Shuttle or the entire vehicle allowed
to rotate. The degree of precision required from the test
would probably dictate the mode of operation. Comparison of
these results with design goals would eventually improve and
refine design procedures. It should be recognized that the
attendant star tracker may or may not be flown with the sun
shade dependent upon whether attenuation measurements, opera-
tional characteristics, or both are desire.
The principal benefactor [rcm such tests are the users of
star trackers who wish to push their instruments closer to the
sun. Such tests will also allow sun shade size (hence weight
and volume) to be reduce(_ to the minimum.
References :
i. "Definition of Technology Requirements" No. 18
2. "Future Payload Technology Testinq and Development
Requirement" No. NGC-3
182
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LOW - G ACCELEROMETER TESTING
The proposed test facility in a zero-g environment will
enable development of accelerometers with measurement capabil-
ity of 10-9g or less. This level of accuracy is required to
be able to measure non-gravitational S/C forces which produce
accelerations of this order of magnitude. The principal ad-
vantages of in-orbit test facilities are that elaborate and
costly seismic isolation techniques in the laboratory would
not be needed, and to date such laboratory devices have never
enabled the required level of accuracy, which would be attain-
able in-orbit.
This technology is required for earth and ocean physics
missions for measurement of the effect of drag on gravity
study satellites.
References :
1. "Definition of Technology Requirements" No. 23
2. "Future Payload Technology Testing and Development !
Requirement" No. NGC-4
' ,v)r .
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REDUND_/_T STRAPDOWN LASER INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT
i
The IMU includes six laser gyros and six accelerometers
in a dodecahedron configuration. In the flight experiment
they will be evaluated and demonstrated in the zero-g, vacuum
space environment. This demonstration is justified by the
novel and new nature of the laser gyro. The IMU is potentially
applicable to interplanetary missions where a highly reliable
navigation sensor is required.
References :
1. "Definition of Technology Requirements" No. 25
,_ 2. "Future Payload Technology Testing and Development
Requirement" No. NGC-5
)
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OPTICAL CORRELATOR LANDMARK TRACKER
AND
VIDEO CORRELATOR LANDMARK TRACKER
These two devices are discussed together since their end
goal is to provide the users (OA and OSS) with the capability
of pointing to predetermined targets on the earth very accur-
ately with only modest ephemeris and attitude information
available. Present techniques require precise ephemeris and
attitude data which are then used to calculate pointing direc-
tion. An additional attribute of either of these devices is
that it can be combined directly into the optical path of the
sensing telescope (or RF Receiver of a large antenna) in such
a way that the pointing direction of the sensing structure
(optics/antenna) is directly monitored without recourse to
transfering a pointing direction from an independent sensor.
This will allow earth pointing instruments to use the earth as
a cooperative target the same as celestial sensors use stars
and will allow the users of one arc-second pointing accuracy
(OA) to be met. In order to properly evaluate these devices,
it will be necessary to test aboard a shuttle flight which can
provide accurate instrument pointing capability toward the
earth. This will allow an assessment of their tolerance to
cloud cover, lighting variation and look angle, factors to
which they theoretically have a large tolerance.
While these devices offer solutions to similar problems,
2
' (cont. on page 2)
I
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it should be pointed out that the technology necessary for
their implementation is significantly different. They, there-
fore provide complimentary approaches to a different and im-
portant problem.
References:
i. "Definition of Technology Requirements" Nos. 26
and 27
2. "Future Payload Technology Testing and Development
Requirements" Nos. NGC-6 and NGC-7
r
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VIDEO INERTIAL POINTING (VIP) SYSTEM
The Video Inertial Pointing (VIP) System utilizes a video
sensor to provide three axis error signals for pointing and
stabilization of an astronomical telescope. In addition, the
video sensor will drive a display for use in starfield/target
identification and manual control. A shuttle experiment is
required to demonstrate the VIP system in a meaningful opera-
tional test to ensure user acceptance. The ability to track
the very dim stars and astronomical targets can only be demon-
strated above the earth's atmosphere. The operational test of
the VIP system technology will support the pointing and ac-
quisition requirements of shuttle-attached astronomy payloads
including the Shuttle Infrared Telescope Facility (SIRTF) and
the Shuttle UV/Optical Telescope (SUOT). The VIP system tech-
nology requirements and shuttle experiment are described in
more detail in the references shown below.
References :
i. "Definition of Technology Requirements" No. 31
2. "Future Payload Technology Testing and Development
Requirement" No. NGC-8
I
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ATTITUDE CONTROL OF FLEXIBLE
SPACECRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
4
This experiment demonstrates the attitude control of flex-
ible structures in space utilizing advanced control and model-
ing techniques designed to minimize the dynamic structural
response. Such a control system could provide an accurate
attitude environment that would increase the mission success
of a broad range of sensors and systems. This experiment re-
quires space testing to obtain the zero-g environment and is
an outgrowth of user requirements from OSS, OA and OMSF.
References :
i. "Definition of Technology Requirements" No. 32
2. "Future Payload Technology Testing and Development
Requirement" No. NGC-9
t' 188
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FIGURE CONTROL OF LARGE
DEFORMABLE STRUCTURES
This experiment explores figure control of large flexible
structures in space by actually deploying controlled flexible
arrays. Such shape control is necessary to achieve efficiency,
high gain, and improved bandwidth and resolution in sensors
and antenna arrays. This experiment requires space testing
to obtain the zero-g environment and is an outgrowth of user
requirements from OSS and OA.
References :
i. "Definition of Technology Requirements" No. 33
2. "Future Payload Technology Testing and Development
Requirement" No. NGC- i0
J
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TELEOPERATOR ORBITER BAY EXPERIMENT (TOBE)
The TOBE will be the first in a series of space teleoper-
ator experiments that will demonstrate the man-machine capabil-
ity in space for manipulating and servicing through remote con-
trol -- (To be conducted in Shuttle Bay). The basic TOBE will
consist of a manipulator, docking adapter/grappler, visual and
R.F. telemetry/communication systems, plus a task board.
The TOBE will assess these systems and their interface
hardware components in the environment parameters of space such
as zero-g gravity, vacuum and extreme thermal and lighting con-
ditions. The associated task board will contain a variety of
hardware components, cable connectors, modules for exchange,
etc., for the purpose of demonstrating the effectiveness, dex-
terity and handling ability of the hand controllers, manipula-
tors and end effectors under a gravity free situation remotely
through a visual system. In addition to the above, the TOBE
will also be utilized to assess maintenance, servicing, design
and operational concepts for future space teleoperators.
The technology being developed by these experiments will
support a wide variety of OMSF shuttle missions and payloads.
References :
1. "Definition of Technology Requirements" Nos. 41
through 50
2. "Future Payload Technology Testing and Development
2 Requirement" No. NGC-11
l
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EARTH ORBITAL TELEOPERATOR SYSTEMS (EOTS)
The EOTS will be the second generation of space teleoper-
ator experiments. It will consist of the same type equipment
as the TOBE (manipulator, docking adapter/grappler, visual and
R.F. telemetry/communication systems) plus a navigation, guid-
ance and cGntrol, and propulsion system.
The EOTS will assess the above systems in a free space,
gravity free environment and provide the means to evaluate a
"Free Flying Teleoperator". A summary of the benefits afforded
by the EOTS can be provided by an investigation of applications
of EOTS potential capabilities. Some of these benefits are:
Monitor/Inspect -- The EOTS can provide an examination of areas
not currently possible with the STS systems. It can also pro-
vide a panoramic view of any STS activities such as payload
deployment or EVA -- Deploy/Retrieve. It can assist in the
recovery of payloads where dynamic state might compromise the
orbiter's safety. In addition, the EOTS can deploy the payload
at a distance from the orDiter, reducing contamination levels.
Experiment Support servicin_ -- The versatility of the
mechanisms allows much greater coverage in serviceable payload
design. The elimination of payload bay servicing dedicated
equipment provides more space for payloads. The payloads can
employ EOTS capabilities rather than designing their own. When
required, the EOTS can functionally replace EVA activities.
Assembly -- EOTS can replace the man for tasks handling
, (cont. on page 2)
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massive objects that might be hazardous. It can also act as a
portable workstation providing lighting, tool storage, and tem-
porary storage for removal parts.
The technology being developed by this experiment will
support a wide variety of OMSF shuttle missions and payloads.
RF/'RO.DUC[BU.['[_ OF TIlE
¢tRIa_NALPA_¢ _ POOR
References :
i. "Definition of Technology Requirements" Nos. 41
through 50
2. "Future Payload Technology Testing and Development
: Requirement" No. NGC- 12
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MODULAR INSTRUMENT POINTING
TECHNOLOGY LABORATORY (MIPT_)
The Modular Instrument Pointing Technology Laboratory
(MIPTL) provides a facility for performing a variety of exper-
iments associated with instrument pointing technology. The
facility would consist of a basic mount, stabilization sub-
systems, and associated controls and displays. This facility
would support several of the experiments that have been pro-
posed and the facility has the potential to support technology
advancement over a long time period. The presently identified
experiments that would use MIPTL are referenced below; these
experiments support a broad range of technology requirements
and NASA user offices.
References:
I. "Future Payload Technology Testing and Development
Requirement" No. NGC-13 i
Related Experiments:
I. Optical cerrelator landmark tracker, No. NGC-6
2. Video correlator landmark tracker, No. NGC-7
3. Video Inertial PointJ-_ System for Shuttle Astronomy
Payloads, No. NGC-8
193
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INERTIAL COMPONENTS FLIGHT TEST FACILITY
This facility (module) is required to evaluate advanced
navigation components and would be used over a period of many
years. This facility is essentially a "free flyer" on board
the shuttle or space lab. This module weuld be released from
the shuttle (to isolate disturbances) inertial]y stabilized
and the shuttle flown so as to station keep with the module.
Within this facility it would be possible to evaluate a variety
of components such as low "g" accelerometer, gyroscope com-
ponents, and inertial measurement units.
References :
i. "Definition of Technology Requirements" Nos. 4, 5,
and 14
2. "Future Payload Technology Testing and Development
Requirements" Nos. 23 and 25
)
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FREE FLYING INTERFEROMETER
This space experiment evaluates the use of interfero-
meters composed of free flying receivers for locating mobile i
ground platforms and stellar radiometric sources. This re-
quires a space experiment to realistically evaluate accuracy
and ground beacon power requirements. This experiment is in
response to the Outlook for Space. Objective 034 - Communica-
tion - Navigation which highlights the need for locating, con-
trolling, and performing search and rescue for mobile ground
platforms (e.g., ships and aircraft).
References :
I. "Definiti': %°echnology Requirements" No. 38
2. "Future _ load Technology Testlng and Development
Requirement" No. NGC- 15
l 19,5
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V. Relation to Current Technology Program
A. Introduction
The development of technology requirements and shuttle
experiments in the previous sections leads naturally to the
question of how the current technology prog):am relates to these
requirements. To answer this question, a roadmap of the current
technology program was generated and compared to the technology
requirements.
B. Roadmap of the Current Technology Program
The roadmap which includes all RTOPS which are applicable
to the navigation, guidance and control disciplines is Figure 3.
The RTOPS group naturally into major thrusts that were identified
in Section II. The listing of RTOPS and the associated roadmap
are given in Table IV. The technology requirements identified
in Section III are compared to the current program RTOP numbers
in Tables V, VI, VII, and VIII.
C. Relation of Current Program to Technology Requirements and
Shuttle Experiments
Based on the roadmap of the on-going program and the
charts comparing this to the technology requirements generated
during the Workshop, several comments are required:
i. There was variation as to the input of technology
requirements to the workshop. Some on-going technology programs
that may require or benefit from a shuttle experiment were not
submitted as technology requirements. No attempt was made to work
backwards during the workshop and consider these on-going programs
for possible experiments or to determine how these programs match
the workshop user requirements.
2. No attempt was made to establish priorities for the
shuttle experiments or to relate their importance to additional
work for technology requirements not covered by the on-going
technolc_y program.
3. Several of the GN&C shuttle experiments are inter-
related with other discipline working groups. For example the
pointing and control experiments relate closely to the sensors
and data acquisition, and the MIPTL (Modular Instrument Pointing
Technology Laboratory) could be used in conjunction with advance
sensors such as the Advanced Technology Radiometer. The experiments
proposed in the structures and arrays area must be jointly
developed with the structures discipline.
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ATTACHI,IENTTO FIGURE 3
COt_TROLROADMAP LEGEND
MILESTONE END ITEM CENTER
IRM Laser IMU System Operational Test 909-55-I0/506-19-II MSFC
2RM Redundant Laser IMU System Test 909-55-I0/506-19-II MSFC
3K Standard (MJS) DRIRU Prototype - JPL
4R Long Life DRIRU Gyro 506-19-14 JPL
5R Long Life DRIRU 506-19-14 JPL
6R Breadboard VIP Stellar Tracker 506-19-15 JPL
7R ELACS Stellar Tracker Breadboard 506-19-14 JPL
8R ELACS Stellar Technology Readiness 506-19-14 JPL
95 Definition of Flight Experiment Mission 188-41-54 MSFC
lOS Prototype Gyro Testing Conlplete 188-41-54 MSFC
lIS High Tolerance Hodel Available 188-41-54 MSFC
12M IMS SUMC Computer Integration 909-54-I0/909-54-33 MSFC
13M Fault Tolerant SUMC Test 909-54-I0/909-54-33 MSFC
14R ELACS Electronics Breadboard 506-19-14 JPL
15R Fault Tolerant ELACS Electronics 506-19-14 JPL
16R ELACS Technology Readiness 506-19-14 JPL
17R 2 Axis Bearing Integration with 506-19-12 GSFC
Ironless Motor
18R Small Scale Isolation Platform 506-19-12 GSFC
19R Platform Soft Isolator Evaluation 506-19-12 GSFC
20R Final Testing of Second Generation CMG 506-19-13 LaRC
21R AMC D Laboratory Prototype 506-19-13 LaRC
22R AMCD Hardware Test Complete 506-19-13 LaRC
REPPX)DUCIBILITYOP T_
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ATTACHMENT TO FIGURE 3 (CONT'D.)
CONTROL ROADMAP LEGEND
}
MILESTONE ErlDITEM RTOP CENTER
23R Completion of 2 Axis AMCD 506-19-13 LaRC
i
24R Breadboard Mag. Bearing Reaction Wheel 506-19-14 JPL
25R Mag. Bearing Reaction Wheel Tech.
Readiness 506-19-14 JPL
26M IPACS Prototype Wheel 909-81-08
27M Composite Rotor 909-74-35/910-35-02 LaRC -
28M Composite Rotor Testing Complete 909-74-35/910-35-02 LaRC
29R VIPS Stage II System Test 506-81-08 AMES
30R VIPS Stage Ill System Test 506-81-08 AMES
31R Annular Suspension & Pointing
System Model 506-19-13 LaRC
32R Standardized Software Library 506-19-15 LaRc
33R Define Tug Deployment Techniques 909-08-51 MSFC
34R Define IPS Ultimate Pointing Perf. 909-08-51 MSFC
35R Define IPS Digital Controller Design 909-08-57 MSFC :
36R Optimum Filter Developed 506-19-14 JPL
37R Suboptimal Filter Options Developed 506-19-14 J_'.
38R Best Suboptional Filter Selected 506-19-14 JPL '
f
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MAJOR THRUSTS
I AUTONOMOUS OPERATIONS
II POINTING AND CONTROL
III TELEOPERATORS
i
I AUTONOMOUS OPERATION
REFERENCE RTOPS
JPL 506-19-21 Optical Guidance, Multi-Maneuver
Strategy, on-board Nav, flt exper-
iments
JPL 186-68-52 CCD TV Camera
GSFC 310-10-22 Mission Support Computing Systems &
Techniques
GSFC 310-10-26 Attitude-Orbit Analysis
GSFC 310-10-43 Advanced LASER Ranging Systems
Development
MSFC 180-17-54 Guidance Computer Technology
JPL 186-68-74 NAV & Mission Analysis - SEP
LaRC 506-19-22 Video Guidance System
HQTRS 506-19-31 Rover NAV, SIM, Scene Analysis
JPL 506-19-32 Stereo Sensors, Planetary Rover
Model, etc.
JPL 186-68-55 Mars Roving Vehicle
MSFC 180-17-50 System Perf. & Tech. Assessment
for Unmanned Missions
TABLE IV - ROADMAP ORGANIZATION NAVIGATION, GUIDANCE & CONTROL
J 2_
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II. POINTING & CONTROL
A. SENSORS
MSFC 909-55-10/506-19-11 LASER GYRO
MSFC 188-41-54 Cryogenic (Relativity) Gyro
JPL 506-19-14/186-68-54 ELACS, STELLAR & DRIRU
GSFC 188-78-56 IMAGING TECHNOLOGY
B. SYSTEMS & COMPONENTS
MSFC 909-54-10/909-54-33 SUMC
?
GSFC 506-19-12 Magnetics, Wheels &
Bearings
LaRC 506-19-13 Momentum Storage System
JPL 506-19-14/186-68-79 ELACS Electronics & MBRW
LaRC 909-74-35/910-35-02 Integrated Power/Attitude
Control
GSFC 909-81-08 Direct Drive Actuator for
IPAC
AMES 506-19-15 VIPS System
LaRC 506-19-13 Adaptive Control Software
JPL 506-19-14 ELACS Control System
Analysis
MSFC 909-08-51 Stab & Control - Modern
Control Tech.
III. TELEOPERATORS
ARC 9 70- 23- 20 Advance Manipulators
JSC 970-53-20 Remote Manipulator System
MSFC 970-63-20 Earth Orbital Teleoperator
System
JPL 9 70-83-20 Planetary/Lunar Surface
Te leoperators
JSC 975-50-01 Manned Maneuvering Units
TABLE IV - ROADMAP ORGANIZATION NAVIGATION, GUIDANCE & CONTROL (CONT.)
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